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Zusammenfassung

Das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist die Bestimmung effektiver Strömungsparame¬

ter für die Strömung zweier nicht mischbarer Fluide in einem heterogenen porösen

Medium. Wegen ihrer Bedeutung für Gasdrucktests in Klüften wird als spezielle

Konfiguration die radiale Verdi ängung von Wasser durch Luft in einem zweidimen¬

sionalen Medium mit konstanter Zustromrate analysiert. Bei der Bestimmung ef¬

fektiver Parameter wird das heterogene Medium auf einer räumlichen Skala, die

sehr viel grösser ist als die Skala der Heterogenitäten, durch ein homogenes Medium

beschrieben, dem die effektiven Parameter zugeordnet werden.

Anhand von Laborexperimenten in künstlichen heterogenen porösen Medien und der

Analyse der Ergebnisse mit einem fnvasionsperkolationsmodcll wurde begründet,

dass effektive Parameter für die Darstellung des Mediums ungeeignet sind, falls

die Einflüsse des heterogen verteilten Kapillardrucks im Vergleich zu den viskosen

Effekten gross sind. In kapillar dominiertem Flicssverhalten zerstört die fraktale

Eigenschaft der Luftcluster die Analogie zu den gemittelten Grössen. Ein solches

Verhalten wurde daher im weiteren ausgeschlossen.

Ein weiterer Teil der Arbeit bestand in der Untersuchung von numerisch berechne¬

ten Ensembles von Luftsättigungsfeldcrn. Zunächst wurden das Zeitvcrhalten von

generisohen Grössen wie der Rauhigkeit einer Isolinic in der Frontzone oder der Va¬

rianz der ensemblegcmittelten Sättigung analysiert um ein qualitatives Verständnis

des Strömungsprozesses zu entwickeln. Anschliessend wurden die gemittelten Sätti¬

gungsfelder auf entsprechenden homogenen Feldern reproduziert.

Effektive Strömungsparametcr wurden analytisch in einer Störungstheorie zweiter

Ordnung berechnet. Zunächst wurde das lineare Problem betrachtet, das dem des

Schadstofftransports in einer radialen divergenten Strömung äquivalent ist. Es wurde

gezeigt, dass in einem intermediären Zeitintcrvall zwei Effekte durch die Heteroge¬
nitäten verursacht werden. Der wichtigste ist ein Makrodispersionseffekt, der durch

die Fluktuationen im aclvektiven Strömungsfeld entsteht und der proprortional zum

Gcschwindigkeitsfeld der Strömung ist. Da die Strömungsgeschwindigkeit im radia¬

len Fall mit dem Radius abnimmt, wird nach einer gewissen Zeitspanne der Einfluss

der Diffusion bemerkbar, der ein anderes Zeitverhalten der räumlichen Momente be¬

wirkt. Als zweiter Effekt der Heterogenitäten enl sieht eine Erhöhung der Diffusion

um die Varianz des Zufallsfeldes.

Das voll nichtlineare Zweiphasenstiömungsproblem unter Vernachlässigung der Ka¬

pillarkräfte wurde sowohl mit Störungstheorie zweiter Ordnung als auch mit Homo-

genisierungstheorie untersucht. Die Ergebnisse deuten auf einen ähnlichen Effekt wie

im linearen Fall hin, einem Makrodispersionseffekt, der proportional zur Strömungs¬

geschwindigkeit der gesamten Strömung ist und der in nichtlincarcr Weise von der

Luftsättigung abhängt. Im Gegensatz zum Schadstofftransport hat die Darstellung
der Auswirkungen der Heterogenitäten als ein Makrodispersionseffekt, der propor¬

tional zur Strömungsgschwindigkeit ist, in der Zweiphasenströmung kein Äquivalent
im homogenen Modell. Die Ergebnisse werden durch die numerischen Simulationen

qualitativ bestätigt.



Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is the determination of effective flow parameters for a

flow process of two immiscible fluids in a heterogeneous porous medium. In par¬

ticular the radial displacement of water by air in a two-dimensional medium with

constant inflow rate was considered. This process is relevant for the performance
of gas pressure tests in a fracture. In order to determine effective parameters, the

heterogeneous medium is described as an equivalent homogeneous one on a scale

which is much larger than the scale of the heterogeneities.

As a first step, laboratory experiments with artificial heterogeneous porous me¬

dia were performed which were subsequently analysed with an invasion percolation
model. It was shown that effective parameters do not capture the impact of the

heterogeneities if heterogeneous capillary entrv pressures dominate the flow beha¬

viour. This is due to the fractal properties of the air clusters. In the following, flow

conditions which lead to such a flow behaviour were therefore excluded.

Another part of this work is the study of numerically generated ensembles of air

saturation fields. The time behaviour of generic properties such as the roughness
of an gas saturation isoline in the vicinity of the front zone or the variance of

the ensemble averaged gas saturation was calculated. The aim was to develop a

qualitative understanding of the relevant processes. A reproduction of the averaged
fields with a modified homogeneous model was also achieved.

Effective flow parameters were also determined analytically with a second order

perturbation theory. As a first step the linear system was considered, which is equi¬
valent to solute transport in a radially diverging flow field. It was shown that the

heterogeneities cause two important effects m an intermediate time regime. First,
a macrodispersion is obtained, which is caused by the fluctuations of the advective

flow and which is proportional to the flow velocity. As the velocity decreases with

L/r, after some time the influence of the diffusion becomes noticeable which leads

to a different time behaviour. The second effect is an increase of the diffusion by the

variance of the random field due to the heterogeneities.

The fully nonlinear system without capillarity effects was investigated with a second

order perturbation theory and with homogenization theory. The results suggest an

effect similar to that observed in the linear system. A macrodispersion is obtained,
which is proportional to the total flow velocity and which depends on the saturation

in a nonlinear way. As opposed to the solute transport case, the description of the

influence of the heterogeneity as a macrodispersion which is proportional to the

flow velocity has no counterpart in the homogeneous model in the two-phase flow

equations.

The analytically calculated macroscopic effects were qualitatively confirmed by the

numerical computations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The study of flow processes in the subsurface is relevant for a number of different

disciplines. Due to the complexity of these processes it is impossible to take into

account all their different features which makes the task to describe "the flow process

in the subsurface" unfeasible. Approaches which highlight different aspects are

necessary in order to develop an understanding of the process as a whole. Flow

processes in the subsurface are governed by processes taking place on a broad range

of spatial and temporal scales. Foi example, the scale where a pore is resolved can

be in the range of /im, whereas the scale of field applications can be in the range of

km. The task in the characterization of flow m the subsurface makes simplifications

necessary while still including all the important effects.

This work deals with the impact of heterogeneities of soil properties on flow pro¬

cesses. In nature, porous media are never homogeneous, although we assume ho¬

mogeneity in the models we use. Heterogeneities can simplify the problems, e.g. if

they are of regular structure and known. In general, hoyvever, we do not know the

structure of the porous medium in a deterministic way. The problem arises already
on the pore scale, as a porous medium consists of irregularly shaped pores. The

knowledge we have about soil properties is generally on a small scale, e.g. on the

scale of core samples. Practical applications, however, are usually on a much larger
scale. We are therefore confronted with the problem, that it is not possible to re¬

solve the small scale structure due to the lack of deterministic knowledge, and even

if we knew it it would be infeasible to incorporate such complex structures into our

calculations. The central issue is the incorporation of heterogeneities on the small

scale into the description of the flow processes on the large scale in an efficient way.

This procedure is known as upscaling and has been investigated intensively in the

last decades.

If the scale of the heterogeneities is small compared to the scale of the application,
it is possible that the flow in the heterogeneous medium is smooth on the large scale

and the flow behaviour is similar to that of a homogeneous medium. We are then

looking at the process on a scale, where the heterogeneities are already averaged out.

Their averaged impact is captured bv the large scale flow parameters yve assign to

an equivalent homogeneous medium. This procedure is sketched for the flow process

I
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which is conbideied in this work, the radial displacement of water by air, in Fig. 1.1.

The underlying assumption is, that the averaged impact of the heterogeneities does

only lead to effects which have a counterpart in the homogeneous medium. The

averaged large scale parameters are called effective parameters in the literature.

The determination of effective flow parameters is an efficient way to account for the

heteiogeneities in the flow process

Flow process in a

heterogeneous medium

on t lie small scale

blue water

scale cm

Flow process in a

heterogeneous medium

on the large scale

blue watet

scale 100 m —

Flow process in an

equivalent

homogeneous medium

on the large scale

blue- water

— scale 100 m ——-

Figure I I: Description of a flow process (radial displacement of water by air) as one in

an equn aient homogeneous medium

The random sample character of the knowledge Ave generally have about soil param¬

eters has led to the soealled stochastic approach, which is based on the description
of the porous medium as a random field. This approach allows the use of a number

of powerful stochastic methods. Effective properties can be derived from quanti¬
ties which arc appropriately averaged over the random field. The average over the

random field, which is denoted as ensemble average, is supposed to be equivalent
to the spatial averaging over the heterogeneities In this way yve average out the

scale of the fluctuations which yve do not want to icsolve. The inherent assumptions
and principles aie thoroughly discussed m a number of books and articles, see e.g.

Gelhar [1993] or Dagau [1989]. As the stochastic approach is the basic method of

this work, the most important definitions aud basic ideas will be given at the end

of the introduction.

Flow of one single phase in a heterogeneous porous medium has been investigated in¬

tensively and successfully. The heterogeneous permeability field can be represented
by a homogeneous effective permeability, yyhich depends on the geometrical dimen¬

sions of the flow problem (see e.g. king [19871 or Gelhar [1993}). For more complex
problems like the flow of different immiscible phases the question of the existence

and features of effective parameters i-, not so well answered. However, many field

applications are concerned with the flow of more than one fluid For instance in
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the unsaturated soil zone we have to deal with the flow of two immiscible fluids,

water and air. Also in the field of oil recovery or in remediation problems with

non aquous phase liquids (NAPLs) the flow of at least two immiscible fluids, water

and oil, has to be treated. The nonlinear behaviour of these flow processes makes

the investigation of the heterogeneities very difficult. However, this is an important

problem, as we have already learned from the linear flow processes that the impact

of heterogeneities can be large and can in most cases not be neglected.

In this work the impact of heterogeneities on a two-phase flow process is investi¬

gated. We arc treating the problem of a radial displacement of water by air with

constant inflow rate Q in two dimensions. This special configuration was chosen,

due to its relevance to some important applications. The most important one is gas

pressure testing of fractures. In Switzerland some effort is made to test the proper¬

ties of fractures in the context of the search for nuclear waste deposits in fractured

rock. Pressure tests yield information on fracture conductivity. The flow of gas in

saturated fractures has also to be investigated, as gas can be produced at the repos¬

itory due to corrosion and may flow in a fracture system over long distances. The

flow properties of fractures for a gas-water svstem are tested by injecting air at one

point in the saturated fracture and monitoring at different observation boreholes.

The fractures are often filled with fault gouge and can therefore be considered as

2-dimensional a porous medium. There are further applications, where the displace¬

ment of water by air is important, such as air sparging. An analogous process is

water flooding in a reservoir where the water phase displaces the oil phase. As the

injection mostly takes place at one point, it is reasonable to take into account a

radial flow configuration.

The radial flow configuration has been investigated for linear phenomena such as

single phase flow for some time now. Shvidler [1962] calculated effective conductiv¬

ities for radial flow. Neuman and Orr [1993] calculated effective conductivity in a

two-dimensional system numerically. Indelman et al. [1996] derived an equivalent

transmissivity for converging flow analytically using a Lagrangian approach. Fiori

et al. [1998] investigated the impact of a heterogeneous permeability field on the

covariances of the flow parameters for radial flow. Also macrodispersion caused

by advective solute transport in a heterogeneous radial flow configuration was re¬

cently derived by Indelman and Dagan [1999]. The method used for these analytical
calculations is perturbation theory.

One of the main problems in the study of two-phase floyv is the yvide range of

processes one has to deal with. This is illustrated in Figs. 1.2 through 1.4, where

different two-phase flow experiments are illustrated. The nonlinear nature of this

flow process leads to very different flow behaviour depending on the different flow

conditions. It may be possible, but not in every case adequate to capture the

influence of the heterogeneities by effective homogeneous flow parameters. Our aim

in this work is therefore to investigate the impact of heterogeneities on the flow

process from different points of vieyv to decide on the justification of the effective

parameter description.

The displacement of water by air is inherently unstable. Reviews on this issue are
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given e.g. by Homsy [1987] or Kucper and Frind [1988]. On the one hand, the

homogeneous process can already be subject to instabilities due to the different vis¬

cosities of water and air. On the other hand the nonlinear influence of the capillary

pressure can force the flow of the air phase along preferential paths if the medium

is heterogeneous. This phenomenon is known as channeling in the literature. The

classification of the different stable and unstable flow types is characterized in Lcnor-

mand et al. [1988]. The channeling process originates on the pore scale. However,

the nonlinearities lead to a transfer of the channeling behaviour to the large scale,
where such phenomena have also been observed. The flow behaviour is definitely

nonhomogeneous under these conditions. The existence and predictive power of

effective parameters for the unstable case is questionable.

Channeling flow behaviour on the poie scale caused by capillary entry pressure

effects has been investigated by Fmnberg et al. [1996] or Lcnormand and Zarcone.

[1989]. In their yvork artificial porous media with a random, unknown structure

were investigated and no correlation structure was assumed. In the analysis of

their experiments the applicability of invasion percolation models, introduced by
Wilkinson and Willemsen [1983] for floyv in poious media, was confirmed. The

application of percolation models to floyv problems m porous media also on larger
scales is reviewed by Berkowitz and Ewing [1998]

Left: Figure 1.2: Stable flow of water through soil at residual water saturation,
dark regions- water, light regions- air, taken from Staußer [1986]

Middle: Figure 1.3: Unstable displacement of oil by water m a porous medium,
dark regions: oil, light regions: water, taken from Choukc et ai. [1959]

Right: Figure 1.4: Unstable displacement of glycerine bv air in a Hole Shaw cell,
taken from Paterson [1981]

Chapter 2 of this work addresses the question of upscaling of two-phase flow under

channeling conditions. Displacement of water by air m a correlated heterogeneous

porous medium is investigated on the pore scale with laboratory experiments and
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numerical simulations. The conditions are chosen in a way, that heterogeneities in

the capillary effects determine the flow completely. The features of the flow process

and the correspondence to the heterogeneities is investigated and we address the

question whether or not ensemble averaged properties are meaningful to describe the

flow process. The flow process is simulated numerically with an invasion percolation

model. For channeling flow the results can be transferred to larger scales as well, if

the pores are identified with lenses or correlated structures. The problem is modelled

appropriately in pixelwise network formulation and not using the continuum scale

equations.

Chapters 3 and 4 are devoted to the derivation of ensemble averaged quantities on

the continuum scale, which implies that an average over a representative volume is

possible. This is only the case if channeling phenomena can be excluded. In both

chapters we make use of the stochastic approach and calculate ensemble averaged

properties.

Effective parameters for two-phase flow on the continuum scale have been derived

for some cases with numerical methods and also with analytical methods. There

are quasi-analytical methods like renormalization techniques to obtain effective per¬

meabilities on a grid (King et al., [1993] or Hansen et al, [1997]). The method

of perturbation theory, which has been used for linear problems was also used for

two-phase flow problems. In the work of Mantoglou and Gelhar [1987] and Yeh

et al. [1985] it was used to derive effective parameters for flow in the unsaturated

zone, where pressure gradients in the gas phase can be neglected. This is not the

case in a displacement process. Chang et al. [1995] extended the mechanism to

cases where pressure gradients in both phases occur. They investigated the influ¬

ence of the heterogeneities on the convariances of the floyv parameters. However,

closed expressions were not obtained. Homogenization theory has also been applied

to investigate effective flow parameters for two-phase flow, e.g. by Amaziane et al.,

[1991] or Bourgeat and Hidani [1995]. The radial floyv configuration was not taken

into account there.

An analysis of mechanisms that are dominant in the homogeneous case and of their

interaction with the heterogeneities is very complicated. It is therefore difficult to

find solutions of the flow equations. They can be obtained by solving the equations

numerically or, on the other hand, constructing approximate analytical solutions.

The nonlinearities of the flow equations make analytical methods difficult to apply
and make approximations and restrictions necessary. For this reason it is useful

to take into account both approaches. Both of them have advantages and dis¬

advantages for the treatment of the problem, which can complement each other.

Numerical solutions are useful to develop an understanding of the impact of the

different parameters of the flow equations and which are the important effects. All

possible mechanisms can be included in the numerical simulations which therefore

are good for a qualitative understanding. However, numerical solutions do not al¬

low to determine general laws and formulae. Further, they are often subject to

numerical artefacts. Analytical solutions are useful to gain insight into the causes

of macroscopic effects. They tell us what to look for in otherwise time consuming
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numerical calculations. However, analytical solutions for two-phase flow can only be

found approximately and the flow equations have to be simplified. The disadvantage
of analytical methods is the difficulty to assess whether or not the approximations
made still lead to realistic scenarios. In this work both approaches are applied to

investigate the problem of effective floyv parameters for radial displacement of water

by air, in heterogeneous media. In Chapter 3 of this work the question of effective

flow properties for tyvo-phase flow is treated with numerical methods. Based on the

insight gained with the numerical methods analytical calculations are performed in

Chapter 4 where a simplified form of the flow equations is considered. The method

used to solve the flow equations analytically is perturbation theory.

Stochastic approach

In a stochastic approach the heterogeneous parameters, as for example the perme¬

ability of the medium, are considered to be random fields denoted by Z(x). That

means at each location x the permeability would be represented by a random number

Z. Processes which are random in time are not considered here. The random fields

are described by the probability distribution P(Z(x)) where P(Z)dZ denotes the

probability that the property Z lies between Z and Z + dZ. The average over the

probability distribution is equivalent to an average over the ensemble of all possible
realizations of the parameter configuration Z(x). If we calculate effective quantities
we average these quantities, which are in general functions of the random parameter.

In the example of displacement of water by air. the random parameter would be the

permeability and one function of it yve are interested in would be the gas saturation.

Functions f(Z,x) of Z which are averaged over the probability function

JdZP(Z)f(Z)=], (1.1)

are denoted as ensemble averaged quantities.

The random field f(Z) is a stationary random field if its autocovariance of two

locations x and x' depends on the difference vector x — x' only

Cf f(x, x1) = J dZP(Z)f(Z, x)f(Z. x>) - Cf f(x - x1). (1.2)

In the calculations performed in Chapters 3 and 4 yve assume always stationarity
for the random fields.

It is only adequate to represent a process in a single heterogeneous porous medium

by an ensemble averaged process if the process has already sampled a representative

part of the heterogeneous medium. We want to get spatially averaged parameters

but due to the lack of knowledge about the spatial parameter distribution we calcu¬

late ensemble averaged parameters. The averaging processes are equivalent to each

other if the random field is ergodic. This means that the stochastic properties of

the ensemble have to be captured in the single realization already. The spatial av¬

erage of one realization of the random field Z(x) is then equivalent to the ensemble
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average over the parameter Z at one location

(Z{x)) = lira I ddrZ(x)=Zjx). (1.3)
y—>00 Jy

As the single realization is not of infinite spatial extent, this property has to be

investigated with respect to the length scales of the system. A derivation for this

is given e.g. in Dagan [1989]. It turns out that ergodicity can only be fulfilled if

the length scale of fluctuations on the large scale is much larger than the averaging
volume. Another criterion for the ergodicity of a random field is, that the averaging

volume is much larger than the correlation length of the field l0. These criteria are

intuitively reasonable. The stochastics of the ensemble can only be captured by

one realization if many correlation lengths are included. The average over space

does not depend on the location x. For this reason the ensemble average has to be

independent of the location x where it is performed. This cannot be fulfilled if the

field has a trend.

We can now consider a heterogeneously distributed parameter, like e.g. permeabil¬

ity, which can be represented by an ergodic random field. If we want to assign
effective parameters to the medium on a large scale, the fluctuations of quantities
which depend on this parameter have to be averaged out. We assume that their

values on this averaged scale are equivalent to their ensemble mean. The procedure
to calculate effective properties is therefore the following. An expression for the

large scale quantity we want to calculate has to be derived. This expression will de¬

pend on the small scale heterogeneities, for example on the permeability. Effective

parameter are derived from appropriately ensemble averaged large scale quantities.

They are dependent on the stochastic properties of the heterogeneous field, like vari¬

ance and correlation length. The ensemble averages can be calculated if appropriate

assumptions for the probability distribution P(Z) are made.



Chapter 2

Pore scale processes - Capillary
dominated flow

The focus of this part of the thesis is to look at a flow situation where capillary

entry pressure effects control essentially the flow behaviour. In this case the flow is

subject to strong channeling effects and the concept of effective parameters is ques¬

tionable. Those channeling phenomena arise on the smallest scale in the system,

the pore scale. Our investigations were therefore concentrated on this scale, as¬

suming that our observations can essentially be transferred to larger scale flow with

channeling behaviour caused by hetcrogeneously distributed capillary entry pres¬

sure effects. The flow behaviour was first investigated in laboratory experiments
which is described in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2 the results are reproduced with nu¬

merical simulations using an invasion persoclation model. The question of effective

parameters and upscaling of medium properties is addressed in the latter part of

this section.

2.1 Experiments with 2d plexiglass media

Laboratory experiments of displacement of water bv air were performed in artificial

two-dimensional porous media with a given correlation structure. Although the

quantity of interest is the radial flow configuration, the laboratory experiments were

performed with linear sources and a uniform average flow configuration. The reason

is that the experimental models were taken from another experiment performed
earlier, which had a uniform flow configuration (see Su and Kinzelbach [1999]). The

setup of these models is verv time-consuming due to the high resolution of the pixels.
It was therefore decided to use the uniform flow configuration in the experiment to

analyze the flow behaviour qualitatively In the numerical simulations with invasion

percolation the radial configuration was considered in addition to the uniform one.

8
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2.1.1 Artificial porous media

The two-dimensional porous media were implemented by two plexiglass plates, one

of them having a rough surface. They yvere taken from the work of Su and Kinzelbach

[1999] and the detailed description of the setup is given there. The rough surface was

milled pixelwise into the plexiglass, each pixel representing a square shaped pore.

The space between the two plates forms a 2d porous medium. The model differs

from previously investigated artifical pore scale porous media like e.g. in Lcnormand

and Zarconc. [1989] or Furuberg et al. r1996], where the models consist of pores

and connecting throats between the pores. However, for flow dominated by capillary

entry pressure, this docs not result in major differences in the flow behaviour, in

the models cited above the entry pressure is assigned to a throat whereas the pore

volume is assigned to the pore. In the model used in this work, both quantities
are assigned to the pore. Tf the models are considered as networks, the differences

concern only connectivity of the grid, which has no principal influence on the flow.

The porous media have a dimension of 0.1 m x 0.4 m containing 513 x 513 pores,

7.8 • 10~4 m x 7.8 • lû~4 m each. The thickness of the pores is randomly distributed.

Distribution of the pore sizes

The models used in this work differ from the models cited above in the properties of

the pore distribution. In the earlier models, the pore volumes and capillary pressures

are modeled by uncorrelated random numbers. Here two different distributions

for the parameters are used, both of them having a spatial correlation structure.

The first distribution has an exponential variogram with a finite correlation length,
the second one has a fractal variogram and therefore no defined correlation length,
but correlation structure on all scales. Hence the influence of correlation on flow

dominated by capillary entry pressure can be investigated, which was considered to

be important for the problem of upscaling.

All the pores have the same lengths in x- and in y-direction, but the apertures in

^-direction are randomly distributed. The capillary entry pressure of a pore can be

assigned by the Laplace-Young equation

Pc -- a(- + -1-) .

a is the surface tension between the two fluids and n and r2 are the radii of curvature.

The in-plane radius is much bigger than the radius resulting from the aperture radius

and the corresponding term is neglected for this reason. This is an approximation
which is valid if the fluid-fluid interface is not branched on the single pore scale.

The capillary entry pressure is then determined by the relationship

>
L

*-U
1 1

0

where b is the aperture at the interface. Also a permeability can be assigned via the
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relation

K,abs

b2

Ï2'

assuming that the flow in a pore can be considered as laminar flow between parallel

plates (Witherspoon et ai. [1980").

The aperture distributions were generated with the code fgen, which was developed

by Robin et al. [1993], for the exponential variogram and with a fractional brownian

motion code for the fractal variogram. Fiuther details about the codes can be found

in Su and Kinzelbach [1999]. Histograms of the generated distribuons are shown in

Figs. (2.1) and (2.2). The generated fields are shown in Figs. (2.3) and (2.4). The

large column at aperture zero in the histograms are due to the fact that the apertures

were generated with a normal distribution, which is not restricted to positive values.

As apertures smaller than zero are unphysical they are all set to zero.

Aperture distribution of the fractal model

14000
Aperture distribution of the exponential model

14000 — •

0 5 1

Apertures, [mm]
1 h 05 1

Apertures, [mm]

Figure 2.1 Figure 2 2

Histograms of the generated aperture fields

Apertures of the fractal model, [mm]
500

450

Apertures of the exponential model, [mm]
5001

100 200 300 400 500

Figure 2.3

100

Figure 2.4

Generated aperture fields

200 300 400 500

During the use of the plexiglass boxes in former experiments, the plexiglass had

been subject to deformations, so that at the time the experiments for this work
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were performed, the distributions were not exactly the same as the generated ones.

Therefore the real distributions were redet ei mined in the work of Sorensen [1999].
A light transmission technique was applied and from the measured light intensity at

a pixel the aperture could be calculated by the law of Lambert-Beei. The procedure
is described in Sorensen [1999]. The recalculated aperture distribution fields and

the variograms are shown m Figs. (2.5) through (2 8)

0 07-

0 06-

generated aperture field

X = 3 3 mm a* » o 045 mm2

0 05-
-

-v .'. ,, ,
1./. .
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; /"*
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0 0!- 11 r

000-
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Variograms of the generated and remeasured fields, taken from Sorensen [1999]

Apertures of the fractal model, [mm] Apertures of the exponential model, [mm;
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Figure 2.7 Figure 2 8

Recalculated aperture fields

It can be observed that the regions at the source and the sink line are deformed in

such a way that the apeitures tend to be larger than when they were generated.
This effect is bigger in the model with fractal vaiiogram. The source is m this case

no longer a straight line, but can lathei be consideied as bent. The differences

in the variances m the variograms are due to the fact, that the measured fields

had a coarser resolution than the generated fields. It was not possible to get a

prxelwrse picture. One measured pixel therefore contains averaged information about

more than one real pixel, which reduces the variance of the measured distribution.

However, it can be noted that also m the recalculated variograms no additional

trend can be observed. From this we conclude that the deformations have no severe
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impact on the correlation structure. For the analysis of the data, the distributions

of Sorensen [1999] were used. The mean aperture of the exponential model are then

b = 5.8 • 10_4m and for the fractal model b = 6.6 • 10 "~4m and the correlation length
in the exponential model is lQ — 4.0 • 10~3m where 100 x 100 correlation lengths

are contained in the whole medium. The Hurst coefficient in the fractal model is

H --- 0.8 which is the same as the Hurst coefficient of the theoretically generated
field.

2.1.2 Experimental setup

The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. (2.9).

The porous medium, consisting of the two plexiglass plates, is connected to reser¬

voirs at its open sides. The reservoir at the source line is open, so that at this line

the pressure in the air phase is atmospheric pressure. The sink line is connected

to a sealed reservoir which is filled with water. When the air is entering the sealed

reservoir at breakthrough it is moving to the top of the reservoir driven by buoyancy
forces. Therefore the pressure in the water phase at this line is given by the hydro¬
static pressure even over some time after breakthrough. At the bottom of the sealed

reservoir a pump is connected, so water can be pumped out at constant flow rate.

This configuration was chosen instead of pumping air into the model, in order to

avoid the effect of a blowing up deformation of the model which would be expected
in a plexiglass box. The model is placed on a plane cold light source, providing a

uniform illumination from below. The part of the light source which is not used for

the illumination of the model is covered by a wooden frame.

video îccotdci
ccd camei a

Figure 2.9: Experimental setup

Water saturation of the model was achieved by flooding the dried model in the
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beginning with C02, using a volume of about 100 times the pore space. Then

degassed water is pumped into the vertically tilted model from the sink line which

is at the bottom. Water is flowing from bottom to top so that the water front is

stabilized. Trapped amounts of C02 are dissolving quickly in the degassed water

and are thus removed from the system. A very good degree of saturation could be

obtained with this procedure, leaving only few (< 20) single pores filled with gas.

After saturating the models with water, the water is pumped out of the horizontally
tilted model with constant pumping rate.

200 250 300 350

Figure 2.10:

Digitized picture at breakthrough

Figure 2.11:

Digitized picture after cutting the edges

Figure 2.12: Difference picture

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Figure 2.13: Binary picture

This process is filmed by a CCI) camera, placed about lm above the model. The

pictures are stored on a video tape and digitized afterwards by a PC containing a

grabber card. The resolution of the digitized pictures is 576 x 768 pixels. Gray
values on a scale of 0 to 255 are assigned to the pixels. After cutting the edges of

the picture that do not belong to the model, the resolution of the model is between

460 to 490 pixels per side. The contrast of the pictures between water phase and air

phase is low, so before the beginning of the experiment, a picture of the water filled

model was taken and subtracted from the pictures taken during the experiment. A

cutoff gray value has then to be assigned to get a binary picture. This procedure is

illustrated in Figs. (2.10) through (2.13). The different gray levels for the pixels in
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the air phase, visible in Fig. (2.12), are due to a residual amount of water in the

pixels, that evaporates after some time.

2.1.3 Flow parameters of the experiments

The flow process was supposed to be dominated by the capillary entry pressure

effects. For this reason the flow rates were chosen to be small. As an orientation

the phase diagram proposed by Lcnormand et al. [1988] was used (see Fig. (2.14)).

Figure 2.14 Phase diagram for two-phase immiscible displacement,

characterizing the different flow types. Taken from Lenormancl et al. [1988]

The diagram divides two-phase immiscible displacement processes into three do¬

mains, stable displacement, viscous fingering and capillary fingering, depending on

two dimensionless numbers: the viscosity ratio

M =

Ll2
(2.1)

and the capillary number

N
Ca

ULli

(7

(j being the surface tension between the fluids, u being the pore velocity and u, being
the viscosity in phase ?,, where phase 1 displaces phase 2. The conditions where the

flow is governed by capillary forces only were determined by Lcnormand et al. as

described by the parameter region in the lower right part of their diagram. The

left part represents the conditions where flow is determined by the viscous forces in

phase 2 (viscous fingering dominated) and the upper right part presents conditions

where flow is determined by viscous forces in phase f (stable displacement).
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In the experiment described here the viscosity ratio is given by

M =
J^-

= 0.018 - v log(M) = -1.7.

/Avater

The volumetric flow rate was chosen as Q — 8.33 • lO^9-, which leads to a capillary

number of

NCA = 8 852 • 1(T9 -v log( Ye) ---. -8 05

for the exponential model and

JVCa -- 7.792 • 10"9 -v log(Aca) -" 8.11

for the fractal model. These numbers are in the region of capillary dominated flow.

In a second set of experiments a constant head gradient type of boundary conditions

was used to test the sensitivity to the boundary conditions. The pump was decoupled
from the setup sketched in Fig. (2.9) and the outlet tube was fixed in a position 1

cm below the plane of the model. The capillary number can now only be estimated

by taking the mean velocity over the yvhole experiment. The time difference between

inlet and breakthrough was 39 minutes for the exponential model and 33 minutes

for the fractal model, leading to the capillary numbers ATGa — 4.21 • 10"8 and Aca -

4.99 • 10~8 or log(/V"ca) — -7.4 and log(ATCa) = -7.3 which are both still in the

capillary dominated regime. The differences between the resulting gas saturation

fields and the fields obtained with constant inflow yvere small. The flow process in

the capillary dominated regime was not sensitive to the applied boundary conditions

in our experiments.

2.1.4 Results of the measurements

The pictures of the gas saturation at breakthrough are shown in Figs. (2.15) through

(2.17). The flow process itself did not take place in a steady way, but rather stepyvise.
The air body was not moving for a while, after that a whole cluster of pixels was

filled rapidly, and then the cluster yvas immobile again. This phenomenon was

also observed in similar experiments (compare e.g. Shaw [1986]) and is known as

"moving in Haines jumps". It is a confirmation of the flow being controlled by

capillary effects. The air body does not move until the pressure in the gas phase
exceeds the smallest capillary entry pressure at the water-air boundary, necessary

to invade the next pore. It is likely that there are seveial pores with small entry

pressure connected to the invaded pore which are then invaded quickly.

In the pictures of the air body at breakthrough some artefacts can be observed. In

the fractal model the large connected cluster at the source line is certainly due to

the deformation of the plexiglass plates in this area. In the exponential model there

is a path at the lower boundary filled with air. It is likely that this is a boundary
effect and the plates do not stick to each other tightly enough along this line.
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The difference between the correlation structures of the two different models can be

seen in the pictures at breakthrough. The exponential model has a finite correlation

length and the air cluster seems to be composed of small clusters of the size of the

correlation length (compare Fig. (2.16)). The fractal model has no finite correlation

length and is therefore composed of single pixels. The air body appears denser than

that in the exponential model. However, in both models the clusters composed of

either subclusters of the size of the correlation length or of pixel size appear on

different length scales. The exponential model does not lead to a continuum type of

flow. This phenomenon will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 2.15: Gas saturation in the Figure 2.16: Part of the exponential model,

exponential model 100 X 100 pixels

Figure 2.17: Gas saturation in the fractal model

2.2 Numerical simulation of the experiments with

invasion percolation

2.2.1 The model of invasion percolation

Besides numerical models based on a continuum description of two-phase flow, a

number of approaches for numerical network models is often used to describe small

scale processes. On the pore scale Lattice Boltzmann models are used to model the
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exact solution for the Navier Stokes equation in the pore space (sec e.g. Rothman

[1988]). For the simulation of unstable two-phase floyv, where viscous forces are dom¬

inant, the model of diffusion limited aggregation, introduced by Witten arid Sander

[1983], is used (see e.g. Trantham and Durnford [1999], Flury and Fluchler [1995]).
For capillary dominated flow the invasion percolation model is often appropriate.

In order to model capillary entry pressure determined flow an invasion percolation
code with trapping was used. The model of invasion percolation (in the following de¬

noted by IP) was established bv Wilkinson and Willemscn [1983] for the description
of fluid displacement in porous media and was extended to the invasion percolation
with trapping by Dias and Wilkinson [1986]. By comparison with laboratory exper¬

iments it could be shown in a number of studies that IP is a model that describes

the displacement of one fluid by another immiscible one very well, if capillary forces

determine the flow, see e.g. Lenormand and Zarcone [1989], Furuberg et al. [1996]
or Glass and Yarrington [1996]. The IP describes the flow process on the pore scale.

The principle of percolation theory and invasion percolation are explained in a num¬

ber of books and reviews, see e.g. Stauffer [1992]. It has been applied to a variety
of physical problems in many fields, e.g. solid state physics. Also in the field of flow

in porous media percolation models, including IP, have been used and analyzed.
Detailed review articles can be found in e.g. Berkoxvitz and Ewing [1998] or Golden

[1997]. Nevertheless, in the following the basic concepts and mechanisms will be

explained briefly.

Percolation is a process defined on a grid consisting of sites and bonds connecting
the sites. Random numbers are assigned either to the bonds or to the sites so that

we speak of bond and site percolation respectively. Most of the IP processes cited

above are bond-percolation processes. The experiments described in these papers

yvere constructed in a way, that the pore throats, or bonds respectively, are the

objects that are assigned to a capillary entrv pressure and which are random. The

experiments described in Section 2. L are constructed in a different way and the entry

pressures should rather be assigned to the pores, or grid sites respectively. The IP

model used here is therefore a site percolation model. The differences between site

percolation and bond percolation are minor and lie mainly in the connectivity of

the random numbers (StaurFcr [19921).

In a site oriented invasion percolation process each site of a lattice has a probability
that this site can be invaded. This probability is interpreted as inverse resistance of

the pore and for two-phase immiscible displacement is proportional to the capillary
entry pressure. In general the probability is randomly distributed. There are two

different states for the sites, one is 'occupied by the displaced fluid', denoted with

V and the other one is 'occupied by the invading fluid', denoted with T. At the

beginning of the percolation process all sites of the lattice are in the state V. Some

sites are connected to a 'source'. Usually these are the sites at one of the boundaries.

As the percolation begins, the site with the highest probability out of the set of sites

that are connected to the source is occupied and changes its state from V to T. Its

neighbouring sites now become connected to the source. This procedure is repeated
until one site gets connected to the 'sink', usually the boundary opposite to the
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'source', when changing its state from V to X. The cluster of the invaded sites is

called percolation cluster. In general the critérium for a pore to be accessible for

invasion is that it must be connected to the source.

In an invasion percolation process yvith trapping, site clusters which are in the

D-state and arc surrounded by invaded sites or invaded sites and the boundary

(excluding the 'sink'-boundary) are 'trapped' and can no longer be invaded. This

mechanism reflects the incomprcssibilirv of the displaced fluid as it cannot be moved

if there is no connection to the 'sink' where it can be removed from the grid. An

inherent assumption is, that, the pressure gradients never get high enough to move

a whole cluster of trapped fluid.

The algorithm for ÎP with trapping is in pi maple built in the following way. The

steps are explained on the left hand side. On the right hand side the steps are

performed for the example of a 6x6 grid. The site probabilities are yvritten on the

sites.

I bond \^J site \^J invaded site \^_J connected uninvaded site

sink site trapped site

1. Definition of a grid, assignment
of probabilities to the sites, definition

of the source and the sink, definition

of the sites that are connected to the

source

1 ' ' j x
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2. Looking through the connected

untrapped sites for the site with the

highest probability for invasion (corre¬

sponding to the largest pore), changing
the state of the site to 'invaded' I. def¬

inition of the nearest neighbours of the

site as connected
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3. Looking through the grid for

trapped displaced fluid clusters, defini¬

tion of these clusters as trapped
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The trapping routine slows down the process as in each step the whole invaded

domain has to be checked for trapped clusters (compare Wilkinson and Willemsen

[1983]). Nevertheless the IP simulation is still much faster in terms of computer

time as the simulation of a two-phase immiscible displacement process described by
the dynamical differential flow equations on the pore scale.

2.2.2 Applicability of the IP model

Comparisons with experiments show that an IP simulation reproduces the invaded

fluid clusters and therefore describes the mechanism that dominates the floyv process.

However IP is an enormous simplification of the floyv as it includes only the main

mechanism in a rough sketch. The applicability of fP is therefore confined to special
cases and the inherent approximations should be discussed to specify the quality of

the simulation.

The main flow mechanism can be described as follows. The pressure increases in

the invading phase with a rate which is slow enough to guarantee a spatially evenly
distiibuted pressure. The pressuie increases until it exceeds the smallest capillary

entry pressure of the pores at the fluid-fluid interface and the pore is invaded. The

pressure in the invading phase is then relaxed and builds up again until the next
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pore can be invaded. It is evident that this is analogous to IP.

In the original IP process no quantitative dynamics is included. The IP 'sees' only
the range of pores which are invaded, but there is no pressure variable. Therefore it

does not reproduce the pressure increase and the time development of the displace¬

ment process. Furuberg et al. [1996] included pressure in the IP and could then

describe also the dynamical behaviour of the flow and the pressure distribution. If

a flow process yvith constant inflow rate is considered, it is possible to assign a time

to a state of the cluster from the flow rate and the displaced volume.

IP can only describe flow that is driven bv capillary forces. Other forces have to be

negligible compared to them. The inherent assumption is therefore always that there

are no spatial pressure gradients in the invading fluid, which is only reasonable for

flow processes with very small flow rates and for invading fluids with a small viscosity.
To quantify these limitations Lcnormand et al. [1988] have proposed a diagram
for the application of different model tvpes, IP being among them, dependent on

mobility ratio (here: viscosity in phase I over viscosity in phase 2) and capillary

number, which is determined by the flow rate. Meakin et al. [1992] included a

trend in the threshold distributon and could so reproduce also flow processes with

additional buoyancy forces.

IP also makes the assumption that an increase of the pressure leads to the same

overpressure at all pores at the front, suggesting that the pressure gradients are the

same, independent of the distance from the pore to the 'sink' boundary. This means

that viscous forces have to be negligible compared to the capillary forces. As the

'sink' boundary is at constant pressure this is only valid if the fluid-fluid interface

is far away from the boundary.

IP is a binary process, a site is filled with either the displaced fluid or with the

invading fluid. It is therefore not able to represent phenomena that include the

presence of both fluid phases at one site like for example film flow. It is therefore

also impossible to describe phenomena that take place at a scale that is larger than

the pore scale, as saturation can only be 0 or 1. Yortsos et al. [1993] extended IP to

a model, where a number between 0 and 1 is assigned to the sites and the random

number that represents the capillary pressure is also dependent on the saturation.

It is then necessary to recalculate the random numbers iteratively after each step.

As there are only bonds and sites in the IP model it is not possible to represent phys¬
ical properties of the porous medium like tortuosity or yvettability properties. It is

also not possible to descibe fluid properties like density, compressibility or viscosity.

Still, much effort has been made to extend IP to include physical properties.

The trapping process obviously is another approximation of the real process. In

IP trapping is binary. A cluster of the displaced fluid is totally accessible for the

invading fluid until the last pore at its boundary is invaded. In reality, trapping is

rather a continuous process. If there are onlv a few pores that connect a cluster of

fluid to the sink, it is already shielded and the accessibility for the invading fluid

is already reduced. If one site of a cluster of displaced fluid is invaded, the volume

that has been occupied has to be removed from the grid over the 'sink' boundary.
IP with trapping neglects the fact, that this is easier if there are many connecting
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paths to the sink and the conductivity for the displaced fluid is higher.

IP is a reasonable model for immiscible fluid displacement of a more viscous fluid

by a less viscous one which is determined by capillary forces and that takes place
at sloyv flow rates at the pore scale. It also requires knowledge about the pore size

distribution. If these criteria are not fulfilled other kinds of models yvould be more

appropriate.

2.2.3 Fractal behaviour of the clusters

A very important property of invasion percolation clusters is that these clusters are

fractals. This can be explained in the following way. In a general percolation, a

random number is assigned to each site of a grid. If the number is higher than a

certain probability p) the site is 'occupied', if it is lower the site is empty. Certain

characteristic properties of the field depend on the probability p. If p is lower than

a critical probability pc, there will be no cluster of occupied sites, that span over

one side of the grid to the other. If p is higher than pc, there will be at least one

cluster that spans over the grid. The critical probability pc depends only on the

geometrical properties of the grid. At the critical point the grid gets conductive.

It has been shown (see e.g. Stauffer [1992]) that for each probability p there is a

typical length ((p) below which the occupied sites in a domain of this scale are

fractals and above which they behave like Euclidean clusters. This length scale

diverges at the critical probability pc. As IP is constructed in a way, that the grid is

exactly at the sate of breakthrough, it is always at the percolation threshold. The

percolation cluster in an IP is therefore a fractal. For invasion percolation on a

two-dimensional grid the fractal dimension DhäC has been determined by Furuberg
et al. [1988] or Leuormand and Zarcone [1985] as L.82. Consequently, the concept of

an representative elementary volume (REV), which is cxplaned e.g. in Bear [1972] is

not applicable for such flow processes, as has already been stated by Lenormand and

Zarcone [1989]. The REV concept is based on the requirement that a variable, like

porosity or in this case the fluid saturation, which has been averaged over a spatial

volume, turns out to be constant and independent of the averaging volume if the

averaging volume is larger than the REV. However, fractal structures are inherently

nonstationary and the space A they fill out in a volume of radius r is given by

A oc rDiTAL,

with _Dfiac being the fractal dimension. Fractal clusters also have the property to

include inner clusters of all sizes smaller than the total cluster size.

In the articles cited above the field of the probability numbers is uncorrelated, as

the fractal models they are compared to have been investigated and defined for un¬

correlated random fields. The purpose of many investigations of general percolation
models (not IP) is to get information about the behaviour near the critical thresh¬

old probability pc. The behaviour of several physical quantities Z, like conductivity,
near the critical probability was a focus of interest. Theoretical analysis allows us
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to get expressions for the behaviour near the critical threshold probability. This

behaviour can usually be described by a power law

Z (x (p-- pc)\

if the length scale of the grid is larger than c\ c is an exponent that does no longer
depend on the geometrical properties of the grid, but just on the Euclidean dimen¬

sion. These laws cannot be applied to IP, as it is always at the critical percolation
threshold. However, the behaviour of these properties at the threshold, where it

scale with the length of the grid, can often be written as

Z oc L~"

where v is the critical exponent and L is the length of the scale of consideration.

2.2.4 Results of the simulations

In our case, most of the investigations about general percolation clusters are not of

large importance, despite of their fractal properties. The main purpose here is rather

to use the IP as a model that describes immiscible displacement under the condi¬

tions described above, as these yvere the conditions in the laboratory experiments
described in Section 2.1. We are interested in the possibility to upscale capillary

entry pressure dominated flow processes, and the numerical simulations were used

to investigate this question.

In order to obtain the site probabilities the apertures of the artificial fractures were

rescaled to numbers between 0 and f and assigned to the grid sites. The largest
aperture was assigned a probability 1. the smallest aperture a probability 0, as the

large pores have a smaller entry pressure for the nonwetting fluid. Both aperture

distributions, the distribution with exponential variogram and the distribution with

the fractal variogram were used. Figs. (2.18) through (2.20) show the results of

the simulations. Comparing them to Figs. (2.15) and (2.17) we note, that the IP

reproduces the saturation distribution in the fractal model very well, whereas the

match for the exponential model is only qualitatively good. Some large features

in the cluster, like the large trapped area of water in the middle can be recovered,
but not the small features, like e.g. the point of breakthrough or parts at the

lower boundary. In order to take info account the boundary flow effect at the

lower boundary in the exponential model, as mentioned in Section 2.1, a second

IP simulation was performed, where a part of the lower boundary was added to

the source. The cluster responded to this change and some features are reproduced
much better yvith this adapted simulation, but nevertheless the agreement is still only
qualitative. The reason for the difference of the small scale features in experiment
and simulation is the lack of knowledge of the exact aperture distribution. As

explained in Section 2.1 the aperture distribution was not available pixel by pixel,
but redistributed from the 513x513 to a 460x460 resolution. This redistribution has

a large effect on the grid with finite correlation length, which can be seen when a
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small random change of the original grid is performed. The outcome of a simulation

on a grid yvith the exponential aperture distribution, each aperture changed by a

random number between 0 and 0.1, is given m Fig. (2.21). It can be seen, that

the large scale features of the cluster are preserved, but the small scale features

like the point of breakthrough are changed The liactal aperture distribution is

less sensitive to changes as can be =>ecn m Fig. (2.22). The patterns and clusters

of the invaded fluid on the one hand are caused by the fractal properties of the

cluster as explained above. If there is a conelation structure in the field, patterns

and clusters and their sizes are also determined bv Hie correlation length. However,

whether a correlation induced subclustei is invaded can be determined by one or

tyvo single sites. When there are many small clusters, the sensitivity to variations

in the probability distribution is thercfoic laigei than when there are a few larger

clusters, where the probability to reach the cluster-- is larger.

IP at oreakthrouqh fractal model P at bieakthrough, exponential model

SO -00 1b0 XX) 250 300 350 400 450 1 0- ioC ?00 ?b0 300 350 400 450

Figure 2. L8 Figure 2.19

IP simulation using the fields of the expeiiments
IP at bieakthiough exponential rodol with modified source

1 - ,-OC \.D -
- C-0 IX

Figure 2 20: IP simulation nsin» the fields ot the experiments

In both cases, in the simulation oi the fractal model and in the simulation of the
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exponential model, we note, that the simulation gives a less compact cluster than

the ones obtained experimentally The simulated clusters have a much moie detailed

sttuctuie The reason is, that the flow m the experiment was not really pixchvise,
but îathci aieas ol pixels yveie invaded at one step But differently from the llam.es-

]iimp mechanism, not on!} the pons m the neighbourhood of the next invaded poie

with sufficiently small cntn pi essuie yveie mvaded, but the whole neighbourhood
This is an artefact stemming horn the constuiction oi the models The plane plate

is on the top side, the tough plate at the bottom Buoyancy forces chive the an to

the top of the poie so is does not invade the vhok poie and does not "see" the

whole loughncss of the bottom plate The roughness effect is theicfoie smeared out

IP of the exponential model with perturbations IP of the fractal model with perturbations

r**>_ ~.v.r 1^ £

100 200 300 400 100 200 300 400

Figure 2 21 Figure 2 22

TP simulation using the fields oi the experiments vit h added small perturbât ions

Due to the high cost of the models it vas decided to pioccecl with the models the

way they weie constituted Keeping the explanation of the aitefacts m mind if can

be concluded, that foi the expeuments described m Section 2 1 IP is a icasonable

method to simulate the displacement pioce^es

2.2.5 Upscaling by spatial averaging

The problems with spatial ayciagmg of IP clusters haye already been discussed m

Sec fion 2 2 3 1 he liactal piopeities aie m contradiction to the REV concept It is

theiefote questionable if it is icasonable to descube two phase immiscible displace¬

ments unclei conditions y here IP is a good model on a laigei scale by assigning

continuum appioach paiameteis to it This would imply the aveiage ovei an REV

The non-smooth, fiactal behauom is initiated at the yeiy beginning, on the poie

scale, and is theicfoie impoitant on all scales

This can be seen vay well m the experimental icsults from Section 2 1 The outcome

of the measurements can be aveiaged pixehuse f he icstilts aie shown m Figs (2 23)
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through (2 24) foi an aveiage of 8x8, 16x16, 32x32 pixels and an average of 116x116

pixels leading to a 4\i cell picture Taking into account that for the model with

exponential yauogiam one correlation length is equivalent to 5 pixels at least m the

last picture a homogeneous salutation distribution would be expected Hovuyet,

the large scale patterns îernain m all cases, due to tin fiactal behayioui of the flow

piocess With the increase of the averaged pixels it gets moic difficult to distinguish

between the model with the fractal and the model vith the exponential vanogiam

m
Tugme 2 2^ \vcrage ovci Sxs 16x16 32x52 and Lf6\li6 pixels, exponential model

Figure 2 2f Yv en age ova S\S 16x16, 52x32 and 1 lt>\l 16 pixels fractal model

Figure 2 25 \xerage o\ei 125vl25 pixels oi f different fP simulations with 500x500 sites

Pixelwise ayeiages of saturation distributions produced villi IP simulations show

the same behaviour This ran be seen m fig (2 25) lire random fields of the

fP have the same stochastic properties as the field vith exponential \auogram m

the laboratory experiment Ihtre are also large scale patterns that icmam after

averaging oyer main emulation lengths On the one hind that confirms that the

large scale patterns m the experiments are not produced b\ artefacts of the expei

iment and that two phase immiscible displacement on the poie scale is îealh well

described h\ IP On the other hand this is a confirmation that all volume ayciagmg

approaches hke the RB\ concept arc no reasonable concepts for these processes

Vnothei spatial averaging approach is averaging ova one spatial dimension to ob

tarn a smooth drstubution in the lemaming dimensions This has been performed
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by Sorensen [1999]. He averaged the experimentally obtained saturation distribu¬

tion over the y-axis, which is the axis parallel to the line source. He also tried

to reproduce the one-dimensional saturation distribution with the code TOUGH2,

which is a model based on the continuum approach. The averaged distributions and

the numerically produced saturations are shown in Fig. (2.26). It is evident that

the averaged saturation distribution can hardlv be considered as an outcome of a

flow process in a homogeneous medium. Although the average over the y-axis was

performed over f 00 correlation lengths, the variation of the distribution is as high

as Us mean. This can already be understood bv looking at the two-dimensional

pictures in Fig. (2.15) and (2.17). At some locations x there are only few pores

filled with gas over the y-line, but at one of the next .-c-locations there are many.

The sparsely populated y-lines are like bottlenecks which the gas has to pass in

order to reach better accessible pores. The reason for this is the same as in the

twodimensional averaging approach, the occurence of large scale patterns due to the

fractal properties of the gas cluster.
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Figure 2.26: Spatial averaging over one dimension, taken from Sorensen [1999]

The discussion of the pore scale flow process can be transferred fco the larger scale in

the continuum approach, for heterogeneous media, where capillary entry pressures

are high and heterogeneouslv distiibuted and flow rates of the displacement process

are very small. The pore size distribution is translated into the distribution of

permeabilities or entry pressures, respectively. Permeability and entry pressure are

related to each other via e.g. a Leverett scaling. In this case the same mechanisms

that lead to the channeling behaviour on the pore scale is dominating the flow on a

large scale. It can be assumed that the large scale immiscible displacement can then

be described by an IP as well. It is ol course difficult to confirm this assumption

by field measurment observations, as field experiments cannot be performed under
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controlled conditions and the spatial distribution of permeability and entry pressures

is in general not known. It is also difficult to get a detailed saturation distribution

in a field measurement. However, in intermediate scale experiments like VEGAS

(see Kobus [1996] or Bastian and Helmig 1999]) these channeling behaviour has

been observed also on the large scale. On the large scale the saturation will not be

a binary distribution like in the pore scale flow, however regarding the saturation

as binary by inserting a threshold will lead to more or less the same result, as the

binary pressure jump structures will overrule the continous features. To the same

reasons as in the case of pore scale flow the approach to perform volume averaging

and assign effective parameters to a larger soil domain is not applicable. Although

the parameter field can fulfil the requirements of ergodicity, the flow process cannot

become ergodic due to the fractal features of the saturation clusters.

2.2.6 Upscaling by ensemble averaging

The stochastic approach is a method applied extensively for upscaling. A detailed

discussion of this approach is postponed fo Chapter 3. The basic idea is to de¬

scribe one existing realization of the field of random paramters as an ensemble of

media with the same stochastic properties. Hnclci certain assumptions the volume

averaging is equivalent to the average over the ensemble. From the ensemble av¬

eraged quantities effective parameters can be deduced. However, in the immiscible

displacement described here, the assumptions for the equivalence of ensemble and

spatial averaging arc not fulfilled, as ergodicity cannot be reached. The effective pa¬

rameter concept applied to this kind of displacement is not reasonable for describing
the single realization behaviour. However, the ensemble averaged quantities have

predictive power for risk assessment analysis. The averaged saturation at the sink

boundary is not a quantity that will be measured at anyone place in an experiment

in the single realization. The measured saturation will be f or 0. But the averaged
saturation can be considered as a probability distribution for the binary result. The

ensemble averaged saturation at one point is the probability to measure saturation

1 at this point. Considering the ensemble averaged fields in this way, the aim to

obtain effective parameters for a homogeneous continuum model from the ensemble

averaged heterogeneous field is reasonable. Continuum models on a larger scale can

be based on these effective parameters. Again the resulting saturation fields have

to be interpreted as probability distributions.

An ensemble of IP simulations was performed and the outcome was averaged. To

have stationary parameter fields the ensemble was produced with an aperture dis¬

tribution with a Gaussian variogram. Mean, variance and correlation length were

chosen as in the experiment. The random fields were generated using the model

fgen (Robin et al. [ 1993]), which is based on the fast Fourier transform method.

The method is briefly described in Chapter 3. An ensemble of fOO realizations of

500x500 pixel fields was produced and the saturation clusters produced on these

fields were averaged.

The averaged steady state saturation fields after breakthrough are shown in Fig.
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(2 27) We observe that the IP clusters are subject to boundary effects This is due

to the inherent trapping mechanism Sites at the boundary line can onlv be invaded

from one dnee tron and sites m the neighbourhood of the boundary line ha\e a lowet

piobabhfiv to be invaded from the direction of the boundary The clensitv of rnvadecl

sites is therefore lower m the legion of the boundaiies This is of course an artefact

of the model as the ideal model would be infinitely extended m the* y direction

In IP simulations the boundary effects are avoided by applying periodic boundary/
conditions at the edges which does not match the physical boundary conditions m

the experimental model Here the boundary effects are avoided by excluding the

boundaries 1 hey are marked by lines m 1 ig (2 27) fig (2 2S) shows the plot of

a cut m j direction at the middle of the y axis and a reproduction by a numeiical

continuum approach model Hie parameters for a Brooks C'orev paramefrization

aie given m Table 2 1 The Brooks Corey paramefrization is discussed m Chapter
3
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One can see that for the ensemble a\etaged holds a continuum approach simulation

càu be performed 1 he fust fit is performed with parameters estimated from the

aperture chAiibution 1 he peimeabihtv was set as /vlbs — /b 12 where b3 is the

géométrie mean of the apertures and the parameters for the capillarv pressure and

relative permeability were aEo determined from the a [rature distribution using the
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relation Pc = 2ajb. The parameters were calculated by Sorensen [1999]. For the

second fit the parameters were chosen by trial and error to obtain a more reasonable

fit. By comparing the parameters one can see that there are differences between

them. The ensemble averaged fields can be reproduced by a continuum model

fairly well, however parameters cannot be estimated from the aperture distribution.

The fluctuations of the saturation curve arc still very high considering that the

average yvas performed over 100 realizations. The continuum type flow is of diffusive

type. The gas saturation is not, subject to selfsharpening effects and no gas front is

established.

2.2.7 Radial flow configuration

The actual flow configuration of interest is radial. For this reason another ensemble

of ÎP clusters was calculated for a radial configuration, assuming that IP describes

the flow process in a manner as reasonable as in the uniform flow configuration, in

this case the 'source' boundary is one site in the middle of the grid and the 'sink'

boundary is on a circle around this site. The grid and the outcome of one simulation

are shown in Figs. (2.29) and (2.30).

100 200 300 400 100 200 300 400

Figure 2.29: Radial IP simulations: grid Figure 2.30: Outcome of one simulation

It is obvious that in the radial case the concept of spatial averaging would also

not be reasonable. This can be concluded from the outcome of different single
realization simulations shown in Appendix A. The plot of a radial section of the

averaged saturation field and saturation obtained yvith a numerical simulation in

a homogeneous medium is shown in Fig. (2.32). One plot is again obtained with

parameters from the aperture distribution and one is obtained using parameters to

get a good fit,. The parameters are shown in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Parameter table for the radial flow simulation

2.2.8 Estimation of breakthrough times

It is not reasonable to apply continnum approach concepts to the single realization

nor to upscale the continuum flow equations for this kind of flow. Therefore different

questions have to be asked for the single realization. An effective permeability of

the medium would be of no use for predicting the flow, as the gas will flow along

a few highly permeable paths and will not explore the whole medium. A question
that cannot be answered without detailed knowledge of the medium is therefore

at which point, the air will break through. However, for manv applications the

question of breakthrough time at a certain distance is also very important. .Also the

distance from a source whcie one has to reckon with occurence of gas saturation at a

certain time might be of interest. Fliese quantities can be estimated from the basic

knowledge of fractal structures. Considering an uncorrelated field, the number of

sites that are invaded in an area of size L x L is given bv

N{L) x Ln< - (2.2)

Atac being the fractal dimension, fhis relation also leads directly to an estimation

of the residual saturation for a medium of the length scale L. It would also be

proportional to Lp,v.
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For a given pumping rate Q the time of a given state can be assigned to pixel number

7V via the mean aperture 6,

V = N-b-Ax-Ay = Q-t^N =

Qt

bAxAy

From this a typical cluster length can be defined and a radius of the gas body can

be estimated as

L tx jVVDw =

(Qty>ID^
bA rAy

With the same reasoning a breakthrough time can be estimated for a given distance

from the source as

( ex
Ln^-bArAy

_

The usage of the mean aperture is an approximation which introduces error. In the

IP process mainly the large pores are mvaded, so that the mean aperture of the

invaded cluster will be larger than the mean aperture of the whole field. However,
results from the simulations yielded an underestimation of the mean aperture by 20

per cent which is not too big.

One has to keep in mind, that these are onlv rough estimates and only represent the

main characteristics. Breakthrough times will certamly be earlier, as the relation

(2.2) is only valid at large clisctances from the boundaries. At the sink boundary
the cluster is sparser than in the middle, as the cluster growth is stopped as soon

as a pixel of the sink is reached. The pixels in the region around these sites can

therefore not be invaded. For the same reason the radius of an invaded area will be

larger than that obtained from the above estimation.

Histogram of breakthrough times, linear configuration

o

ta-.
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standard deviation 51 17 sec
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Figure 2.33: Linear configuration
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Histogram of breakthrough times, radial configuration

mean 62 95 sec
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Figure 2.34: Radial configuration

It has also to be considered, that estimations like these only describe the behaviour

in an averaged sense. The fractal behaviour of the process makes single realization to
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single realization fluctuations very large. In Eig. (2.33) and Fig. (2.34) histograms
of the breakthrough times for the ensemble of 100 IP simulations arc shown. The

distribution is still broad and the single realization can deviate a lot from the mean.

Reliable estimations for a real flow process in a porous medium that is dominated

by capillary effects are therefore very difficult to make if there are no known large
scale structures in the medium.

2.3 Conclusions of experiments and simulations

We conclude that the real saturation distribution in a two-phase immiscible displace¬
ment experiment in the single realization where the more mobile phase displaces the

less mobile one and capillary entry pressures dominate the flow behaviour cannot be

reproduced with the continuum approach. Hie reason is that the REV concept, or

a volume averaging concept for the larger scale, are not appropriate for this kind of

flow. However, ensemble averaged gas saturation fields of media with parameter dis¬

tribution with finite correlation length can be reproduced by continuum approaches.
We have to interpret the saturation in these cases not as a real saturation but rather

a probability distribution of outcomes of experiments, ft yve interpret the saturation

in this way, it is reasonable to upscale the continuum equations to larger scales.

For the simulation of flow in the single realization, invasion percolation is a reason¬

able approach. If there are correlation structures on the scale of the experiment,
and these structures are known, the (low pattern can be very well predicted with

these methods. However, if the correlation length of the medium is small, detailed

knowledge of the distribution would be necessary to predict the flow pattern exactly.

Knowing the fractal nature of the cluster and its fractal dimension, averaged quan¬

tities like breakthrough times or cluster radii can be estimated for flow processes

with constant flow rate. However, the single realization can deviate a lot from the

mean which makes reliable predictions difficult.



Chapter 3

Numerical multi-realization

calculations

Many field applications of two-phase flow take place on a large scale where the pore

scale can not be resolved. The flow equations are described on a continuum scale

where the pore space is averaged over an REV. barge scale heterogeneities influence

the flow behaviour also on the large scale. One method to take them into account

is to describe the heterogeneous porous medium as an effectively homogeneous one

in an averaged sense, as outlined in the introduction (Chapter 1). Effective parame¬

ters capture the impact of the heterogeneities. To get a better understanding of the

averaged behaviour on the large scale, numerical simulations of the twodimensional

flow process were performed using the code TOUGH2 (Prucss 11991b]). As the flow

equations which are described in more detail in Section 3. L, contain a lot of arbitrari¬

ness in the parametrization of the saturation dependent parameters, a sensitivity

analysis with respect to the features of these parametrizations is performed in Sec¬

tion 3.2. In Section 3.3 the averaged saturation fields, averaged over an ensemble of

heterogeneous media, and the deduced effective properties arc discussed. Finally it

is investigated in Section 3.4 whether the single realization behaviour converges to

that of the average field at large scale and how this can be quantified.

3.1 Description of the problem

In this section, the flow equations for the problem of interest, and their special
features are discussed.

3.1.1 Flow equations

The flow of two immiscible fluids which yve call phase 1 and phase 2, is described by
the continuity of mass equations

cMjyoSAtf^)^ V-i? --sJf, (3.1)

33
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where I stands as index for the phase, S is the saturation (volumetric percentage of

the phase), sm stands for all source and sink terms, p is the density, <f> is the porosity

and F is the mass flux of the phase. It is assumed, that one phase consists of one

component only, the gas phase of air and the liquid phase of water. The mass flux

is described by a modified form of Dairy's law.

F, -- -^^'-'(^VP, = - A'absm,(5,)VP„ (3.2)
th

with ATabs being the absolut saturai eel permeability, p the viscosity and P, the partial

pressure in phase i. k, ,
is the relative permeability of phase i. The ratio of the

relative permeability and the viscosity, rs called the mobility of phase % in,. It is a

function of the saturation. The form (3 2) of Darcv's law has not been derived from

the pore scale flow equations via an upscaling procedure but is an empirical relation.

It is discussed in the literature, whether this is a too simplified form of Dairy's law

since it neglects the dependency of the flow in one phase on the pressure gradient
in the other phase. However, this is not taken into account here, as these effects are

supposed to be of minor importance.

Buoyancy forces are rreglectecl in Eq. (3.2), as then influence is beyond the scope of

this work. We are dealing with a two-dimensional horizontal configuration.

There are two more relations, which together yvith Eqs. (3.2) and (3.1) add up to a

set of six coupled equations for six variables. One is the obvious relation

6\ + S2 --- E (3.3)

as we are dealing with non-deformable porous media. The other one relates the

pressure difference in both phases to the capillary pressure Pc.

PC(S,) - P{ - P2. (3.4)

The concept of a capillary pressure is analogous to the microscale phenomenon of

capillary pressure in a capillary tube. The pressure difference in both phases in this

case is related to the geometrical dimensions of the tube. The macroscopic capillary

pressure is an empirically obtained function of saturation. The assumption, that

the capillary pressure is only dependent on the saturation is an approximation. It

has been observed, that it is subject to hysteresis (e.g. Lehmann 11998]). However,

as we considère a pure drainage process here, this is not taken into account.

The Eqns. (3.1) through (3. J) are written for a scale where an average over the

REV has already been performed The pore scale processes are very complicated
and the impact of all the properties that determine the small scale processes, such as

wettability of the medium, have to be captured by the empirically obtained functions

for the capillary pressure and the relative permeability.

The configuration of the problem of interest here is a two-dimensional radial dis¬

placement of water by air, air being pumped into the medium at a single point with

a constant mass inflow rate QA[. The domain is considered to be unbounded. This

leads to the source term

San - Qm <)2(A), s*atM - 0 (3.5)
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and the boundary conditions are

Sml(\x\ ->OO,i)->0, iAateid^l -> oo,<) ->1. (3.6)

3.1.2 Numerical code

Apart from some special cases, there are no analytical solutions for Eqns. (3.1)
through (3.4). One approach is therefore to solve the equations numerically. Lots

of codes have been produced in the last decades and as the focus is less on the

numerical solution method in principle but rather the qualitative analysis of the

flow process, the i'eady made code TOUGH2 (Pvuess [1987]) was selected. The code

has been upgraded and improved over many years and its reliability has been tested

in a number of cases. A further advantage is that the source code itself is available,
which makes it, possible for the user to perform changes in the code.

TOUGH2 solves the flow equations of two immiscible phases of two fluids. The

flow equations are discrctized using an integral finite difference scheme. A thorough
discussion on discretization schemes and numerical methods to solve two-phase flow

equations can be found e.g. in Helmig 19971 The scheme and principles used in

TOUGH2 are briefly explained here, a more detailed description of the code is given
in Prucss [1987] and Prucss [ 1991b].

Discretization of the flow equations

Although for the discretization in the numerical calculations a nine-point scheme

was used, the principles of a five-point scheme discretization are explained in the

following, to simplify matters. The discretization scheme is based on the integration
of the mass conservation equation for phase i in Eq. (3.1) over a cell volume Vn.

In TOUGH2 one phase is supposed to consist of more than one component, the gas

phase of air and steam and the liquid phase of yvater and air which is dissolved in the

water. The distribution of the fluid in phase ? is approximated as a homogeneous
one in one cell. The volume integral over the mass density M of component k can

then be written as

[ Mh(x)ddv = A^Vn, M£ = o V StPiX? (3.7)
Jv,

, ,'

i=gas liquid

The dimension d can be 1. 2 or 3. X^ stands for the mass fraction of phase i of

the component s. For the mass flux in cell n the same consideration can be made.

Making the approximation that the mass flux of component, h,, Fh, over one interface

of the cell is homogeneously distiibuted, the volume integral over the divergence of

the flux can be written as

/ V-F*- f F^X^^A^F^ (3.8)
•Pv Ja„. ~~
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where 0„ stands for the surface of the volume Vn and Anm are the interfaces of the

cell with the neighbouring cells m. The time is discretized implicitly, which leads to

the integrated continuity equation for the mass of one component k over one cell n

M£{t + At)~MZ{t)-p- [Y^A^l-lJt f At) + Vnshn(t + At)

Rcs^i + At)-^ 0 ^

Resn is the residual of the equation and s„ stands for the source and sink terms in

this cell. One advantage of the integral formulation is, that the only grid information

needed is the volume of the cells, the distance to the neighbouring cells and the area

of the interfaces, fn principle this allows any irregular grid. The flux over the

cell boundaries is calculated from the presume difference in the two cells which the

interface connects via Darcy's law. The pressure is approximated by its values in

the center of the cells, and the flux of one component, k is written as

l?h _
X^ "dabs m n)^(]el,i, m n)P(i, m n)X^ m^ P(8| n)

— P(t| m)
nm

~~

z__y
_

'

l=gaS> liquid
M(? m',l) Xn ~Xm

(3.10)

where x is the location of the cell center. For the parameters P*abs> Pei> /b Xh and p,

appropriate averages of cell properties along the connecting line of cell n and m have

to be chosen. The mass balance equations (3.9) for N nodes leads to an equation

system of 2 • N equations. The equations are coupled and they arc nonlinear in

saturation S due to the nonlinear material properties such as relative permeability
and capillary pressure. The nonlinearities are treated by Ncwton-Raphson itera¬

tion. TOUGH2 provides four different solvers for the linearized equations. In the

calculations performed here a bi-conjugate gradient squared method (BCGS) solver-

was used. The time stepping can be treated by adjusting the time steps using con¬

vergence criteria. In the calculations performed here this w^as done in the following
way: If the Newton llaphson steps required to fulfil the convergence criteria were

more than eight, the time step was reduced by a factor of 1/4. If less than four steps
were required, the time step yvas doubled. This time stepping is very convenient es¬

pecially for radial flow, as the grid Peclet number, which compares advective effects

with diffusive ones, is changing with space due to the decreasing of the velocity with

1/r.

To model radial flow configurations in a cartesian grid causes problems due to the

grid orientation, as the preferential directions are aligned with the grid orientation.

For this reason a nine-point scheme was used for the discretization (code provided
by Dr. Karsten Prucss, EBNE Beikelev). In a nine point scheme the flux in one cell

(i,j) is not only calculated from the neighbouring cells (z + 1, j; ? -1, j; ?,y-bl; i,j
- 1)

but also from the cells in the diagonal (i-i 1. j -<- f : %— 1, j -r L; ? + I, j -- L: 2— 1, j
- 1),

where the interfaces of the neighbouring cells are weighted with a factor 2/3 and

the cells in the diagonal yvith a factor 1 /6 (compare Fig. (3.1)). The application of

a nine point scheme reduces the grid orientation effects (sec e.g. Pvuess [1991a]) as

the Laplace operator A occuring m Eq. (3.2) is approximated to higher order in the

cell distance.
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Figure 3.1: Five- and mue-point finite difference

approximations, reproduced from Prucss [L991a]

Flow parameters

Depending on the specific kinds of fluids, one has to focus on different kinds of

problems. For this reason the equations of state that specify the types of fluids

are in TOUGII2 provided in a number of modules. Ileie we use the module EOS3,

describing an air-water system. The dissolution of an in the liquid phase is described

by Henry's law. Water can be evaporated m the gas phase (and condensed from

the gas to the water phase). The properties of an arc derived from the ideal gas

equations. The temperature was set low, to 10 degrees Celsius (283 K), to avoid the

effects of water evaporation. Also the Henrv constant was artificially set, very high
(1030Pa) to avoid the effects of air being dissolved in the water. These effects were

considered not to be of importance and were excluded m order to avoid unnecessary

complexity of the flow processes. It has to be mentioned that the code TOUGH2

also includes gravity effects and as a main part, effects from temperature gradients
leading to heat flux. These effects are not taken into account m the Eqns. (3.1)
through (3.4) as m the calculations performed here the temperature was set constant

and the flow process was considered to take place m the horizontal plane.

A remark is m order considering the averaging of the peimeabrhtres over the connec¬

tion line between the cell centers. Ehe physically most reasonable way to average
them would be to use a harmonic weighting of the product of absolute and relative

permeability using the distances to the interfaces as weighting factois. However,
for a displacement process, this weighting scheme causes numerical problems, as the

harmonic averaging procedure gives more weight to smaller numbers. If the porous

medium is almost saturated with water behind the fiont zone, the product of rela¬

tive and absolute permeability is almost zero, which leads to a very small harmonic
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mean. This leads to oscillations and slow convergence of the Newton Raphson it¬

erations. To achieve stability without reducmg the time step to infeasibly small

values, it is recommended to use a full upstream weighting of the product of relative

and absolute permeability. In the weighting of the total permeabilities which has

been performed m our calculations an upstream weighting scheme was used for this

reason.

Sinks and sources in TOUGH2 are treated as wells with defined flow rates of the

specified fluid phase. The constant inflow was modeled as an air injection well.

The formulation of the problem implies boundaries at infinity. These were approx¬

imated in the simulations with Diiichlet boundary conditions for all unknowns at

the boundaries of the modeled domain. In TOUGH2 such boundary conditions are

realized by assigning a volume which is much larger than the volume of the inner

grid cells to the corresponding cells.

Air is a compressible gas. It is treated in TOEGH2 as an ideal gas. The compress¬

ibility affects the flow Eqns. (3.1) through (3.4) via the density. In general density

effects have to be expected in most applications and will have an impact on the flow

behaviour. However, in order to focus on the flow behaviour due to the nonlinear soil

properties, it was made sure in the calculations that density effects do not become

important. The relative gradient of the density can be estimated using the ideal gas

approximation for air,

Pan m Vp VP

/An = ~ ~> -=-£, 3-U)
a I p P

where R is the gas constant and m is the molecular weight. By estimating the

pressure gradient with Darcy's law and choosing appropriate parameters for perme¬

ability, inflow rate and initial gas pressure, it yvas made sure that the relative density

gradient was held at a value of a few percent. In one case where the Inflow rate was

enhanced and this requirement was no longer fulfilled, the density for gas was set,

artificially constant to exclude compressibility effects. This case will be commented

on in the text.

3.1.3 Heterogeneous fields

Heterogneities of the parameters

To consider heterogeneities in Eqns. (3.1) through (3.1). in principle all parameters

can vary in space. If one considers the porous medium as being composed of differ¬

ent soil types, each having a different pore structure and a different permeability,
the soil types will also have different characterizations via the relative permeability
functions and the capillary pressure. All the parameters that enter the functions

for relative permeability and capillary pressure can be random fields. Considering
the fields in this way, the flow process which is already very complicated in homo¬

geneous porous media, is influenced by so many effects, that it, becomes by far too

complex to take into account all the different mechanisms. For this reason, only
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the most important features, permeability and magnitude of capillary pressure, are

considered to be heterogeneous. Moreover, they are the quantities that have been

investigated the most thoroughly in laboratory and field experiments. In contrast

to that very little is known about the role of heterogeneities in relative permeabil¬

ities, although relationships between the parametrizations of relative permeability
and capillary pressure, based on their dependence on the soil properties, exist (e.g.
Brooks and Corey [1966]). Very often a Leverett coupling of capillary pressure and

permeability is assumed (see e.g. Marie [1981]). Il has its counterpart on the pore

scale. Permeability is proportional to the square of the pore radius whereas the

capillary pressure for one pore is proportional to the reciprocal value of the radius.

Assuming the absolute permeability can be modelled as

KAh,{x)^K^-Z(i) (3.12)

where Z(x) is a random field with mean 1, the capillary pressure is modelled as

Pc(x) = Pc y/T^oF1. (3.13)

This kind of scaling was realized in the numerical simulations using the SEED op¬

tion in TOUGII2 which provides the spatial variance of absolute permeability and

capillary pressure in the way described by Eqns. (3.12) and (3.13) with a random

field Z(x) which can be read externally.

Random field generator

The random fields were generated with the code FGEN (Robin et al. [1993]). It

uses a fast Fourier method to generate correlated stationary random fields with given
mean, variance, correlation length and distiibuf ion type. The principal methods will

be explained here, a detailed discussion can be found in Robin et al. [1993].
The method takes advantage of the fact, that the Fourier transform of the autoco-

variance of a stationary random field A,

C(x)= f ddx'Z(x')Z(x'~\ x) (3.14)

can be written as

C(k) - Z(k)-Z(k), (3.15)

The Fourier transformation f(k) of a function f(x') is defined as

f(k) - / ddxf(x) exp ( -2th xfj (3.16)

and the inverse transformation as

f(x) - I ddkf(k) exp (2-1.ik) . (3.17)
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The identity (3.15) is a consequence from the stationarity of the random field. If we

have a autocovariance function C(x), we can calculate its Fourier transform C(k).
An uncorrelated random field in Fourier domain. Z(k), which has a mean of 0 at

each value of k and a variance equal to the corresponding Fourier transform of the

given covariance C(k) at the value k. corresponds to an inverse transformation to the

coordinate space, Z(x), which has a mean of 0. a variance of 1 and the autocovariance

function C(x). This is shown in Schwarz [1999b By assigning uncorrelated random

numbers with the corresponding properties (mean 0 and variance C(k)) to each

Fourier mode k, a correlated random field can be constructed in coordinate space

which has the autocovariance function C(r). This construction is performed on a

finite grid in Fourier space which is periodically repeated, yielding a random field

on a grid in coordinate space. The random field is then extended to the full space

domain by interpolating between the grid values. Variance and mean arc adjusted

by normalizing the field to the corresponding values. Possible errors in this method

are due to the discretization on a grid and are discussed in Robin et al. [1993].
The method performs well if the whole field which is calculated is large compared
to the correlation structure and if the size of the grid cells is small compared to the

correlation structure.

In the calculations performed here, random fields were constructed using a Gaussian

autocovariance function. The fields yvere transformed to log-normally distributed

fields to represent realistic distributions of absolute permeabilities.

3.1.4 Setup of the numerical model

In order to save CPU time, onlv a quarter of the flow field was modeled, which was

supposed to be reasonable due to symmetry of the system under consideration. As

the correlation structure is not properly represented at the boundaries of the quarter

field, the gas saturation field was only analyzed in a restricted domain within lines

through the origin wdiich are 10 degrees apart, from the boundaries. The numerical

simulations were performed on a Cartesian 96 x 96 cell grid. The horizontal cell

dimensions were O.f m x 0. L m, the height of the model was assumed as 0.01 m.

The flow parameters are given in Table 3.1.

Porosity <F

Absolute permeability Kahs [mT (isotropic]

0.2

4- 10 -n

Brooks Corey coefficient A for (3 20) and (372x9) .- L4, 2.0

Capillary scaling pressure Pc0 for (3.26) Pa]
fnitial gas pressure Pau [Pa

Initial gas saturation S„ [

Mass inflow rate Qy kgh]

Temperature T \K

different values

L.02- 105

0.01

4- tO~6

283

Table 3.1 : Parameters for the numerical simulations
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The an injection well was placed in the bottom left corner The left and bottom

boundaries imposed are no-flow boundaiv conditions, whereas the right and top

boundaries obey Dirichlet boundaiv/ conditions for the equation variables, realized

with 4 rows of verv large cells with increasing size (0 5 m, f m, 5 m, 10 m) A sketch

of the setup of the numerical model is given m Fig (3 2)

The initial saturation could not be set to 0 due to numencal problems If the cell

has a saturation of 0 foi one phase, the sjsfem is in a single phase state For this

fluid to get into the cell, it has to evolve via condensation or vaporrzatron first

Thrs causes problems m the numerrcal simulai ions For this leason the initial gas

saturation was set to Sg = 0 01 In the homogeneous media, there are pressuie

gradients if the initial saturation is uniformly distiibuted, and cluirng the first time

steps the system gets to capillaiy equilibrium which means the initial saturation is

distributed m a way that the pressure giadieiits due to the heterogeneous capillary

pressure aie equalized

ft

B vo

it c*

a

Bound.» y acting al infinity

S (nut ) = 0 99

S (mit) = 0.01

o
s
3

3

a
1 SSQ

3

3
Au inflow

0 - const

f 96 cells

__impLi meahlêU

Figuie 3 2 Setup ol the numerical model

3.2 Sensitivity of the flow behaviour to the para¬

metrizations

As there is some aibitrarmcss m the flow equations (3 1) through (3 1) it is neces¬

sary to peifoim a sensitivity analysis with icspect to the different features of the

parameters and decide how to cho^e them for the pioblem of mteiest There rs a

wrde range of parametrizations discussed m the literature ft is more impoitant to

get an understanding of the typical features of the functions and of then impact on

the flow process than to take a electron tor a grven formulatron of parametrrzatron
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3.2.1 Relative permeability

The essentail concept of relative permeability is based on the idea that the two

immiscible phases flow in different sections of the porous medium. The higher the

saturation of one phase is in a part, of the poious medium, the bigger is the part of

the medium that is ''available'' for flow of that phase and the higher is its relative

permeability. The relative permeability of one phase is therefore a monotonically

increasing function of the phase saturation. The assumption, that both phases do

not, interfere with each other, leads to the equation

p
gas

+ kj wa(et
- 1. (3.18)

The monotonicallv increasing behaviour has been confirmed in a large number of

laboratory experiments (e.g. Stauffer and Dracos 1986], Fischer [1995]), however,
behaviour different from that described by (3.18) has also been observed in many

cases.

The relative permeability functions capture a further phenomenon, the residual sat¬

uration. In drainage and wetting experiments there is always a residual amount, of

water or air, which cannot be removed from the system. These are clusters of water

or air that arc trapped and cannot be moved or water that is very strongly bound

to the pore surfaces due to dielectric forces. The wafer saturation or gas saturation

can therefore not drop below these residual saturations and the relative permeability
below the residual saturation is zero. Although the values of the residual saturations

can be quite high (see e.g Fischer [1995]), we will neglect these effects for simplicity,
as it does not change the principal mechanisms but just scales clown the range of

values for the saturation. By rescaling of the saturations the residual saturations

can be taken into account at, any time.

Two parametrizations are very common, the paramefrization of Brooks and Corey

(Brooks and Corexr [1966]) and the paramefrization of van Genuchtcn (van Genuchten

[1980]). For the relative permeabilities there are no essential differences and the for¬

mulations can more or less be transferred to each other (ffclmig 11997]). Neglecting
residual saturations, we get for the Brooks-Corey paramefrization

p.water(£JM^)(2+3Al)/Al (3-19)

P gas(S9) = S; (1 - (1 - Sb7)(1+2/Al)) (3.20)

and for the van Genuchtcn parametrization

P wate3(S„,) - v'5^ • (L - (1 - SH'X^)X2)2 (3.21)

Av8a,(5,) - v V CL - (1 - SqyLM)2X>. (3.22)

Ai and A2 arc related to the soil properties. There arc also applications where water

phase relative permeabilities as in Eqns. (3.20) or (3.22) arc used and Hie gas phase
relative permeability is defined as p. gas

= f — k, water according to Eqn. (3.18). An

example for relative permeability functions (Brooks-Corev with Aj. --- 2) is given in

Fig. (3.3).
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0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 1

S (water)

Figure 3.3: Example for relative permeabilities, using Brooks Corey formulation

The relative permeabilities can lead to selfsharpening effects of a front of one phase.
This becomes clear if we consider the advective term in the mass conservation equa¬

tion (3.1),

V Ä

A

1 oP,
'

p dS
7vabs-^VSVP + A'abs-AP. (3.23)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.23) is equivalent to a term that de¬

scribes advective transport with a velocity K^idki/dS)(l/p)VP. If the derivative

of the relative permeability with respect to saturai ion is monotonically increasing,
smaller saturations yvill have a smaller "velocity'' and the front of a displacement

process is selfsharpening. The opposite is true if the derivative is decreasing. In this

case, the front will smear out and the flow process is more of a diffusive kind.

d2kr gdS/o!Sgas depending on the parameter A for different values of Sgas,
values >• 0: convex, values < 0: concave

~2 4 ; 6 r

Figure 3.4: Brooks Corev
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Figure 3.5: van Genuchten

Except, for the gas relative permeability at very large gas saturation the Brooks-

Corey paramefrization is always convex (cf. Fig. (3.4)). For the van Genuchten

paramefrization there are some regions where the relative permeability curve be-
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comes concave (cf. Fig. (3.5)). In the flow scenario considered here we are interested

in the situation at small gas saturation and large water saturation, fn this case for

both types of paramefrization the functions are convex, except for a van Genuchten

paramefrization with very small A2. The relation given by Eq. (3.18) would in that

case lead to a concave relative permeability for gas and therefore to a flow type
different from that with Eqns. (3.20) or (3.22) as relative permeability function.

Fig. (3.6) shows the result, of numerical simulations of radial displacement of water

by air with three different, parametrizations for k7 ^a<î, (3.20) with Xx = 2 (-» con¬

vex), (3.22) with A2 = 0.2 (-> concave) and (p (gas) = l-(3.20)) with Ax ^ 2 (-->
concave). This figure illustrates that the behaviour of the derivative of the relative

permeability with respect, to saturation at the initial saturation is a decisive quantity
for displacement flow processes.

0.5

0.4

to

(0

A5

GO

„0.3

0.2

Brooks-Corey, b=2

kr(gas)=f-kr(water), k=2

van Genuchten, b=0 2

4 6

Radius r

10

Figure 3.6: Radial section of the gas saturation field,

using convex and concave relative permeability functions

It is difficult to determine which behaviour is realistic for water displacement by
air. It has been observed in experiments of displacement of a wetting fluid by a

nonwetting one in porous media, that the fluid mteifacc remains sharp during the

flow process and the displacing fluid develops a front that moves through the medium

(e.g. Choukc et al. [19591).

The same effect has been observed in laboratory experiments that have been per¬

formed during the preparatory woik for the experiments treated in Chapter 2. Air-

was injected into a water saturated, quasi homogeneously packed flat sand box. The

flow configuration was a quarter five spot pattern, injection of air at, one corner with

an outlet at the opposite corner. The flow process has been analyzed with the same

setup as described in Fig. (2.9). except for the fact that the illumination was from

above instead of from below. The experiments were not satisfactory, as the flow

was not homogeneous due to the sensitivity of the floyv process to heterogeneities
on the smallest scale, flovyever, the results could be analyzed with respect to the
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selfsharpening behaviour. Fig. (3.7) shows the difference pictures of two consecutive

pictures. The darker regions are zones of increase of air. These zones are sharply
bounded at the front zone. We can therefore conclude, that the air is moving as a

compact body and the displacement, is modeled best with a convex relative perme¬

ability function. In the following, the Brooks-Corev formulation - (3.20) and (3.22)
- is used.

f\ »<x %

;,.xb^x<

^ X ns>-* ^ ^ ,T L
i rÇ»\Xv £,

^ ?X"it ,x„

Figure 3.7: Difference picture ol tyvo consecutive pictures

3.2.2 Capillary pressure

The capillary pressure is the difference between the pressure in the nonwetting phase
and the pressure in the wetting phase, ft describes the large scale impact of the

capillary pressure phenomena on the small scale. It reflects the fact that in a water

wetting porous medium more energy is needed to have a pore filled with air than to

have it filled with water due to the wettability properties of the medium. A larger-

force, and therefore a higher pressure gradient. is needed for pressing air into a pore

than for water, fn equilibrium, the pressure m the an phase has to be larger than in

the water phase, in order to counteract the capillary forces. The capillary pressure

in the continuum equation describes the impact of the capillary effect of a large
number of pores. Its quantity is therefore dependent on the saturation. It needs

less pressure gradient to fill the large pores than the small ones, as the surface to

volume ratio is smaller in the large pores. Therefore the large pores are filled first

and the capillary pressure is small at small gas saturation. Then the smaller pores

are filled and the capillary pressure gets larger. Theiefore the capillary pressure is a

function that increases monotonically with gas saturation. Tf the pore distribution

is peaked, the gradient is small, if it is broad the gradient is large.

If the soil is saturated at the beginning there is a certain pressure gradient necessary

to start the inflow of air into the medium, as the capillary force clue to the largest

pores has to be surmounted. The importance of this capillary entry pressure is
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discussed in the literature. In measurements it is difficult to decide whether there is

a steep slope at the end point or whether there is a discontinous step to 0. However,

many experiments indicate the existence of a capillary entry pressure (Stauffer [1999]
or Usiohal et al. [1998]).

There is a large number of possible parametrizations for the capillary pressure. The

most common ones are once again the parametrizations of Brooks and Corey

1/Ai

PC(S) - Pc
c ont i

f

and van Genuchten

Pc{S) = Pc0({S1LY
l ^ 1)

i-A2

(3.24)

(3,25)

Eqns. (3.24) and (3.25) differ with regard to the existence of an entry pressure, fn

formulai ion (3.24) there is an entry pressure Pcentu whereas in (3.25) the capillary

pressure decreases continuously to 0 if the water saturation goes to t. This difference

has an impact on the flow behaviour. Fig. (3.S) illustrai es both parametrizations.
To be consistent with the relative permeability paramctrization, the capillary pres¬

sure is modeled with a Brooks-Corey paramefrization. however in a slightly different

form than Eq. (3.24) .
The formulation that has been used here for the capillary

pressure is one of the capillary pressure functions implemented in the TOUGH2 code

and it is equivalent to the Brooks-Corey formulation. The capillary entry pressure

in this formulation is combined additively with the capillary pressure function,

(\ y/Ai
Pc(S) = Pcen{1 +Pc0- I—-1) • (3.26)

S„

Capillary piessure, Brooks-Corey
5000

4000

3000

2000-

1000-

Capiilary pressure, van Genuchtcn

0 4 0 6

S (watei)

5000

4000

3000

20001
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0 8 1 "0 0

Figure 3 8: Typical eapiilaiv pressure functions

0 4 0 6

S (watoi)

Features of the capillary pressure

In Eqn. (3.26) there are two parameters thai clef ermine the properties of the capil¬
lary pressure function. The entrv pressure P,entr is not taken into account as will
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be explained later. On the one hand there is the factor Pc 0 which affects the mag-

nifudc of the capillary pressure. On the other hand there is the parameter Aj which

affects the slope of the capillary pressure curve. The capillary pressure curves for

three examples of Pc0 and three examples of At together with radial sections of the

corresponding gas saturation fields are shown in Figs. (3.9) through (3.12).

10

Q.
° Pc0=1 *10DPa

Pc0=1 *104Pa

Pc0=1 *103Pa

0 02 04 06 08 1

Sg

Figure 3.9: Capillarv pressure for different Pc o

0.2 0 4 0 6 0 8 1

Sg

Figure 3.11: Capillary pressure for different À

Pc0=1
* 10J Pa

-Pc0=1 *104Pa

Pc0=1 *10°Pa

4 6

Radius r [m]
10

Figure 3.10: Radial section of S'g for the

corresponding values of Pc o
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Figure 3.12: Radiai section of Sg for the

corresponding values of A

A higher capillary pressure corresponds to a smaller gas saturation. Pt0 has an

impact on the gas saturation profile at all values of gas saturation and therefore

influences the behaviour at the injection point as well as the behaviour at the front.

A higher value of Pc0 reduces the gas saturation in both parts of the profile. The

slope of the capillary pressure curve has an impact mainly at high values of gas

saturation. The impact at small gas saturation is less important, however it has

different impact in both parts. A flatter slope leads to smaller valrres of the capillary
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pressure and higher values of gas saturation at the injection, however it leads to

higher values for capillary pressure and smaller values of gas saturation at the front.

The impact at the front is smaller than at the injection point. The range of the

impact, of Ai is limited, as a value of At — 5 already leads to a very flat capillary

pressure curve, a further increase of Ai has not much more impact.

Eïeterogeneotis capillary pressure

If the capillary pressure field is heterogeneous and modeled as described in Eqs.

(3.12) and (3.13), the Leverett scaling leads to an enhancement of the effects of the

heterogeneities. The cells with lower permeability have a higher capillary pressure

function, both effects make them less accessible for the inflowing air. The oppo¬

site would be true if a dry porous medium would be invaded with water. This is

illustrated in Fig. (3.L3), where an isoline of the gas saturation is shown for three

different cases. Two media with heterogeneous permeability field and constant cap¬

illary pressure, one with high variance of log conductivity a\ and the other one with

low a2-, are compared to a medium with low variance cr? where both permeability
and capillary pressure are heterogeneous, lire deviations of the front grow with aj.
They also grow if the capillary pressure is heterogencously distributed. The coupling
acts like an enhancement, of the variance of log permeability if the behaviour of the

front is considered.

2

* : var.=0.1, only K

heterogeneous
o : var.=0.1, Leverett

scaling of K and Pc

+ : var.=0.7, only K

heterogeneous

0 2 4 6 8

x[m]

Figure 3.13: Isolincs of gas saturation

for Sq ^0.1

— var =0 1,only K

heterogeneous

-- var.-0 7,only K

heterogeneous

- - var =0 1 .Leverett scaling

of K and Pc

4 6

Radius r [m]

Fie tire 3.14: Radial sections of the

gas saturation field at 45°

However, there is a qualitative difference in the flow behaviour yvith capillary pres¬

sure and permeability both heterogencously distributed on the one hand, and the

flow behaviour when just the permeability is heterogeneous on the other hand. The

equilibrium gas saturation state of the saturation behind the front is very hetero¬

geneous if the capillary pressure is heterogeneous, ft is smooth if the capillary

pressure is constant. This is illustrated in Fig. (3.14), where a radial section of the

gas saturation field is plotted for the three cases. The different values of a2 have no
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impact, whereas the fluctuations of the gas saturation behind the front get large if

the capillary pressure is heterogeneous.

An important feature of the capillary pressure for floyv in heterogeneous porous

media is the existence of the entry pressure. The Leverett scaling yields a field of

heterogeneous entry pressures. If there is a heterogeneous entry pressure field in an

initially saturated porous medium, there are cells that will not be invaded as the

pressure gradients in the neighbouring cells will not get large enough to exceed the

entry pressure. This leads to channeling effects and is the large scale analogon to the

channeling patterns on the pore scale system as described in Chapter 2. If there is

no entry pressure the effect is smeared out, as each saturated location has capillary

pressure zero and just the slope of the increase is heterogeneously distributed. The

impact of entry pressure effects is illustrated in Fig. (3.15) and (3.16).

Figure 3.17: Binary entry pressure field Figure 3.18: Binary gas saturation field

Hie gas saturation fields of two numerical simulations are shown, one with entry

pressure effects, the other one without. Figs. (3.17) and (3.18) show binary pictures
of the entry pressure field for the simulation including entry pressure with a threshold

of Pc = 1500Po and of the saturation field with a threshold of Sgas = 0.25. It can

be observed that the gas saturation field almost duplicates the entry pressure field

which supports to the interpretation as a channeling flow- process which is modeled
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best with invasion percolation.

Channeling is a realistic scenario which has been observed in field and laboratory

experiments many times. However, as discussed in Chapter 2, it, is not reasonable

to try to describe a flow scenario with strong channeling effects by an analogous

homogeneous continuum. The differences between "reality"' (single realization) and

"model"' (ensemble average) are large and remain large over time. Ensemble aver¬

aged quantities are not very meaningful to describe the actual realization in these

cases and can only be used for risk analysis questions. In the following we limit our¬

selves therefore to scenarios without channeling effects. The entry pressure Pcenfr.

in Eq. (3.26) was therefore set to 0 in all the following calculations.

3.3 Ensemble averages - effective behaviour

Following the line of the stochastic approach, flow parameters would be assigned to

each realization, afterwards they arc averaged over the ensemble. These averaged

parameters would be the effective parameters of the system. A procedure which is

less demanding and under certain assumptions yields the same result would be to

derive effective parameters from the ensemble averaged saturation fields. An ensem¬

ble of heterogeneous fields can be produced, the gas saturation can be calculated

numerically and averaged over the ensemble.

Such a procedure is possible in principle, but not entirely justified for a number of

reasons. On the one hand we do not have parameters of the medium, but rather

parameter functions for the capillary pressure and relative permeability, ft, is not

clear how these functions can be obtained from the gas saturation. This point will

be analysed in more detail in the next chapter. A more important problem is,

that the condition for the ensemble averaging approach to be rcasorrable is, that,

the flow behaviour in the single heterogeneous realization does not deviate very

much from the flow behaviour in the corresponding homogeneous medium. This

can only be valid after a certain time, when the gas has "sampled" already a lot of

the heterogeneities, which means the gas front must have passed many correlation

lengths. The fields therefore have to be very large. The number of realizations that

are necessary to be able to make a quantitative analysis can also be very large.
To reach this point in numerical simulations is already vcrv difficult in linear flow

processes like in solute transport (private communication from H. Kinzelbach and M.

Dentz). The nonlinear floyv equations for two-phase flow are even more demanding
in terms of computer time. With the setup described in Section 3.1.4, it would not

be feasible to derive effective parameters quantitatively.

The task here was to get a qualitative understanding of the impact of the het¬

erogeneities on the flow process yvith the help of the numerical simulations. This

can be done by looking at the ensemble averaged gas saturation fields and sec in

which way they deviate from the gas saturation in a homogeneous field. It can then

be considered, which flow parameters determine the corresponding features of the

saturation profile. By changing these parameters a reproduction of the ensemble
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averaged fields can be tried. We can then establish a qualitative understanding of

how the hcterogenities influence the flow behaviour.

The homogeneous case is compared to an ensemble of realizations of porous media

which have a heterogeneous permeability field and a heterogeneous capillary pressure

field. The fields arc coupled by Leverett scaling. A capillary pressure function

(3.26) was assumed with PCi0 = fOOOPa and AL — 1.4. The geometric mean of the

permeability field is eciual to the homogeneous value. The variance of log permeabilly

was chosen as a2 — 0.67. An ensemble of 25 realizations was generated. A plot of the

radial sections of the averaged and the homogeneous gas saturation field is shown

in Fig. (3.19).
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Figure 3.19: Homogeneous and averaged gas saturation profile

The averaged saturation field shows some small fluctuations. However, it is smooth

enough to describe the overall influence of the heterogeneities. The saturation profile
at the injection point is not different in the homogeneous and the averaged fields.

However, at the front, the homogeneous profile has a steep transition zone, whereas

the transition zone of the averaged field is flat and extends over a broader range of

radii.

Intuitively we expect, that fluctuations in the permeability which cause fluctuations

in the flow field lead to a mixing effect. This would correspond to an enhancement

of the capillary pressure, ft, would therefore be reasonable to try whether the cap¬

illary pressure function of the homogeneous medium can be changed to obtain the

flatter transition zone. At the front a higher capillary pressure would be needed

to obtain smaller gas saturation. Hoyvever, a higher capillary pressure affects the

gas saturation also at the injection point, wdrich is not observed in the comparison

between homogeneous and averaged fields. To avoid the effect at the injection point,
the parameter Ai in Eq. (3.26) can be changed in a way, that the capillary pressure

curve gets flatter. This has been filed for the example in Fig. (3.20). However,
as the effect of a change of At is limited, this could only be done up to a certain

Averaged saturation

Saturation in a

homogeneous field
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point, where a fit shows the expected effect, but the effect is still too small. The

possibilities that are provided by varying the capillary pressure are limited.
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Figure 3.20: Fit of the averaged gas saturation using Pc

Another approach which would be more pragmatic is to change the behaviour of the

relative permeabilities. This is something that has no intuitive motivation, as the rel¬

ative permeability function is not even considered to be hcterogeneously distributed.

However, it has been discussed in Section 3.2.2 that the relative permeability has

an impact on the selfsharpening effects of the front and therefore influences the

front of the gas saturation. However, the averaged profile could not be obtained by

changing the parameter At in Eq. (3.20), as the crossover from the flow behaviour

of a moving front to the diffusive flow behaviour is too abrupt. By rcscaling the gas

saturation in the relative permeability function in a way, that the saturation cannot

decrease to 0, but only to a finite value, the selfsharpening effect can be rcchrced.

This corresponds to considering the system as a system with residual gas saturation

which is smaller than the initial gas saturation. With this scaling the difference of

"velocities" for different gas saturations which leads to the selfsharpening effect is

reduced. The relative permeability function (3.20) then reads

"t gas \&g
Sq -1 £b(res)
1 + S9(res)

1 -
Sq + Sq(reS)\\^2^
1 + Sq (res) (3.27)

In this case a value of Afl(res) =- 0.02 yvas used to reproduce the averaged gas

saturation field. The fit is shown in Fig. (3.21).

Varying the relative permeability leads to a closer reproduction of the shape of the

saturation curve than the variation of the capillary pressure function. However,
there is no immediate motivation why the relative permeability function should be

different in an effective homogeneous medium and the possibilities to fit the averaged
fields with the parameters provided in the homogeneous two-phase flow equations
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(3.1) through (3.4) are limbed. This issue will be considered again in the next

chapter. Still, we note that the effect of heterogeneity can in principle be absorbed

in a variation of the relative permeability function.

Averaged saturation

in heterogeneous fields

Saturation in a

homogeneous field

Fit with less convex kr

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Radius r [m]

Figure 3.21: Fit of the averaged gas saturation using kr

3.4 Comparison single realization - ensemble mean

If we want to determine effective properties from ensemble averaged quantities, an

important criterion for this to succeed is the difference between single realization

and ensemble mean. Even if there are no channeling effects, it, is possible that the

deviations between single realization and ensemble mean grow with time.

The displacement of a more viscous fluid bv an immiscible viscous one is unstable.

The phenomenon of viscous fingering has has been investigated extensively and is

reviewed e.g. by Homsy [1987]. Viscous fingering can be explained easily for flow in

a FIcle-Shaw cell, which consists of two parallel plates with a narrow gap. If one fluid

displaces the other one, the interface between them moves through the cell. If this

interface is slightly disturbed, the perturbation can be enhanced and a finger can

develop. Fingering surfaces develop due to two competing forces. On the one hand

the surface energy is minimal if the surface is small. The surface tension is therefore

stabilizing the front. On the other hand, assuming that, the pressure in each phase
is evenly distributed and the pressure gradient between inflow line and outflow line

is constant, the conductivity at the location of the perturbation is higher due to

the higher proportion of less viscous fluid. The viscosity forces enhance the finger

growth. Whether or not the displacement is unstable depends on the balance of

the two forces and is therefore dependent on capillary number and viscosity ratio.

Criteria for the crossover between stable and unstable displacement in radial con¬

figuration have been developed e.g. by Paicrson [1981]. In a porous medium the
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mechanisms arc more complicated, but it has been shown by Yortsos [1987] that

radial displacement of a more viscous fluid by a less viscous immiscible one can

lead to viscous fingering. By performing a linear stability analysis he determined

a relation between the growth rate of the perturbation of the saturation and the

mode of the perturbation. Both numbers scale with the capillary number, which

therefore is decisive for stability. The relation also depends on the mobility ratio.

Depending on the capillary number, a regime can be determined where the flow

process is unconditionally stable, regardless of the porous medium characteristics.

The critical capillary number below which the flow process is in the stable domain,

depends on the maximal growth rate for the respective mobility ratio. An analytical

expression for the maximal growth rate does not exist, however, in the numerical

results of Yortsos [1987] the order of magnitude is 10~2. The examples are for rather

small mobility ratio, so we estimate that in order to be in the stable domain, the

relation

Apa < lO^ (3.28)

has to be fulfilled. The capillary number in the definition of Yortsos [1987] is based

on the assumption, that the capillary pressure has the same order of magnitude as

the local, pore scale capillary pressure and is therefore formulated for microscopic

quantities like surface tension and wetting angle. As only an estimation of orders of

magnitude is required here, it is justified to define a capillary number by

AAa - ~^p~, (3.29)

comparing the typical capillary pressure yvith an estimate for the pressure arising
from the inflow of the air phase. Pc is a typical capillary pressure. It, might be

the entry pressure if there is one. Otherwise it might be the capillary pressure at, a

representative saturation value. Combining Eqns. (3.28) and (3.29) yields

Pc > 10%^ ~ -^-10-4AT s. (3.30)
P<?Aabs Aabs

Typical dimensions of field and laboratory experiments can take very different val¬

ues, as the variability of permeability extends over some orders of magnitude, in

the simulation performed in this work, care was taken that the capillary number

does not exceed the critical value. Inherently unstable phenomena are very difficult

to reproduce by numerical simulations, as the system is very sensitive to the form

of the initial perturbation. In most cases it is only possible to reproduce generic

quantities like fingering velocity. This has been investigated extcnsely by Oswald

[1998], who compared numerical simulations of clensitiy driven fingers with labo¬

ratory experiments. As the focus of this work is the influence of heterogeneities,
it is important, to compare the heterogeneous models to homogeneous ones, which

behave in a stable manner. Systems which are unstable in the homogeneous state

are therefore excluded from the numerical simulations.

However, it is not clear how heterogeneities will influence the stability of the growth
of the air body. The dynamics of surfaces in a variety of nonlinear systems is an issue
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considered extensively in the literature (e.g. Meakin [1993]). The two-phase flow

equation does not describe the dynamics of a surface but the dynamic behaviour

of the variable S. The theories of growing surfaces can therefore hardly be applied
to this problem. However, if a process similar to the growth of a surface is active,

it is possible that the deviations between single realization and ensemble average

arc growing with time. In this case it would not be reasonable to describe the

heterogeneous system as an effective homogeneous one. ft is therefore necessary to

develop criteria to characterize the deviation between single realization and ensemble

mean. Two criteria have been considered here. Firstly we consider the deviation

of the saturation at a certain location from the mean saturation. Secondly the

time behaviour of the mean roughness of a single realization isoline is compared to

the mean radial coordinate of this isoline. The outermost isoline which circulates

the injection point is chosen. This roughness of the isoline is an equivalent to the

roughness of the surfaces, the dynamics of which is investigated in Meakin [1993]
as a criterion for a growing surface. These two ciiteria have been considered for

several test cases, where the variance of log conductivity, the capillary pressure, the

correlation length and the inflow rate are varied. The parameters of the testcases

are listed in Table 3.2.

No.

1

Variance crj of

the random

field Z(x)
H

Correlation

length /0

of Z(x)
H

Inflow rate Qm

[kg/s]

Typical capillary

pressure Pc(Sq — 0.75)

[N/m2] [-]
0.13 0.5 1.23 f ir6 500 0.05

2 0.13 0.5 1.23- L0~6 8000 0.003

3 0.61 0.5 1.23 • 10~6 500 0.05

4 0.61 0.5 1.23 • 10~6 8000 0.003

5 2.6 0.5 1.23 • f0~b 500 0.05

6 0.13 0.25 1.23 • 10~6 500 0.05

5.07 0.13 0.5 1.23 10~4 500

Table 3.2: Characteristics of the different test cases

As typical capillary pressure the value at gas saturation Sg — 0.75 was chosen.

The parameters for the paramefrization (3 26) are: Pc0 "= 1000Po,A = 1.42 for

Pc(Sq = 0.75) = 500Pü and PcQ = 13500Pa, A =- 2.0 for Pc(Sg = 0.75) =- SOOOPa.

Gas saturation fields of a single realization and the averaged fields are shown in

Appendix B. In case no 7, where the inflow rate is increased by a factor of fOO, the

compressibility effects become important and the relative density variations reach a

value of 1.2. In (his case, air was artificially set incompressible in the code in order

to avoid the effects of compressibility, fn this case the capillary number is higher
than the critical value.
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Variance of the saturation at a given location

The variance of saturation V* is defined bv:

V*(x, t) =

XUiigle realization profile

Sg(x,t) -Sg(x,t)

S9(x.t)

Figure 3.22: "Relative variance of the gas saturation

The variance V*(x) is a measure of the fluctuations of the heterogeneous saturation

field and gives an estimate for the error of a measurement of the gas saturation.

For an infinitely large ensemble we would obviously assume, that, the variance T>*

vanishes. The numbers can therefore not be interpreted as absolute values but rather

in their relation to each other. They represent a sensitivity to the heterogeneities.
Effective properties derived from the averaged gas saturation have been discussed

in Section 3.3. V* is a measure of how reliable a paramefrization with homogeneous

parameters is and how good the parameters represent reality. The interpretation

is qualitative. The variance V* has its highest value at the front, as can be seen

in Fig. (3.23), where the variance along a radial section is plotted for two different

times for the examples no 1 and no 2 from Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.23: Variance of the saturation along a radial section.

Left: case no 1, right: case no 2

Behind the front it has a smaller, but nonzero value. This is intuitively reasonable,
as at the front the saturation changes much over small distances. For- the case no 2,

where the capillary pressure is hrgh. this is not trrre. The values of the deviations
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at the front and behind it are almost equal. The highest value is not exactly at the

front but sfightly behind it. One reason for the reduction of the contrast is that

the gas saturation is smaller at the injection point if the capillary pressure is large.

Consequently the transition zone has a smaller saturation contrast.

The behaviour of Vk with time is considered at two locations, behind the front and

at the front. Both values reach a plateau. In cases no 2 and no 4 from Table 3.2,

where the capillary numbei is small, the deviations for different locations behind

the front still fluctuate considerably However, the plateau values can be estimated

by averaging over the values behind the hont
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Figure 3.24: V* at the front
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Figure 3 25: 'D* behind the front
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Figure 3.26: IP at the front with and without density effects

The density effects in case no 7 have an impact on the variations at the front, if

air is considered as compressible This is shown in Fig. (3 26), where the deviation

at the front is plotted over time for both cases. The compressibility increases the

deviations considerably.
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Influence of the capillary forces

If the capillary number becomes small, the difference between the plateau values of

V* at the front and behind it decreases. This can be seen in Figs. (3.24) and (3.25)
by comparison of example no 7 (Nca = 5.0) and example no 2 (Ap0 = 0.003). In

example no 7 the value behind the front, is close to 0.025, whereas the value at the

front, is 0.3. This is an increase by a factor of about f 0. fn example no 2 the increase

is from 0.12 to 0.15 by a factor of 1.25.

As the equilibrium of the gas saturation behind the front depends on the capillary

pressure distribution, the value of V* behind the front is sensitive to the influence of

the capillary pressure, which is given by the capillary number. Comparing examples
no 7 (Nca = 5.0), no 1 (NCa - 0.05) and no 2 (NCa = 0.003), the values for V* arc

decreasing with increasing capillary number.

The variance V* at, the front can hardly be explained by the capillary number. The

flow behaviour at the front, is not sensitive to the impact of the capillary forces.

Influence of the variance of log permeability and correlation length

The variance of log permeability has air impact on the behaviour behind the front.

The values of V* are increasing with increasing variance (compare examples no t,
3 and 5). However, the very high variance in example no 5 does not lead to an

increase as big as the effect of the smaller capillary number from example no 4. A

proportionality of V* to the capillary number or variance of the random field could

not be found. As it would be expected, the correlation length does not show a big
influence on the deviation behind the front.

The values for T>* at the front lie in two "bands". Disregarding the case no 7, the

examples with small variance of log permeability a2 lie in the lower band, whereas

the examples with high a2 lie in the upper band. However, the increase of V*

between cases no 3 and no 5, where the variance of the permeability field is strongly
enhanced, is very small.

In the examples considered here, the plateau at and behind the front never exceeds

a value of 0.35 which can be considered as a confirmation of the predictive power of

the analysis of ensemble averaged saturation fields under the assumptions made here

(small variance a2, no capillary entry pressure, convex relative permeability function

for the gas phase). However, in case no 4 the plateau value of V* behind the front

is quite large, indicating a flow behaviour, that is near the channeling domain. This

can already be seen from the gas saturation field (cf. Fig. (B.7) in Appendix B).
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Roughness of the surface

The roughness of the front is defined by:

sin Ac realization

isoline

n* = \/<W) - (R)f

Averaged
isoline

where ( ) sample over the angle and —> sample over an "ensemble" and

R((f>) is the radial coordinate of one isoline

Figure 3.27: Roghness of an isoline

Note, that, the brackets in Fig. (3.27) denote averaging not over the ensemble but

over the angle. The isoline at saturation Sg = 0.2 was used. The roughness of the

front is a space-independent, property of each single realization. TV does not compare

a single realization property with its ensemble mean. It gives an estimate, of how

big the deviation of the radial coordinate of an isoline is in one single realization

from the isoline averaged over the angle. It gives an estimate of the smoothness of

the saturation at the front, in a single realization.

The time behaviour of the roughness of the front AC indicates whether the flow

process in the heterogeneous system is stable or whether the deviation between

single realization and ensemble mean grow with time, ff the roughness of the front

of the air body would grow with time, a description of the single realization by a

homogeneous system would not be appropriate, and measurable quantities of interest

in field experiments like the point of earliest arrival or breakthrough times would be

poorly estimated by homogeneous design calculations.

The quantity 7Z* is the typical length scale for the roughness of the isoline. It has

to be compared to the mean radial coordinate of the isoline, which grows with the

square root of time y/t due to the constant inflow rate condition. The impact of

the roughness of the front can therefore be determined by the relation of the growth
rate of 71* to the square root, of time, ff it grows with a power higher than 1/2 it

will dominate the flow characteristics and a single realization cannot be represented

by a homogeneous medium. If it grows slower, the fluctuations of the front become

less important with time and the front essentially approaches a sharp homogeneous
front.

If the growth of the roughness can be described by a power law, the power can be

determined from the slope of the line in a log-log plot of roughness over time. That
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this is not the case here can be seen in Fig. (3.28), where a log-log plot of the

roughness for the test case no 3 is shown. As the line is not straight the dependency
of 7Z* has to be described with a more complex behaviour.

Figure 3.28: ln(/Xp) over ln(i)
for case no 3

Figure 3.29: Time exponent of 7A*

for case no 3

The slope of ln(AA) over ln(t), which would be the time exponent of 7Z*(t), is plotted
for case no 3 in Fig. (3.29). The time exponent, decreases from a value in the range

of 0.5 to smaller values. In the following the time behaviour of the roughness is

described phenomenologically. The initial increase is well described by a square

root function. The exponent plotted in Fig. (3.29) is in the range of 0.5 at the

beginning. However, after a period of time the increase gets weaker and a power law

with a power smaller than 0.5 would be more appropriate. This is described here

with a fit of the sum of a square root function and a linearly decreasing function,

7Z* = a \/t-b1. (3.31)

Obviously, this will not describe the function up to arbitrarily large times, as at

a certain point, the roughness would get negative with this approach. The linear

decrease rather marks the point, where the square root, behaviour is no longer dom¬

inant. The larger the linear decrease compared to the increase with square root

of time, the earlier is the crossover between a square root function and a function

with a smaller powder. The time where the crossover occurs depends on a? jb2. The

roughness 7Z* over time is shown for different values of aj (case no 1, no 3 and no

5) in Fig. (3.30), for different inflow rates (cases no 1 and no 7) in Fig. (3.31), for

different capillary pressure functions (cases no f and no 2 and cases no 3 and no 4)
in Figs. (3.32) and (3.33) and for different correlation length (case no 1 and no 6)
in Fig. (3.34).

During the phase where the roughness increases with the square root of time, 7Z*

is comparable to the mean radius and the fluctuations of the front have an impact,

on the flow behaviour. At the crossover time, the fluctuations get, less important
and the single realizations smooth out at the front. The increase of 7Z* with square

root of time is a measure for the early time dispersive effects, which are due to
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the heterogeneous permeability field. This is the regime, where no mixing over the

streamlmes has occured, leading to a superdiflusive behaviour. The slower increase

of the roughness of the front is due to mixing ovei the streamlines, leading to dis¬

persive behaviour.
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Figure 3.30: 7Z* for different variances
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Figure 3.32: P* for different Pc
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Figure 3.33: P* for different Pc
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Influence of the variance of log permeability (compare Fig. 3.30)

The increase of variance of log-permeabilitv increases the absolute growth rate in the

phase of growth proportional to square root of time, as would be expected. However,
a proportionality to the variance of log-permeability cannot be found. The crossover

behaviour does not show a systematic trend with respect to the log-permeability
variance.

Influence of the inflow rate (compare Fig. 3.31)

fn contrast to that, the inflow rate increases the proportionality contrast in the

initial phase, but also has an impact on the crossover time. The proportionality
constant is increased by a factor of 10 if Qm is increased by a factor of 100 (note the

different scaling on the time axis). For the higher inflow rate, the crossover time is

smaller as would have been expected.

Influence of the capillary pressure (compare Figs. 3.32 and 3.33)

A higher capillary pressure leads to a higher increase of the absolute growth rate in

the initial phase but affects the crossover time only slightly. The capillary number

seems to be not the only decisive quantity for the behaviour of the roughness of the

front. It is possible that this is an effect of the coupling of the capillary pressure to

the permeability field. Regarding the behaviour of the roughness of the front, the

coupling leads to an effect that is similar to an increase of the depth of heterogeneity.

influence of the correlation length (compare Fig. 3.34)

The correlation length has hardly air impact on the initial growth rate, but on the

crossover time. With smaller correlation length this crossover time gets smaller.

This behaviour is obviously reasonable, as the differences in the flow velocities on

different streamlines arc generated by the correlation structure of the medium.

None of the test cases described in Table 3.2 leads to a grow rate of the roughness
TV" that remains larger than 0.5. In the cases considered here, we do not have fo

expect roughening surfaces. However, at small times the roughness at the front

has a growth rate in the same range as that of the mean radius and is therefore

important. The behaviour at the front is smoothed out and the single realization is

to the crossover time more similar to a homogeneous one.

3.5 Conclusions of the numerical simulations

With the help of numerical simulations the features of the parametrizations and

their impact on the flow behaviour have been discussed. The flow is subject, to

selfsharpening effects which lead to the development of a front if the relative per¬

meability function of gas written in terms of gas saturation is convex. This type
of relative permeability function is adequate. The capillary pressure is considered

to be heterogencously distributed via a coupling with the permeability field. Entry
pressure effects in the heterogeneous field can lead to channeling effects which make

the ensemble averaging approach inappropriate and were therefore excluded.
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An ensemble average of the gas saturation field was compared to a corresponding

homogeneous field. The behaviour at the injection point in the averaged field is not

changed, whereas the transition zone at the front is enhanced. This behaviour has

been reproduced by an increase of the order of magnitude of the capillary pressure.

The slope of the capillarv pressure curve which is determined by the parameter A has

to be smaller in order to compensate for the impact, at the injection point. However,

the effect which can be obtained with this change of capillary pressure is limited. A

larger transition zone can also be obtained by changing the relative permeability in

a way that, the selfsharpening effect is reduced. However, this is counterintuitive as

the relative permeability is not considered to be heterogeneous.

Two characteristic quantities for the deviation oi a single realization from the en¬

semble mean were investigated. First the vaiiance of the gas saturation field was

considered. It was observed that the variance is larger at, the front zone than behind

the front, if capillary effects are not important. The variance remains large behind

the front if capillary effects are big. An increase of the variance of the heterogeneous
field leads to an increase of the variance of the gas saturation at the front as well as

behind the front. The mean roughness of an isoline af the front zone was considered,
in order to quantifiy the "smoothness" of the gas saturation field at the front in the

single realization. Its growth rate with time has been investigated on the one hand

to estimate whether roughening surfaces have to be expected and ensemble averag¬

ing would not be justified. On the other hand the roughness is an indicator for a

mixing process. Its time behaviour gives estimates of the kind of mixing induced by
the heterogeneities. Tt therefore gives an estimate for the impact of these processes.

It has been observed that the roughness grows with the square root of time at the

beginning and changes to a slower growth rate after a while. The proportionality
factor in the square root of time behaviour increases with the variance of the het¬

erogeneous field, however, not linearly. It also increases with the inflow rate QM-
An increase of the capillary pressure also leads to a larger proportionality factor,
similar to the increase with the variance. The crossover time when the growth rate

slows down depends on the inflow rate QM and on the correlation length l0.



Chapter 4

Effective mixing effects

analytical calculations

A heterogeneous porous medium can be described as a random field making use of a

stochastic approach. The method of perturbation theory has been successfully ap¬

plied to determine effective large scale parameters in a number of different problems.
The most important, application is probably the calculation of a macrodispersion
tensor in a heterogeneous flow field yvith uniform flow configuration. Perturbation

theory can also be used to analyze the problem of radial displacement of water-

by air in a heterogeneous flow field, fn that case however, the application is not

straightforward. In this chapter we will use perturbation theory to investigate the

impact of heterogeneities on the radial two-phase flow process. In Section 4.1. the

flow equations described earlier are discussed in more detail. In Section 4.2 the

problem of solute transport in a heterogeneous single phase flow field is considered

as this problem has some analogies to the two-phase floyv problem. In Section 4.3 a

perturbation theory is developed for the two-phase flow problem and results which

have been obtained under some restrictions and simplifications arc discussed.

4.1 Formulation of the problem

The flow equations (3.1) through (3 4) can be rewritten in terms of the total flux

(see e.g. Marie [19811)

Qiötai = qi
^

q2. (4.1)

q\ denotes the volume flux of the displacing fluid, which is in this case the nonwetting
fluid (air), and q2 denotes the flux of the displaced, wetting fluid (water), ft is then

possible to formulate the problem in terms of eftotat instead of the pressure. Neglecting
the density effects, as has been clone in the last chapter, the gradient, of the capillary
pressure can be written as

VPC -_ V(i>! - P) -- - -

-^—
A —*-=----£ +

^ -^.
/Vabs^i hàhsm2 AAbs??ii Kähsm2

^2)
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This leads to an expression for q\ depending on the capillary pressure and the total

velocity

A --

Ti—rrv "^W ~ 77—twb—Tb1^1 ~ ^(AiMotai - Va(^i)val.
4.3

with

<MS)=-
l/r"2

-

"2/Ml<?)

i/mx + l//7/2 /q/Pr(A) +/a2/ÄV2(A)

M } ~
TTr^+~L/m~2~dS

~

p, kn(S) + p^/KAS)clS[ h

Inserting Eq. (4.3) into the continuity of mass equation Eq. (3.1) yields

(4.4)

<f>dtSx A V Vh(^l)Aotal - > <2(Sl ) VAi sx. (4.5)

where the density is considered again as constant.

The heterogeneous equations will be simplified by assuming the capillary pressure

to be homogeneous and therefore to be constant. AVe have seen in Chapter 3 that

the coupling of a hetcrogcneously distributed permeability and a heterogencously
distributed capillary pressure has a similar effect on the flow behaviour at the front

as a heterogeneous permeability field where the capillary pressure is set constant

but the variance of log permeability is increased. We assume therefore, that the

ncglection of the heterogeneous distribution of capillary pressure is not expected to

lead to a loss of important effects.

The porosity r/> is in the following assumed to be constant and is for simplicity
set, to ([> -- 1. Si is the saturation of the gas phase and in the following is simply
denoted with S. The shapes of the functions t '1 and i '2 are dependent on the kind of

paramefrization chosen for the relative permeability and capillary pressure functions.

Both functions are positive, as the relative permeabilities are larger than 0. The

derivative of the capillary pressure with respect to the nonwetfing phase saturation

is also positive as is the derivative of u>i with respect to S. The change of saturation

with time is equal to the divergence of a flux. The flux term consists of two parts,

one advective and one diffusive. Taking this into account Ecp (4.5) resembles the

solute transport equation which describes transpoit of a miscible solute in a single
phase flow field.

In the solute transport equation the advective flux is the product, of an external

flow field and the concentration. It describes the motion of a solute particle in the

external field, fn Eq. (4.5) it is the product of the total flow field and a function of

the saturation. Evaluating the operators this term reads

%9As. «„,., ,4.6)

which resembles the advective part in the solute transport equation multiplied by
a function of the saturation. However, the external flow field has a different inter¬

pretation in both cases. Irr the case of solute transport the concentration for which
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the differential equation is solved is not a fluid itself, but it is dissolved in the fluid,
the flux of which is described by eftotan Dairy's equation which describes the flux

<7totai is independent of the solute concentration, in the case of two-phase flow the

saturation for which the differential equation is solved is a fluid which has a flux

that is one part of the total flux oPtat- Phe modified Darcy equation that, describes

the flux eftotai is therefore dependent on the saturation, so that we obtain a system of

coupled equations, fn our case, however, the total flux for the homogeneous medium

is given by the inflow conditions,

Ttotal
~ 7,2 ~<b- (4-7)

J. i\ T

Q being the inflow rate of gas and r being the radius r - \Jx2 + y2. The homoge¬
neous problem with constant inflow conditions can be treated without dealing with

the pressure variable. For the heterogeneous problem this is of course different. The

inherent assumption in Eq. (4.7) is that the air is displacing the water completely.
If this is not the case and there is a residual amount of water remaining in the

medium at the inflow point the problem has to be modified. The porosity has to be

recalculated in a way that the pore space per yTolume that is not available for the

flow process due to the remaining water, is added to the porosity.

The diffusive flux looks similar for solute transport and two-phase flow, however

the diffusive constant or dispersion constant in solute transport, is a constant P,
whereas in two-phase flow it is a function of the saturation. The mechanism is in

principle the same, a mixing of the concentration or saturation. In solute transport

the mixing is caused cither by molecular diffusion or by dispersion, which is the

mixing of the solute particles clue to distribution over different flow paths on the

pore scale. For two-phase flow the capillary pressure drives the water back into the

air filled pores, leading to a counterflow of water opposite to the gas flow direction.

These mixing mechanisms lead to a spreading of the front.

It is reasonable in a first step to look at the solute transport problem to characterize

the influence of heterogeneities on the transport behaviour in a radial flow field

although two-phase flow is much more complex than the solute transport due to

the coupling of the equations, and due to the nonlinear behaviour caused by relative

permeability and capillary pressure. Hence yve can take advantage of the resemblance

of the equations for these problems. This means we arc looking at Eq. (4.4) for the

choice

u\ (S) =- const. • S. (4.8)

which would be the case for an appropriately (but not reasonably) chosen combina¬

tion of lines as relative permeabilities, and

i"2(S) - const. (4.9)

which can hardly be achieved. As an example, the funcions \b\ and ?,b2 arc plotted for

a Rrook's-Corey paramefrization (Pp ~ lOOOPa, A = 2) in Fig. (4.1). Although the
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parametrizations (4.8) and (4.9) are not overly realistic, the simpler approach may

be useful. The more complex phenomena can be interpreted better, if the simpler-

cases are well understood. Concentrating on the simplified form of the equation

first, it can be investigated in a further step how to generalize the results to the

two-phase flow equations.

x10

04 06

S(air)
04 06

S(an)
08 10 02

Figure 4.1: OApical functions for ij)\ (S) and b;2(A)

4.2 Solute transport in a radial flow field

If we neglect the nonlinearities in the flow Eq. (4.5) and set them constant Eq. (4.5)
becomes

dtS + Pitftotai VA - C2AS - s. (4.f0)

Setting Ct to f as well as identifying c72 with the dispersion constant D and iden¬

tifying the saturation S with the solute constant c leads to the solute transport,

equation. However there is an important difference concerning the dispersion con¬

stant. In the twro-phasc flow equations it, is an important characteristic that the

function i/>2 only depends on the saturation S so that <A2 is really a constant with

respect to space. In solute transport it has been observed in experiments and it,

has also been shown analytically, that the dispersion coefficient is proportional to

the flow velocity. In the radial case the velocity is not a constant, but decreases

with l/r. Assuming that the proportionality is valid for any flow configuration, the

dispersion coefficient also decreases with l/r. litis would not be appropriate for Eq.

(4.10). If there is no dispersion in the solute transport, but just molecular diffusion,
the diffusion constant does not depend on time and space. The analogy between Eq.

(4.5) and the solute transport equation for the radial case is therefore a transport

with no dispersion, but just molecular diffusion on the small scale.

The correspondence to the heterogeneous flow field in the two-phase flow problem
is a heterogeneous flow field in which the solute tracer is transported. In order to

get a quantification and interpretation of the impact of the heterogeneities of the
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flow field on the transport behaviour, we want to describe the transport on a scale

much larger than the scale of the heterogeneities as a process in a homogeneous

porous medium with effective transport parameters. There is a large body of work

on the derivation of effective properties in heterogeneous porous media, which in the

following we will briefly rewiew. The work presented here contributes to this field.

Afany studies on effective flow and transport parameters have been performed for

a uniform flow configuration in an unbounded domain, see e.g. Gelhar [1993] or

Dagan [1989]. In principle heterogeneous flow fields caused by heterogeneous per¬

meabilities lead to travel time differences of solute moving on different flow paths.

Consequently, one finds strongly enhanced macro-dispersion coefficients on larger
scales. Such scenarios have been investigated by Gelhar and Axncss [1983]. With

their method asymptotic (long time) macrodispersion coefficients were obtained for

smoothly varying flow fields. The problem of the time behaviour of the macrodis¬

persion was first treated by Dagan [19881 who used a Lagrangian approach. In later

work the same problem is treated using an Eulerian approach (see e.g. the work of

Rajaram and Gelhar [1993]).

In general the existence and the features of effective parameters will depend on

boundaries and flow configurations. The studies cited above are therefore not gen¬

erally applicable, but only for uniform flow conditions in unbounded domains. Some

effort has been made to extend the results to more general cases. Neuman [1993] de¬

veloped a more general formalism in order to find formulations for effective transport

parameters in bounded flow fields yvith sinks and sources. Indelman and Abramovich

[1994] developed a general concept for averaging nonuniform flows ending up with

expressions for effective conductivities. In many cases it has been shown that, the

results differ considerably from the uniform flow results.

Effective flow properties for radial flow in heterogeneous porous media have been de¬

rived for several conditions. Effective conductivities were first investigated by Shvi-

dler [1962]. Indelman et al. [1996] have calculated an equivalent transmissivity for

converging flow fields with cylindrical symmetry in a three dimensional anisotropic

aquifer. The head boundaries were held constant. Sanchez-Vila [1997] derived effec¬

tive permeabilities for converging radial flow in a two-dimensional isotropic aquifer
with a constant injection rate. Neuman and Orr [1993] numerically investigated
the effective conductivity for a constant flux scenario in a two-dimensional system.

Numerical results on the same subject can also be found also in the studies of Des-

barats [1992]. In general, the effective permeability is found to be nonlocal and

dependent on the chosen boundary conditions. Very close to the well the perme¬

ability is described by the harmonic or the arithmetic mean respectively. However,
in the far field of the well it approaches the geometric mean value as in uniform

flow configurations. Fiori et al. [1998] investigated three dimensional radial flow

behaviour.

Solute transport in heterogeneous flow fields with radial configuration has also fea¬

tures differing from uniform flow. Indelman and Dagan [1999] used a perturbation

approach in a Lagrangian formulation of the problem to calcrrlate macrodispersion
coefficients in radially divergent floyv in 3d for a cylindrieally symmetric and a spher-
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ically symmetric flow geometry in an unbounded domain. For nonreactive tracers

the mean effect is mixing due to the spatially variable velocity field, leading to

macrodispersion on a larger scale. Assuming that the dispersion coefficients can be

written as a product of the mean flow velocity multiplied by a factor called effective

dispersivity, they derived an expression for the effective dispersivity in the limit of

infinite Peclet numbers, which means vanishing small scale dispersion. The appar¬

ent dispcrsivities, defined via the second moments, were found to be smaller than

in uniform flow situations by a factor of 3 for the cylindrical symmetry and a factor

of 5 for spherical symmetry.

Neglecting the diffusion does not seem appropriate for the case considered here. On

the one hand there are applications where Peclet numbers are quite small. This

is especially valid for gas tracer experiments yvith small inflow rates. The role of

diffusion in gaseous flow which has been investigated frequently (e.g. Gimmi and

Fluehler [1996], Popovicovca and Brusseau [1997], Ahu-FA-Sha'r and Abriola [1997])
can havre a strong influence. On the othei hand we have to keep in mind that the

radial tracer transport model discussed in this section stands as a simplified model

for the two-phase flow process we arc interested in. Typical values for the constant

C2 in Eq. (4.10) depend on the absolute permeability and can become much larger
than typical diffusion constants for high permeabilities. It is therefore reasonable to

include finite Peclet numbers in the analysis of solute transport.

In this section a perturbation approach for the transport equation in the Eulerian

picture is used to investigate macrodispersion coefficients in a radially diverging
flow field up to second order in the velocity fluctuations. The impact of finite Peclet

numbers on the macrodispersion coefficients arc studied. On the basis of the spatial
moments of the solute concentration distribution effective transport parameters are

assigned.

4.2.1 Transport model

Solute transport is described by the transport equation

c)tc(.r, t) A ii(x) • Vc(A, /) - V • (PrjVckA, £)) --= 0. (4.11)

c is the solute concentration, u is the local flow velocity field and P0 i-n this case is

the diffusion coefficient.

Initially we write the transport equation in three dimensions with cylindrical sym¬

metry. The mixing effects due to an extended line source in ^-direction will be

discussed later. It, is helpful to take the ^-dimension initially into account, to de¬

velop an understanding how it influences different averaging procedures. However it

turns out that it has no important impact on quantitative results and will therefore

be excluded later.

Injecting water into an injection well in a homogeneous saturated medium with a
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constant volumetric injection rate Q yields a radially symmetric flow field

A(r, p,z) -- ——tl (4.12)
i /i r

aligned in radial direction ebb. Suitable to the radial symmetry, cylindrical coordi¬

nates r, <p, z are chosen for paramefrization. Solute added to the groundwater flow

is transported advectively in radial direction by the flow field u(r,(p,z) and spreads

by diffusion which is assumed to be isotropic. On larger scales the permeability
varies spatially due to heterogeneities of the medium which leads to a fluctuating
flow field. The flow field is split info a deterministic and a random part

v(r, (piZ) = — A A u(r, A\ z) (4.13)
l7Tt'

where the random part, ü(r.(b.z) in principle is not radially symmetric. However,
due to the incompressibility of the flow field one still has V • A(r, p, z) — 0.

The initial conditions represent a pointlike instantaneous tracer injection of one unit

mass at the inflow line,

c(,T.O)-xi(r2)^0(i-;;L)
, (4.14)

Lz

ö(x) is the Dirac delta distribution and 0(,r) is the Heavyside step function. Lz is

the length of the line source in ^-direction. The concentration for an injection of

solute with constant mass injection rate per unit mass Qso] can then be obtained by
convolution over time

c(x\ /)(const, injection) — / dt1 QVJic{x.l')(point like injection)
Jo

'

(4.L5)

We consider an unbounded domain and therefore have the boundary condition

r(lim|.r| -> oc,f) = 0, (4,16)

4.2.2 General methods

In the following we make use of the stochastic approach outlined in Chapter 1.

For a more detailed description of this approach see e.g. Dagan [1989], We will

determine effective parameters from quantities which are averaged over an ensemble

of all possible realizations of the heterogeneous field.

In general the solute concentration distribution can be characterized by its spatial
moments defined in an appropriately chosen coordinate system. A distribution is

completely determined bv its moments (see e.g. van Kampcn [1981]). As we are

interested in describing transport behaviour in a radial flow configuration it is nat¬

ural to choose a radial coordinate system instead of a cartesian coordinate system
as well as radial moments as characterizing transport parameters. However, the
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explicit definition of appropriate transport parameters depends not only on symme¬

tries of the system. The design of a measurement procedure decides which transport

parameters are observable in a given experiment.

One possible experimental setup is to inject the solute into the well and to measure

the solute concentration at different observation points distributed on circles around

the well. In this case, we get information about the spatial distribution of solute

particles which is characterized e.g. by the radial centre of mass and the radial

width. The radial centre of mass is given by

m, (f)

and the squared radial width is

„phß (np\r.Aw -

"PA
-

AA • (4-18)
mr '(t) \mr (t) J

Here r?A") denotes the n-th radial moment

/>oo p2ir />oo

m\n)(i)^ rdr dp dz rnc(r.ip,z,t), (4.19)
JO Jo J- oo

with r as the distance from the injection well, <p the azimutal coordinate and z the

vertical coordinate.

On the other hand, if one does not trace all particles but only particles released on

one fixed radial section, we obviously obtain information about the particle distri¬

bution only on this section. This is definitely a more realistic scenario as we have

mostly only a few measuring points to obtain breakthrough curves. These more

local quantities

i4l)(t)\
KW(t)\

i

=
boa (4,20)
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are the observable quantities. min)(t)\
,
denotes the n-th radial moment at a fixed

1 ' I sect

angle

(A I
>3C

<,,|sect- / dr / dzrnc(r.f=Oyz,t). (4.22)

The difference between the total second cumulant and the more local one on the

section is sketched in Fig. (4.2). Both types of radial cumulants, the local and the
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angle-averaged one, become almost equivalent if the concentration distribution is

radially symmetric and not dependent on the azimutal coordinate anymore. The

transport in a homogeneous medium shows radially symmetric behaviour. However,
in heterogeneous media the transport, parameters depend on the spatial distribution

of the heterogeneities and in general show no symmetry at all.

ff there is no detailed information about the spatial distribution of the hetero¬

geneities available it is not possible to model explieitely the transport behaviour

in a given aquifer. But, if one is interested in characterizing the system behaviour on

larger scales only, the stochastic modeling approach offers a very useful tool: the het¬

erogeneous model parameters are considered as one realization out of an ensemble of

all possible ones. After having sampled a representative part of the heterogeneities
the ensemble averaged transport parameters describe the transport behaviour in one

given aquifer.

Radial wijoth on a

CPcqnst. radial section 4(sec)
Radius r

adial width k2 ^r?

^'1 ~~'~~ s*k/

Figure 4.2: Total second radial cumulant and second radial cumulant on a radial section

Following this idea, the ensemble-averaged radial cumulants and local radial cumu¬

lants arc defined by

^(t) = 4l)(t), 411eff(0wcl-=^(t)
and

K,
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(4.24)

In the following they are denoted as effective radial centre of mass and effective radial

width, consistently with Attinger et al. [1999] and Metzger et al. [1999]. Theoverbar
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denotes the ensemble average over all possrble realizations of the heterogeneous

fields

From these quantities one has to distinguish the so called ensemble quantities chaiac-

tenzmg the ensemble of all possrble aqurfer realizations The ensemble radial centre

of mass and the ensemble squared îadial width aie calculated from the ensemble

aveiage of the concentiafion distnbution and aie defined as

A(n'ensw -*,(i)(ö, ^l)tlls(Cct~ ^{,)w
I sect

and

(2) ens

(t) sect

tp)cns(i
w\2 A) mî1}(0 my]

mf\l) mi°\t) mi0)W

m!?](t) mr(1)(f)
sect

m<l)(t)
sect

mf\t)
sect
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m?(0)(0 ml°\t)
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4 26)

Foi the ensemble quantities, the difleience between angle-averaged radial cumulants

and local cumulants can be neglected as the ensemble averaged concentiafion dis¬

tribution is radially symmetric The difleience between the two averaging methods

is sketched m Fig (4 3)

Keff Keff - Uff aeff) fS(gemittelt) ens

Kens-

ens

figure 1 3 Fftective and ensemble averaging
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4.2.3 Transport in a homogeneous medium

To compare the ensemble averaged properties to the homogeneous ones, the homo¬

geneous transport equation is considered at this point.

Purely advective transport behaviour

In the dispersion-free case, the transport equation reads

dtc(xJ) + ^drc(x,t) = 0, (4.27)

where c% is the partial derivative with respect to the radial coordinate r. The

solution for conditions described by Eq. (4.14) is simply given by a solute peak over

the length P~,

c(r,L) - 2 ô(r2 - Q/jt) ^ 0(1 - z/Lz) (4.28)

The peak is homogeneously distributed over all angles due to the radial symmetry

of the problem. The radius of the solute ring grows yvith time according to k\- (t) —

\jQtJT\. No diffusion is acting, hence the width of the ring is infinitely small,

Kr (t) = 0. Note that due to the decrease of the velocity field with the distance

from the well, the radial centre of mass movement is much slower than the centre of

mass movement for transport in a uniform flow field yvith the same flow rate.

Transport with diffusion

An explicit twodimensional solution for the solute distribution can be found for the

case of" transport in a radial velocity field and constant diffusive effects. It is given

by

a
9

r

c„(,() = ü_v_i?.y_i^o_ (4,9)
QtT (PA

where F(x) is the gamma function as defined in Abramovitz and Stegun [1972], The

function is plotted over radius r for different times in Fig. (4.4).

The derivation of Eq. (4.29) is discussed in Appendix C. The radial centre of mass

moves according to
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where the result has already been expanded with respect to small inverse Peclet

number e\ =- D0/Q. For small inverse Peclet numbers the centre of mass movement

is dominated by advective effects reducing to the purely advective result (-jQt/iï)
in the limit of vanishing diffusion. Due to diffusion effects the squared width grows

as

sl2\t) - D0t (1 AO(n)) (4.31)

where O stands for the order. In the case of constant diffusion the diffusion coefficient

can be identified by the operation

Pb>AAl) àp^(f) (4.32)

which except for a factor of 1/2 is the usual difimtion valid for advective-dispersive

processes in uniform flow fields.
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Figure 4.4: c0(r,t) at different times, for Q -- lQ~2m2/s,Do - 10~5m2/s

Transport with mechanical dispersion D(r) Q

As will be shown later, it is also necessary to consider the case of mechanical dis¬

persion, where the dispersion constant depends on the flow velocity. In that case

the dispersion coefficient is proportional to l/r. To the best of our knowledge there

is no closed solution for transport, in a radial flow field including mechanical disper¬
sion. Gelhar and Collins [19711 developed an approximate solution. Philip [1994]
investigated solutions for the general case D ex r~" with a constant solute inflow

rate, but did not find an analytical solution for the case n — 1 either. Approximate
expressions for the radial moments using a perturbation expansion in terms of the

parameter e2 - af \f(Qt) /ix are found (Appendix D). However, by construction the

results of the perturbation theory are only true for times t >• — where the advective

effects are dominating the dispersive effects. For the radial centre of mass and for

the squared radial width of the solute distribution, we obtain

P(1)(A) V
'Qt

;a (f • Q(e2))

A (t) -a

3

'•Q
\

' ~i (1 A 0(s2))

(4.33)

4.34)
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To leading order the centre of mass movement, is again given by y^Qt/rc. However,

the squared radial width grows proportionally to \/t which is different from the

linear growth proportional to t found in the case of transport with constant diffusion

coefficient. The parameter characterizing the mechanical dispersion processes can

be derived using a time dependent velocity |?7jj -- x/Q/Jprt) instead of the local

velocity \u\ — Q/(2ixr). This would be the velocity of a particle transported with

the mean flow field. The dispersion length can then be defined as

3<9?Aw (0
_^

2>0th\" p/tZ , ,

The latter identification also works for transport in a uniform flow field, if the

constant is set to 1 for the uniform case instead of 3 for the radial case. The

identification of Eq. (4.32) is appropriate onlv for transport, with constant dispersion
coefficients.

4.2.4 Transport in a heterogeneous flow field - Stochastic

approach

The heterogeneous transport equation can now be compared to the homogeneous
one.

Statistics of the heterogeneous flow fields

In the heterogeneous system, the hydraulic conductivity fluctuates spatially. Using
the stochastic approach we consider the conductivity as a stochastic field with given
statistic properties. The flow velocity ü is related to a heterogeneous hydraulic

conductivity field by Darcy's law which allows us to derive the statistics of the flow

field.

By construction the mean of the fluctuating part of the velocity field vanishes,

ü(x) -- 0. The autocorrelation function of the radial components of the fluctuating
flow field reads

-TP-7P) 2 Q2 t (r-iî'n
,,orx

ur(x)ur(x<)
--

af^^exp ^ j (4.36)

where a2 is the variance of the logarithm of the permeability field. For the au¬

tocorrelation function of the conductivity field a Gaussian function is assumed for

simplicity, which leads fo vanishing correlations for lengths larger than the isotropic
correlation length l0. The covariance function in this form is derived from Darcy's
law (Fiori et ai. [1998]). in its exact form it has three additional components which

have their origin in the requirement of incomprcssibility of the flow field. However,
for transport in uniform floyv if has been observed that the corresponding three terms

do not contribute to leading order in time to the longitudinal macrodispersion co¬

efficients (Dcntz [19991). In contrast to uniform flow, these additional components
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are very hard to handle in radial flow. However, by investigating the components

numerically Indelman and Dagan [19991) showed that their contribution is small in

the purely advective transport (infinite Peclet numbers). We assume that this is

also valid for finite Peclet numbers and take into account only the term (4.36) as an

approximation for the two-point autocovariance.

Perturbation theory

In order to get solutions for the heterogeneous Eq. (4.11) a perturbation approach
is applied. As Eq. (4.11) is linear in c the method of Green's functions can be used

to transform the differential equation into an equivalent integral equation,

c(x,t) = c0(x,i) A [ [ddx'dt'G(r,xU ~~t')v(x') VA(f'p').
J J

(4.37)

co(x,t) is the solution of the homogeneous equation (it, — 0). G(x,x',t — t') is the

Green's function which solves the homogeneous transport equation with an instan¬

taneous solute pulse injected at x -- x! and t --- t'

dtG(x, P, t - t1) + (—-.
erV V D0(f)V ) G(x, x'.t- t1) = Sd(x - x')6(t - t1).

VMP /
(4.38)

In this form, Eq. (1.37) is not very helpul. as the solution is dependent on the

solution itself. However, the right hand side of (4.37) can be inserted for c(x'.t')
iteratively so that it can be written as an infinite sum of integrals.

c(A, t) - c0(f, t) b / lddx' df G(x. A. t t')u(x') • VA0(f, f/)4 (4.39)

j jefx' dt'f lddx" dt" C7(.f, P. t - t')ü(r') V'G(x', ,t", /' - t")

Ü(x")-V"c0(x".,t")

In this way an expression for the concentration distribution or its moments can be

obtained that consists of an infinite sum of integrals. The n-th term contains the

fluctuations ü n-1 times as factors. By truncating the sum after the third term the

concentration distribution or its moments can be calculated to second order in the

fluctuations. After ensemble averaging these expressions only depend on the mean

(which vanishes by construction) and the tyvxxpoint autocovariance, the radial part

of which is given by (4.36).

4.2.5 Effective transport parameters for purely advective

transport

In the case of purely advective transport it is possible to calculate the effective and

ensemble transport parameters introduced in Section 1.2.3 explicitly.
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The Green's function for the purely advective case reads

GAd(r, A, p. <p', z, A, t, f ) = 2«J(r2 - r'2 - Q/^t - t'))S(p - <p')8(z - - z')G(t - t>).
(4.40)

Starting with a line source of length Lz in vertical direction, s(x, t) = Ö(r2) jpQ( I -

z/Lz), we find for the effective width K2Aff(i) and for the ensemble width K2'cns(t)

K2>(t) = aj^K^Qt^ and

^(t) - o)^\Qt^--cP}f^^F^
• Jr (exp(/L - z2/ll) - 1 + K/~^-erï(Lz/k)) (4.42)

whereas for the effective width along a radial section it yields

K2.^(t)\
t

r.- ff2iQi-^f3_^„V^ FA21/2J [33/2] ^_

erf f-^|-) |- (exp(--P^) - I -I- v^crf^^)] (4.43)

F is a hypergeometric function. K2'nis(t) is equal to the result obtained by Indelman

and Dagan [1999]. For the case of vanishing initial extension of the solute plume
in vertical direction, Lz — 0, the effective width along a radial segment reduces

to zero. There are no mixing mechanisms such as dispersion processes or artificial

mixing by averaging over the azimutal coordinates. Hence, the injected solute forms

an infinitively thin ring with spatially varying radius. This fluctuating line stays

a line characterized by a vanishing width. The situation changes completely if

one describes the fluctuating solute line averaged over all angles which results in

a finite radial width K2'cS(t) — o2 vAt | Qtl0/\/Qt - o~2\ll -A 0. This effective

width is slightly smaller than the ensemble averaged width given by K2fus(t) --

a'f v^3 Qth/VQt- On the other hand, in the limit of an infinitively extended line

source, Lz —•> oo, all three ensemble averaged quantities become equivalent

«r,en8(*) = A?cff(0 = k?,0V)Lci - ^yp-igt-A. (4x14)

It is noteworthy that the ensemble width does not depend on the vertical initial

extension at all. This behaviour is also found for transport in uniform flow (Attinger
et al. [1999]).

For finite initial extension Lz one finds an intermediate behaviour. Fig. (4.5) illus¬

trates the temporal behaviour of the width for different, initial extensions.

A mixing process over the azimutal direction already gives an effective width which

is only slightly smaller than the ensemble width. For initial extensions larger than
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a few correlation lengths there is almost no difference. With this result in mind,

the calculations are restricted to the evaluation of the ensemble width for the two-

dimensional case, assuming that the dispersive mixing causes a very efficient mixing

mechanism over all angles. A realistic two-dimensional application in a porous

medium will generally be extended in ^-direction over some correlation length. As

we have seen, this causes a mixing effect, which makes the ensemble averaging reason¬

able, but does not affect the result quantitatively. The z-dimension will be excluded

in the following.
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The cumulants k2 are growing with \/t. Consequently, assigning an effective diffusion

coefficient on the basis of Eq. (4.32) would lead to an expression that decreases with

time. It is therefore more appropriate to assign to the system an effective dispersion
coefficient, that is proportional to the velocity field. The effective parameter would

be the dispersion length a.

Following the considerations in Section 4.2.3, effective and ensemble dispersivities

characterizing effective and ensemble transport behaviour can now be defined. The

effective and the ensemble dispersion lengths are givren by

a

a
eff

a2 V1T
1a

j --L0

<7t
= a'f--l0 f2 (exp(- Ll/ll) I- vA-|-erf(Pz//0)

(4.45)

(4.46)

respectively. The ensemble (4.45) and the effective dispersivity (4.46) result from

travel time differences between different flow paths which are essentially determined
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by the heterogeneous geometry of the medium. However, the full results for the

ensemble averaged squared radial width

«r2lCns -
b0a}y/QtCri(^ßU b (4.47)
3 JV

\Jzll

i,
,
il2(QtYl\ f,

.

( _Qi
72

7rin/0c72l^oA^02(f-) j(l-oxp(-

show algebraic as well as exponential corrections to the asymptotic behaviour. This

has also been found for transport in uniform flows (see e.g. Dentz et al. [1999]). In

our case this behaviour at early time makes sure that the effective dispersion length
is not divergent at the injection point.

«eu (*-->• 0) = <tJvV2 Z0erf ( -,.-
4 exp -5

VZloJ 7t \ 7p{J (4.48)

4.2.6 Effective transport parameters for finite Peclet num¬

bers

In this section the influence of local dispersion on the effective mixing process is

investigated. Ensemble averaged second radial cumulants wrere calculated to first

order in the inverse Peclet number combining Eqns. (4.50). (4.37) and (4.26). The

z-dimension is not, taken into account, the problem is considered as two-dimensional.

The difficulty of including dispersive effects lies in the fact that no explicit solution

for the Green's function (4.38) is known. Even for transport with constant diffusion

coefficients where the concentration distribution staiting with a pulse-like solute in¬

jection at the injection well is known the different initial condition of injecting at,

an arbitrary point in space makes it inpossible to solve Eq. (4.38). Therefore, anal¬

ogously to Section 4.2.3 a perturbation theory with respect to small inverse Peclet

numbers is constructed. The derivatives with respect to the angle are neglected in

the operator A. Using the purely advective part of the Green's function

G^r'^ip'tJ) --=25{r2 -r'2 -

^
(t - f'))Q(t - t')ô(cp - p')

(4.49)

the solution for the Green's function up to first order in the inverse Peclet number

can be written as

G^r'^AA') =Gàd(pr'.p.p'.t.n 4 fr"dr" jdp" jdt"Gàd(r.r" ,p,p" ,t,/") •

%V (r'A)x )) GAd(rA A, y". p', A, ?) + .... (4.50)

The approach (4.50) was tested by applying it to the homogeneous Eq. (4.11)
where an exact homogeneous solution can be found. The moments were calculated
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up to first order in the Peclet number. They reproduced exactly the cumulants

(4.31) and (4.34) which was considered a confirmation of the approximation for

the Green's function. Nevertheless, the validity of this approximation is limited.

The expansion in D0/Q to first order is onlv reasonable if diffusive effects do not

dominate the transport behaviour on the scale of the heterogeneities. The Peclet

number defined on this scale, \/Q/TTtl0/D0 has therefore to be larger than 1. This

requirement leads to a restriction of the time domain and the results are only valid

for times t < (IqQ)/Dq. However, for many realistic experimental setups, these are

the times one is mainly interested in. Even for relatively high diffusion coefficients

(e .g P>o = L0~5rn2/s) the time scale (l^Q) Pt2 is in the range of 100 days assuming

a typical correlation length of about 1 meter.

Using Eq. (4.37) as concentration, the approximation (4.50) as Green's function,

and (4.36) as autocovariance function the ensemble radial width in lowest order of

small inverse Peclet numbers is obtained. The full expression is given in Appendix
E.

In general, different time scales can be identified to characterize different time be¬

haviour of the transport parameters. There are the advective time scale radv = Iq/Q
and, taking the diffusive effect into account, a further time scale: tcj1sp = (l'2)Q)/D'2,.
The advective time scale is usually much smaller than the diffusive one.

Tach < rdlsp (4.5 f)

For times t > radv we again find an enhanced spreading of the solute plume. The

heterogeneous flow fields first of all cause the same advectivcly dominated mixing

process as was found already in the purely advective transport. However, taking into

account diffusion effects additional contributions to the enhanced ensemble width

become prevalent. While the asymptotic value for the ensemble width of the solute

distribution is reached very fast, namely already for times t > radv, the time to reach

the asymptotic behaviour for transport including diffusive effects is in general much

larger and given by t ~Z> Tri,sp.

For intermediate times, rad^ < / < ra,sp. which are realistic times for measurment to

be taken, one sees still a linear increase of the ensemble width with time which is

caused by the diffusive processes which is enhanced clue to the heterogeneities.

Explicitly, for times (J^)/Q < t < (l'2lQ)/D2., the second radial cumulant writes

K?ens - P0r - cr2f{h0sy'Qt - D0t) (4.52)
o

Using the analogy to mechanical dispersion, where the dispersion coefficient is pro¬

portional to the velocity field, an effective diffusion coefficient, Peft and an effective

dispersivity obfl can be defined as

(l-aj)Do

ajYl0. (4.53)

D
eft
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Figs. (4.6) through (4.8) illustrate the role of the Peclet number for intermediate

times. The second radial cumulant, representing the quantity that would be mea¬

sured in an experiment, is plotted over time. Two parts of Eq. (4.52) are considered,

the first part of which includes only purely advective macrodispersion

ténCadv; (it 'Qt) (4.54)

This would correspond to the result obtained for infinite Peclet number. Second,

the whole expression for the cumulant Eq. (K2ens) in (4.52) is considered. The

parameters are chosen as: Q = I0~27n2/s. Dq — 10~°m2/s, l0 — im and a2. — 0.5.

This choice of numbers leads to small Peclet numbers, Q/D = 10^3, which can

be found in gas flow experiments (compare Xg and Mei [1996]). In Fig. (4.7) the

dispersion length calculated from the two parts of K2,ctis using (4.35) is plotted. The

advective part is denoted by cAus(adv). In Fig. (4.8) the effective diffusion, which

is the more relevant, quantity for the comparison to the two-phase flow process is

calculated from the two parts of K2,ens using Eq. (4.32) is plotted. The advective

part is denoted by P(adv).

On larger time-scales the impact of the linear increase of n2-enh with time due to

the diffusive effects is already visible. On a time scale of 104 seconds 10 per cent

of the whole dispersivity is already diffusive. This is the time needed to transport

the solute over the radial length of some meters. In experiments with small Peclet

numbers neglecting of these effects can lead to an overestimation of the mechanical

dispersion effects.

Figure 4.6: («p ) and (^ 8)(adv)
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If parameters are chosen which are realistic for solute transport in the water phase,

such as Q — 10~3ra2/s, D0 = 10^8m2/s, a = 0.01m, l0 - Ira and a2 = 0.5, leading

to Q/D = 10~5, the diffusive effects are hardly visible and can be neglected.

To summarize, we have discussed the effective parameters for tracer transport in a

radially diverging flow field considering diffusion only. It has been observed, that

at intermediate times the diffusion is enhanced due to the heterogeneous flow field.

However, the increase measured in units of the homogeneous dispersion coefficient

is just the variance of the permeability field and is therefore small. Another effect

that is dominant at small times is a dispersion effect due to the fluctuations of the

solute center of mass in the heterogeneous flow field, where the dispersion constant

can be written as a product of the dispersion length and the velocity field. The

effective dispersion length is proportional to the variance of the permeability field

and its correlation length. This result is valid for finite but small Peclet numbers

and for intermediate times.

4.3 Radial two-phase flow

As the effective mixing processes for solute transport are known similar approaches
will in the following be compared to the two-phase flow problem, which will also be

treated in the framework of a perturbation theory.

Some progress in the determination of effective properties has also been made in

two-phase flow with the methods based on the stochastic approach. Numerical

investigations such Monte Carlo simulations can be performed in a straightforward
manner (e.g. Abdin et al, [1995]). Also grid oriented upscaling with renormalization

techniques, well established for single phase flow, have been extended to two-phase
flow in order to determine effective permeability (King et ah, [1993] or Hansen et ah,

[1997]). However, analytical methods based on a continuum approach are difficult

to apply. Effective properties calculated analytically were obtained with methods

such as volume averaging (see e.g. Dale et al. [1997], or Quintard and Whittaker,

[1988]) or homogenization theory (e.g. Bourgeat. [1997] or Amazianc et al., [1991]).
However, these results are usually for boundary' conditions different from the ones

used here and it is hard to obtain explicit results.

Also, perturbation theory was used to investigate the influence of small scale hetero¬

geneities on the large scale floyv behaviour in two-phase flow. In most cases this has

been done for water flow through the unsaturated zone, a two-phase flow system of

air and water, where the pressure in the gas phase is assumed to be in equilibrium

instantaneously and therefore to have no gradients. Mantoglou and Gelhar [1987],
Yeh ct al. [1985] or Zhang [1999i investigated systems like these using a pertur¬

bation theory to second order in the variability of log conductivity and capillary

pressure. Their theory has been exteticlccl to the general two-phase flow with pres¬

sure gradients in both phases bv Chang et al. [1995] and for three-phase flow by
Abdin and Kaluarachchi [1997]. Thev investigated the impact of the variability of

absolute permeability and capillary pressure on the pressure and flow variances and
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on effective permeability. The results were confirmed by additional Monte Carlo

calculations (Abdin et al., [1995]). These studies are performed for steady state

conditions. However, steady state conditions are not given in the problem we are

considering here and the dynamics have to be included.

The nonlinearities of the flow equations make it difficult to irse perturbation theory
methods. For example by linearizing the equations essential features of the nonlinear

behaviour cannot be captured. It is therefore an important task to take into account

the nonlinearities as thoroughly as possible. Therefore, a functional perturbation

expansion for the two-phase flow equation around the homogeneous fully nonlinear

solution for the saturation distribution is applied in this section. A similar approach
has been used by Foussercau et al. 1999 for the analysis of solute transport through
the unsaturated zone. In their analysis the pressure gradient in the water phase is

equal to the gradient of capillary pressure. It is therefore possible to establish

a system of equations that, depends on a single variable only which is the water

saturation. For the general two-phase flow equations used here, this is not possible
due to the coupling of the continuity equation and Darcy's law via the saturations.

It is however reasonable to take the fluctuations of the flow field itself as a functional

expansion parameter.

The perturbation approach used here was also applied to the problem of solute

transport with a nonlinear isotherm by Attinger and Kinzelbach [1999] who derived

an effective dispersion coefficient.

In the following the perturbation approach is explained and we describe the features

of the important quantities in more detail. Then the approach is applied to the

Buckley Leverett problem where the capillary pressure is neglected. The result is

compared and improved with the methods of homogcnization theory. Finally, the

result is compared to numerical simulations.

4.3.1 Effective mixing parameters: Perturbation theory

In order to develop an expression for the gas saturation in the heterogeneous flow

field, a more general perturbation formulation than the one in Section 4.2 has to be

established. The flow field varies in space and is, in analogy to Section 4.2, divided

into its average part and the fluctuations.

ÇÎotai = Atotal A ç,ota](:r) - -—P + c/totAi(.f), <7toui(p) = 0.
MT

(4.55)

Here, cxütai denotes the total flux and in the following is simply written as q. It

has to be emphasized, that the capillary pressure is assumed to be constant and

homogeneous. Of course this is an approximation, as in general the properties of

the capillary pressure are coupled to the permeability over a Leverett scaling as

explained in Chapter 3. The formulation (4.55) is therefore only valid if capillary
effects are very small. In this work they yvill be excluded later, and we only consider

the Buckley Leverett case.
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The gas saturation can be expanded into a functional expansion with respect to

the fluctuations of the flow field q. This functional expansion can be considered as

an infinitely dimensional Taylor expansion, where each location x' represents one

dimension. Considering the space not as a continuum but as a grid with gridpoints
at x,j, the saturation would be expanded with respect to the fluctuations at each

grid point x1v

5 = s°+ ÇÇ^PÀW + £.£,. ^^PP^^'/lba)
In the transition from grid to continuum, the sum over the dimensions (i,j) becomes

an integral over space. Sn contains the part of the total saturation, that is influenced

by the n-fold product by the fluctuations q.

d„iS(x,t)^So(x,t)+ ddx

öS

1

^lptotal(P)}
62S

9totalbP)A

Aofal(P)Äotal(P') + • • =

- So(x, t) + At (P A {q}) - S2( I A {qq}) A . •. (4.57)

C/<V ddr"
2 / J %W^0}%Puü(P')}

The functions </>L and '02 can be expanded around the homogeneous solution So,

A(S) = Vb|5n -i -

lSo as
(Ai + S2 + ... ) -

So

1 (Ax,
2 JSP (5tf s2 + ...)* + ....

So (4.58)

Inserting Eqns. (4.57) and (4.58) into the flow equations (4.5) yields

dt(So + Si + A2 A ... )+

V-

(q A q)

/'ik4blb|5o(AiAA2

df

) l ^A (S!+S2 + ...)2 +

^l5oA^[5(A1+A2 +

Sù

I d'v.
2 dx

AiA6A-i ...)2A

•V(Sob Sv + S2+ ...)} 0 (4.59)

This equation can be arranged in orders of the fluctuation p leading to an infinite

set of coupled differential equations for the single orders of the contributions of the

fluctuation to the gas saturation. This makes it possible to investigate explicitly a
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certain order of the fluctuations in the gas saturation.

0-th order:

c%So 4 V VhLg- ^L V5
So

^0

-> 1-th order:

So
c3f5(AV- éi\<,nq

> 2-nd order:

e)tA2 A V •

Oil'i

ds
Sxq- V(P>|SoAl)

So

cPA
c

-

,

ai i i _

1 d2^i
<ibi)

c
2 cPS2

s2A

So

VW^)"2Vâ5ç A -0

(4.60)

The equation for the 0-th order is the homogeneous flow equation. It includes

all nonlinearities. The equations for the highei oiders are nonlinear in time and

space, but by construction they are all linear m Sn. Therefore we can transform

the differential equation for S„ into an integral equation with the help of Green's

functions. The solution for Sn depends on the lower orders A„_x, A„_2, • •
, S0 and

as there is no known solution for Sp the equations cannot be solved explicitly. The

integral equation for Sn reads

Sn - ddx'dt' Gv(x.x'J.t')On(x^')- (4 61

where G is the Green's function solvinc

dfC A V •

95
?G-V(i/>2LG0

!Sn

-8d(x-x«)5{t- t'). (4.62)

G is the same function for all oiders n On the other hand The right hand side of

the differential equation, ö„(x\f). is dependent on the order n. The lower orders

n — 1, n - 2,... of A enter the equations via On.

The first, and second order of 0 read

01(x,t)

02(x,t)

V

V

A5„(x)'lfb

CAP

dS

1 d2 i-'i

S\{x,t)q- -

So(t t)
~ Ub"

ISoxO

(Si(x\t))2 j-

f
fi / dil 2

~

2 I OS
S,(x.t)f

So(-i t)

(4 63)
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Inserting Eq. (4.63) in (4.61) leads to an integral equation for the contributions of

the first and second order of the fluctuations to the saturation,

AxbPp) -- ddx' dt' G(x\x''PA') PS7 q(x)V'So(x ,
t'

x(PA 4.64)

S2(x,t) -- ddx' ddx" dt' dt" G(x.<r.t,t')Vl

<PA

dS
q(x')G(x',x",t'.t")d-

i 'i

So(x',t')
OS

q(x")V"S0(x",i")
Solx",i")

f
+- ddx' jddx" \ddx'" \d£ \dt" jdi'" G(A,.P,M')V'

dHi
dS2

~q - V

S0(x',t')

,34

dS

2 /-! { ~>l -*ll ,1 ±ll\

G(x ,
x ,t,t )

V"S0(x")t")G(x')x'".tl,tl")

iS0'ti' V)
/

aVi

PS*

ds

(4.65)

q(x")
So(r",t")

~/->m\nWn f -»m j.ni\

q(x )V S0(x ,t )

S0(i'" Ï")

If the functions ipi and 02 are chosen as u'\ — C\ • S and %b2 = C2 (which leads

to the solute transport, problem as described in Section 4.2), the perturbation ex¬

pansion reduces to the linear perturbation expansion (4.39). In order to analyze

the effective parameters, three issues have to be discussed in more detail. First.

the homogeneous solution has to be known. Moreover, the Green's function of the

system, G(x,x',t,t'), has to be known and finally, the stochastic properties of the

fluctuations of the flow field have to be given. Since none of these quantities can be

derived exactly, approximations have to be used.

Homogeneous solution - scaling functions

The homogeneous flow equation in cylindrical coordinates and with a constant vol¬

umetric fluid injection rate is given bv

Ô,So4 ?-^ôPS0^- -^^
abo zixr db0 r

,^ gg\

Here it is assumed that in the homogeneous case the solution has no dependence on

the angle which is a reasonable assumption as the inflow condition is also cylindri-

cally symmetric. The initial- and the boundary conditions read

A0(r,0)=0 for r ^ 0. A0(0,t) = L for t yb 0,

So(r --> oo, /)--() for finite time t.
(4.67)

The more realistic condition AflO. /) = const, corresponds to the condition Ao(0, t) =

1 for a porous medium with normalized porosity. Considering an ensemble of porous
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media, this condition is only reasonable if the capillary pressure is assumed to be

constant. Otherwise the constant initial saturation would change from realization

to realization and the corresponding media yvith initial saturation So(0, f) = 1 would

have different mean flow velocities clue to the different porosities.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no solution for this system of equations for

any nontrivial choice of 0i or 0»2. However, a similarity solution can be found for

this problem. For this purpose we write a polynomial expansion of-01 and \p2.

0i(Ao) --^2ctS2\ AAAo) -= X>Sj*. (4-68)

A similarity variable is defined as

p =-

r
(4.69)

'fa
v '

and the saturation is assumed to have the behaviour

S0 = tbS*{n) for t > oo. (4.70)

With this, Eq. (4.66) becomes

bS* - rjdr,S* A —a„5"* y cpyd{1 -^-^-^r^y.-i _

2irq
^—^

(c%S*)2 Y, dÂt{1 >-*.6-2«)(5+)d'-1 - ~-d„Sk Y,rf,i(1+ä,6'"2a)(^)ä' ~
(4.71)

tfS*Y^<Uil+Slb~2aXS*)SL =0

The choice of a and b is determined by the boundary conditions and by the polyno¬
mial orders ryl and A- First of all, since So has a constant value at r

- 0 and t — 0

and cannot exceed the value 1, positive values for b would be unphysical. Taking
this into account the requirement that S* does not depend on the time t explicitly
in the limit of long times leads to the relation

1 + (min(7,) -- l)b - 2a - 0 for min(7,) < min(<ü,) A 1

1 + (min(A))o - 2a — 0 for min(7t) > mm(cb) + I,

as S* is supposed to become independent of time t. In general it would be sufficient

to restrict the left hand side of (4.72) to values which are smaller than the right hand

side, but the inequality would lead to an unphysical solution of the gas saturation in

the long time limit. The case distinction (4.72) also decides, which process dominates

the shape of the gas saturation for long times. In the first case where (min(7,) <

min(obJ 4- i) the "advective"' part is prévalant, whereas in the second case (min(7t) >

min(cij) A 1) the "diffusive'' part is dominant.

The conservation of mass gives another constraint for the parameters a and b. Under

the assumption of ineompressibilitv we have

^2tt

dp rdrS(r.t) = 2zt{2o^h) dppS%p) --- V(S0)(t). (4.73)
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V is the volume of gas at time t. We are considering two cases, on the one hand

the constant, injection of air and on the other hand the flow of one unit volume of

air in a radial flow of water. The second case is chosen to have a comparison to the

transport, of one unit mass of solute in the solute transport case. The second case

leads to

V(S0)(t) -1 ~*2at &--0 (4.74)

which combines with (4.72) to

f 1
min(7,)6 = -1 --> & = -—r~r^ ~> ° - z~ryT (4.75)

mmpA 2mm(7A

or

b = L
y a -= .__.

L
(4.76)

min(ô,) uf 2(min(A) 4 1)

respectively.

For the parametrizations chosen in Fig. (4.1). we would have the case min^) = 3

and min(A) = 3, which means the gas saturation has a similarity solution

lim S(r. I) - r1 \S* (4tf) (4-77)
t->oo VpA /

v

For the constant inflow rate we get

V(S0)(t) =Qt ->2a f 6-1 (4.78)

which leads to the condition

1
&^0-»a = -. (4.79)

This is valid, independently of the choice of the functions ipx and %j)2. The similarity
solution has the form

limS(r,t)^S* (4ïz) (4.80)

t-voc
J

\t A2/
V '

In this special case the nonlinearities have no influence on the longtime behaviour

of the solution and the scaling behavbour is the same for the linear or the nonlinear

case. The boundary conditions can be transformed into

S*(0) = 1. Splim n - -v oc) -x o (4.81)

With the scaling function, the leading time behaviour of the radial moments of the

gas saturation can be estimated. For the general case we get

,'2tv p^o pcci

iln)(t)=~~ dp rdrrntbS*{n) = 2*i({n'2)c"rh) dppn+1S*(p)
Jo Jo Jo
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A necessary condition for the existence of the solution is the existence of all moments

of the saturation. Therefore, the rcscalecl solution S* has to decrease to 0 faster

than all algebraic orders for n —> oo if the moments do not vanish due to symmetry
reasons. The zeroth, first and second moment of the saturation for the case of flow

of one mass unit of gas and for min(7t) = 3 read

m^(t) « t"/(2n(7,)) _> mA(i)(oc const, m^(t) oc P/6, m^(t) oc t1/2.

(4.83)

For the case of constant inflow rate the moments yve get are
ex

(1) (2)

mi0)(l)<xt, mW(i)cA3/2, m\2\t) x t2 -> ^oc^, !^y oc t

m) m{r (4.84)

If we compare the leading time behaviour of the moments with the leading time

behaviour of solute transport, Eqns. (4.30) and (4.31), we note, that the time be¬

haviour is the same for the case of constant inflow, ft differs for the flow of one mass

unit of gas and the transport of one mass unit eff tracer. In this case, depending on

the form of the nonlinearities, the moments of the gas saturation grow slower than

in the moments of solute concentration. It is onlv in the special case of constant

inflow rate, that the equivalence of lineai and nonlinear case in the leading time

behaviour of the moments is independent of the choice of tp\ and 02.

Green's functions

The differential equation for the Green's function in cylindrical coordinates reads

otG + A ——- -—G - -oT A2(A0)G) -

\ dSo 2?rr J r

d2. (4>2(S0)G) t/.2(A0) -|c92G - id> r')d(p - cp')S(t - t'). (4-85)

ff^he equation has a translation symmetry in the angle p. which can be transferred to

p* =^ p — p'. Due to the nonlinear behaviour in time and space this equation cannot

be simplified further. However, for the point x' — 0, f — 0 a similarity solution can

be found for G. Under these conditions G does not depeucl on the angle p. For S0
we assume the similarity solution for constant inflow So(r,t) — So(p) = So(r/t1'2).
Introducing again

C = - and lim G(r. O.f, 0) -= thG*(Ç) (4.86)
t'1 f-J-OC
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leads to

ÖLj C<*° '
'

dS2 2^"
°

cL90 27TC
c

i,-2oV>2(So)£dcG* " ^ -2atl>2(S0)d2G* -

Éi/2-a2^o)9 SodcCy-tW-^l^^SoG*- (4.87)
rf50

" ° c "rfS„ "C "

#2(^0)020,0* C/2A2(50) , ,l~&~2a
L

Combined with the normalization condition, that the integral of the Green's function

over space has to be equal to 1, yve get

6 - -1, a = 1/2 -> C = >/ -> G(r. 0- '• 0) - -. G* (-^) = ^(r,).
* U W *

(4.88)

The time behaviour of the Green's function for A — 0 and f = 0 does not depend
on the functions -0i and ijh if the inflow rate is constant over time. However, more

information about the Green's function is not available and in the general case we

have

G=-G(r,r',<p-ï>',t,i') (4.89)

Covariance of the flow field

The fluctuations of the flow field are derived from Darcy's law. For the two-phase
flow, the Darcy equation depends on the saturation via the relative permeability.
The covariance of the fluctuations of the velocity field depends on the saturation

S0 as well and its derivation is rather complicated. As a simplification we therefore

assume that the main influence on the radial moments is caused by the fluctuations

of the radial part of the flow field, as in the case of solute transport. Furthermore we

assume a simple Gaussian covariance, as in the solute transport case, and neglect
all dependencies on the saturation.

n2 / (r _ r/y2\
q(x)q(x>) - ex2^^ exp ^ ~2-^-J , (4.90)

where er2 is the variance of the log permeability field and A the correlation length.
This approximation is reasonable if the main influence of the fluctuations is given
by the permeabilities and the differences in the relative permeabilities are not too

high. Therefore on the one hand we need to restrict the variance of log permeability
to not too high values, as we truncate the perturbation expansion after the second

order, but on the other hand it should not be too small, as in this case the approxi¬
mation of the covariance is not icasonable. The region where this approach is most

questionable is at the front of the gas saturation, as in this region big changes of

saturation occur over small distances.
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It is also assumed that the reaction of the gas to the permeabilities is similar to the

one of water.

In the limit of small correlation length /0 —> 0 the covariance (4.90) reads

O2
-

lim q(x)q(x') = a2^--A0 vAti(r - r') (4.91)
7„^,fl J Air^rr'

Buckley-Leverett flow: Results

As the possibilities of applying perturbation theorv to nonlinear systems are limited

the following considerations are restricted to the problem of Buckley-Leverett flow.

In Buckley-Leverett flow the assumption is made that the influence of capillary forces

can be neglected compared to the pressuie gradients. The flow is purely "advective",
but still nonlinear due to the relative permeabilities. For Eq. (4.5) this means that

the function ip2 vanishes. We have seen in the problem of radial solute transport
that the main effect of the fluctuating velocity field is clue to the purely advective

part, which leads to a macrodispersion term. The influence of finite Peclet number-

is not negligible for all cases. However, if the Peclet numbers are small the main

effect is still the caused by the advective part. With this result in mind and knowing
that the analysis for the nonlinear problem is based on strong assumptions and can

only lead to qualitative results, it seems reasonable to concentrate on the part of the

whole problem from which the most important effect is expected. Typical behaviour

for Buckley-Leverett solutions is a sharp front of the gas saturation (see e.g. Marie

[1981]). An example of the outcome of a numerical simulation for the radial Buckley
Leverett problem in a homogeneous medium is shown in Fig. (4.9).

tï rT i rri | i r r-'rrr'T r.r.j-.-T-r-rT-r«ï— | i m i r-rT-f~pr, rT..,, fmrirr~

0-s„) :

-^^^ , espansKxi wave

-•—shod ~z

constant slate -

residual saturation Sw= ^
~

0 i 1 3 4 1

«paili. velocity xli

Figure 4.9: Buckley Leverett profile, taken from Helmig [1997]

We expect an effective mixing process for the Buckley Leverett case, similar to

the purely advective solute transport problem. However, here the effective mixing
parameter cannot be obtained from the radial moments, but has to be derived

appropriately from the homogeneous problem. We consider two different types of

mixing process. First we assume that the mixing is ptirelv diffusive, leading to the
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flow equation:

dtS + drMS)
Q Pc

d,i ](S)^D0d2ij3(S) = 0. 1.92)
2ixr r

-03 is an unknown function of A and D0 is the diffusion coefficient. We assume that

the solution S is cylindrically symmetric. The diffusion coefficient D0 can then be

obtained by the definition

Pn-

O P°
r dr r2c%S - - / r dr 01(A)

,/o 4.93)

r dr vpS)

Alternatively we assume a dispersive mixing process, where the dispersion coefficient

is proportional to the flow velocity field, leading to the flow equation

diS + dri/>i{s)
2trr

OQd2v,(S) -0.
~>TT

(4.94)

a is the dispersivity. We can then obtain the dispersivity via the definition

/ rdrSdfS-~l / rdrrxbi(S)
1 Jo 2, . Jo

a -

6Q
(4.95)

r dr ip(S)
JO

To derive effective properties for the heterogeneous problem we have to perform
the ensemble average of (4.93) or (f.95) m a peiturbation theory approach. If the

effective parameters are not constant m time m the long time limit, the approach
for the large scale mixing process is not approprrate.

If we insert(4.57) for the saturation S. use the flow equation (4 60) for each part

and take into account that the homogeneous problem is purely advective and has

no mixing process, we obtain for Peft and aeff to the second order of perturbation

*°°

, #t
r dr r

D,
'0

dS
'i<7 r dr r Ai|s, q / r' dr'

efl
So

#3

dS
A,

Sa
"OO

2 / r dr P3|5
Jo

r dr 03L 4.96)

and

r dr r

,2
dtp

~dS S\q r dr r2 i'i\Snq

aeff ^
So

r' dr

,/f)

déi,

Vs
Ai

So

2Q / r dr v3 So 20 r dr -0i So
(4.97)

To determine the leading time behaviour of Den and aea, some assumptions have to

be made. First, wre assume that the homogeneous solution can be approximated by a
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Heaviside step function. The underlying assumption is that the mean effect is due to

the sharp front of the solution. The considerations outlined in this section regarding
the scaling behaviour of the homogeneous solution and the Green's function are

also valid for the purely advective case. We assume for the saturation the following

approximation.

A0(r/t'/2) -. 0 ( ~ - l) -» d,>So S (V - ^) . (4.98)

Furthermore we restrict the covaiiancc function to the limit of small correlation

length (4.91) in order to get the leading time order. It has been checked by nu¬

merical integrations that this limit yields the main contribution for times t > 12/Q-
Explicit results cannot be obtained as the Green's functions are still unknown and

the function 03 is not further specified. Hoyvever. due to our knowledge about the

scaling behaviour of the functions, the leading time behaviour can be determined as

n 2 WQ
JJei\ ex ex, —

f

A (4.99)

acfl ex aj k

The explicit derivation of the result is shown in Appendix F.

The approach of a diffusive mixing process leads to an effective diffusion coefficient

which is decreasing with l/y/f, whereas the approach of a dispersive mixing process

leads to a dispersivity which is constant with time. It, can therefore be assumed

that the heterogeneities of the flow field lead to a similar effect, as in the solute

transport case, a mixing that is proportional to the mean velocity field and therefore

decreasing with l/r. The effective dispersion length cannot be determined explicitly
as it depends on the function p at, A0(f) and on up. which arc not known, and also

on integrals over the scaling functions which cannot be performed.

However, the interpretation of the effective mixing effect as an effect similar to the

one seen in the solute transport problem leads to a qualitative difference from the

solute transport, problem. As opposed to solute transport, the small scale system
has no diffusion or dispersion included. The capillary forces lead to an effect similar

to diffusion, but in a homogeneous medium it is assumed to depend on saturation

only and not on time or space cxplicitely. The hetciogeueous medium can therefore

not be described as an effectively homogeneous one without including an additional

effect, a dispersive process which is proportional to the velocity, lire small scale

homogeneous system and the effective large scale system are not equivalent under

the assumptions made in this analysis.

4.3.2 Averaged flow equations for the Buckley Leverett prob¬
lem: Homogenizatioii theory

The explicit dependency of the effective mixing effect on the system parameters and

on the saturation can be determined bv means of homogenization theory. In homog-
cnization theory the long time behaviour of the effective differential equation for the
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investigated problem can be determined. The method will be explained briefly in

the next section. A more detailed discussion of the methods of homogenization the¬

ory can be found e.g. in Ilornung [1997]. Its application to the Buckley Leverett,

problem and the results will be discussed afterwards.

Method of homogenization theory

The basic idea of homogenization is the separation of the problem into two explicitcly
different spatial scales, a large and a small one. The fluctuations act on a small scale,
whereas we are interested in the flow behaviour on a barge scale, where the detailed

description of the fluctuations is no longer necessary.

There arc different methods to extrapolate the system behaviour from smaller to

larger scales. One way is to hold the micro length scale fixed, but increase the size

of the domain continuously. The large scale is reached asymptotically in the limit

of an infinite domain size. It describes the usual upscaling approach in a way all

methods using REVs do (e.g. the perturbation theory method used before). On

the other hand, one can also consider the large length scale as the fixed length
scale diminishing the small length scale step by step. Now, the asymptotic limit is

reached with vanishing small length scale. This is the approach of homogenization
theory. Both approaches are fully- equivalent. The important parameter indicating
the transition from the small- to the large scale system is the ratio of a typical

length on the micro- scale y) which would be given by the correlation length of the

medium, to a typical length on the macro-scale x, a length scale in the order of the

medium size. The ratio of these scales is defined in the following as e e y/x. The

asymptotic large scale behaviour is found in the limit t-- -> 0. Note that the whole

idea only works if the bwo scales are cleailv separated from each other: the large
length scale x and the much smaller length scale, y

— x/e.

The method has been applied to investigate macrodispersion effects in linear advec¬

tive flow processes e.g. by Avellaned and Majda [1991], Bensoussau et al. [1978] or

Attinger at al. [1999]. It has also been applied to two-phase flow e.g. by Amazianc

ct al. [1991], however for different flow conditions.

Application to the radial Buckley Leverett problem

The method of homogenization theorv is applied to the Buckley Leverett problem:

dtS b ~ -e\ Vb-! (S) + qVi \(S) - 0 (4.1.00)
2k r

The space coordinates and the derivatives with respect to space coordinates are split
into the small scale y and the large scale x

x -4- A, y
- -J-, V -> \p -j - Vy (4.101)
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The fluctuations q are supposed to occur on the small scale only. The total flow

field has a large scale part q(x) and a small scale part, q(y) which scale as

q{x =

ta p. ^---£-^er + lm- (4.102)

The saturation is split into a part, independent of the fluctuations and which therefore

is dependent on the large scale only, and into the expansions around it, which depend
on both scales. The expansion terms arc supposed to be small compared to the large
scale part, so that we can write the function t>i in a Taylor series,

A = So(x) ff £-54(A, y) { s2S2(T.y) l
.

dil'i(S)'

(4.103)

#r(A
dS

dS

s2
S-=S0

Si -

S_So

1 J2r](S)
2
~

dS2
~ S2

SrrSn

Inserting these expressions into Eq. (4.100) leaels to a differential equation with

terms in different orders in e. In order to fulfil Eq. (f.LOO) all the orders off have

to vanish seperately. As finally we only consider the limit £ —> 0 only the orders

smaller or equal to 0 have to be taken into account. For these orders we get

0(e àtSo + 7TT-Te' vbtA(Aü) A 7TAPe> V'/A

1 Q sv(ê^s)
2 2n\y\ dbl

~\y\
" '

clS

Sî)-q(y)Vx(

S=S0

#t(A)

S-=5o

q(y)Vy
drh(S)
dS

S2
1
m^i

dS

d2éi(S)

0(t
-\- Q

„

S=S0

dipi(S)

2ir\y\
c;vyv

dS

n
dS2

sO + Wv^GSo)

S=S0

S=So

S2) A

Si) H

A2)-0

(4.104)

q{y)^y(
dA(S)
dS

'

ï S-=S0

5i) = 0

I S-Sn

0(e-2) A.
l-K~\y\

^AVï/01(Ao)-(7((7)V(/vt(Ao) = O.

The equation for order e~2 is always fulfilled as the gradient on the small scale y

does not act on the part of the saturation that is only dependent on the large scale

x.

The order e° is assumed to be fulfilled on the large scale, where the small scale

fluctuations are no longer resolved. For this reason the integral of the equation over

the small scale is required to vanish.

ddyf(y)0(su) --- 0, where ddyf(y) 1. 4. LÜ5
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We now make the assumption that the dependence of the higher orders Sn(x,y) for

77 -> 0 on the small and the large scale can be separated into two factors so that,

we can wiite Sn(x,y) = fi,n(x)f2>n(y). As the part f2,n(y) has to vanish at infinity,
all terms that can be written as divergence on y-scàïe vanish in the integration over

the small scale. For the other terms we make the assumption of the stochastic

approach, which stats that under appropiiate conditions the spatial average can be

interchanged with an ensemble mean. If we consider in this sense only terms up to

second order in the fluctuations, the averaged equation for the 0-th order is reduced

to

dtSo A ^xrA VWh(Ao) A f07)Vc -

'l{S)
r, IX ' 'Tir« • *l\il I * i JO

2tt\x\ ab

S\ - 0. (4.106)
S=S0

Note that S0 does not correspond to the So from the perturbation theory in the

last section since it does not have the same scaling solution S0 = So(r/v<)- The

first correction to the saturation SL is determined from the order e~l. For Si the

following ansatz is made.

Si = \tb)VtS0 (4.107)

Inserting Eq. (4.107) into the equation for order e
]
yields

Q

2n\y
3 Vvx,(y) = - q(y)Vt/X,(!j) ~ Uv) (4-108)

Expanding into a perturbation series to second order yve get the covariance <rv needed

for the 0-th order equation

Uy)\,(y) = -jddy'G{y\y')qi[y)ql{y')- (4-109)

where G(y,ï?) is the Green's function of the system

-A-ërVyGiPJ)) - 6($- ff) -+ G(yJ) = ^9 C4 " l) ^ ~ A')-
m G \r J (4.H0)

If for the fluctuations of the velocity field the same covaiiance function is applied as

used in the perturbation theory approach, the final result for the averaged homoge¬
nized equation reads

^0 + ^,^,(^(50))-^ (:~zrcrjloSÇv%iMSo)) - 0.
2?rIr[ \2~ r|

J 2 J (4.111)

This result shows the effective mixing term to be dependent on l/r, which has been

seen already in the discussion of the time behaviour of the moments. This result is

valid for large times onlv. For early times, there will be corrections to the dispersion,
analogous to the solute transport case, that make sure, that the "macrodispersion"
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effect will vanish at, the injection point. In the form (4.111), the macrodispersion

coefficient would diverge at the injection point.

The result also shows that this mixing term depends in a nonlinear way on the

saturation. To interpret the effective mixing term as an effective capillary pressure

does not seem reasonable. Rather it has to be seen as an additional large scale effect

that does not have an equivalent in the small scale equations.

4.3.3 Comparison with numerical simulations

In order to validate the results of Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 they have to be compared
with numerical simulations. The comparable quantity is the effective flow param¬

eter (4.95), calculated from the ensemble aveiaged gas saturation field or its time

behaviour, respectively. As we have restricted the problem to the Buckley-Leverett

case, a code was used that was constructed for problems without capillary problems.
The streamline code written by Batyckv A997 (see also Batycky et al. [1997]) was

applied, as the method of streamlines minimizes the effect of numerical dispersion.

The effects we want to see are small and for this reason it is important to keep nu¬

merical effects as small as possible. The streamline method used by Batycky [1997]
is briefly described in the following. A detailed description of the code and the

underlying principles are thoroughly discussed in his woik.

Streamline code

The streamline code has been developed for the Buckley Leverett flow equations

including gravity, which is not, taken into account here. The basic concept is to

calculate streamlines from the solution of the pressure field and to calculate the

saturation on each streamline for the time f +- At. With this procedure the problem
is reduced to a quasi one-dimensional problem, which is advantageous with respect

to CPU time and also reduces the numerical dispersion. The equation we start off

with is Eq. (3.2). As capillary pressure is assumed to vanish, there is only one

pressure variable.

• The flux of fluid ? qt is given by Darcy's law and is assrrmed to be free of

divergence,

^L _
_± / AabsP l(S(x. t)) RA}^kr)2(S(x.t)) \ ->

V • C/total = V I 1 --- V/ =0.

V A t'2 )
(4.112)

For the parameters at initial time t Eq. (4.112) is solved numerically for the

pressure field at time t l At with a finite difference method on a Cartesian

grid. The velocity components on the interfaces between the cells around the

grid nodes arc calculated from Darcy's law.

• The streamlines for which the starting points are given, are traced in the

following way: The particle travel time from the inlet, point, to each possible
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outlet point of the line at the cell boundaries can be determined on the basis

of a linear interpolation of the velocity components at the cell boundaries

(see Fig. 4.10). The outlet point is determined by minimizing the particle
travel time. Streamlines are traced from an injection well until they reach an

extraction well. The inlet- and outlet points and the velocities at these points
determine the streamline.

Each point on a streamline can be assigned to the "time of flight," r at this

point, the particle travel time to that point, given by our knowledge of the

velocity field. Thus the space dimension can be transformed to an equivalent
time dimension. The flow equation along the streamline can be written in

terms of time t and time of flight r.

The saturation on each streamline is calculated for the time t + At. This can

be done with analytical or numerical methods. In this work the numerical

methods were used. The information about saturation on the inlet- and outlet

points of the streamline is picked, as well as the time of flight r. The initial

saturation is then given on an irregular r grid, which has to be transformed to

a regular r grid. On the regular grid, the saturation at time Ab At is calculated

numerically using an upstream weighting scheme that is explicit in time. The

saturation has then to be mapped back onto the irregular r grid.

With the saturation field at t + At the permeabilities can be calculated for

this time and the steps described above arc repeated.

There are two main sources of error. On the one hand there is numerical

dispersion in the calculation of the one-dimensional solution of the saturation

on a streamline. A second point is, that often more than one streamline is

passing through a cell. After the calculation of the saturation on the stream¬

lines at the new time step, the properties that are assigned to the cell have to

be averaged over all streamlines passing the cell. Batycky [1997] considered

the second source of error to be more important for the flow problem which

corresponds to the problem considered here, as the flow is selfsharpening and

the one-dimensional numerical dispersion is reduced by this process.

In the simulation performed here, the full radial problem was modelled, as the

boundary effects in the quarter model described in Chapter 3 are already large

enough to spoil the result. Boundary conditions of constant, pressure can be in¬

corporated into the code of Bartycky [1997] by wells with constant, pressure only,
a Dirichlet condition for the saturation is not reasonable. In the simulations per¬

formed here, the boundary was modeled as a ring of wells with constant pressure,

arranged in a circle around an injection well in the center, where air is injected with

a constant rate of f0~An3P.
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Figure 4.10: Schematic of a streamline path through a 2D gridblock,
taken from Batyckv '1997]

However, as the boundary realized in this wav does not lead to vanishing gas sat¬

uration, the results can onlv be analyzed if the gas front is still far away from the

boundary. Simulations for one ensemble of 50 realizations were performed on a

451x451x1 grid with a cell size of 0.1 meter in ,r- //-direction and of 0.01 meter in

^-direction. The porosity was set to è ~ 0.2 and the geometric mean of the absolut

permeability is ifabsgeom -~ 3.53-10 nm2. The relative permeabilities were modelled

as Brook's-Corey functions with Â — 2. About 3000 streamlines were calculated for

384 time steps with a duration of 13505 each. This large field was chosen to obtain

a result in the asymptotic time regime. For the same reason the correlation length
of the fields was set to a small value of 0.377?, The variance was chosen as a'j — 0.5.

Further simulations for three ensembles of 65 realizations each were performed on a

300x300x1 grid with the same parameters as the large field. In this case 192 time

steps with duration of f 350s were calculated. The properties of the stochastic per¬

meability fields for the three cases are given in Table 4.1. The large field was chosen

to confirm the kind of mixing mechanism obtained in (4.94). The smaller fields were

chosen to test the dependency of the effective parameter on the stochastic properties
of the field.

No ensemble Variance

a) [/?A]

Correlation length

l0[m]

1 0.67- 16- 10~22 0.5

2 0.35 • 16 • HP22 0.5

3 0.67- 16- 10"22 0.8

Table 4.1: Stochastic properties of the random permeability fields

In order to get an estimate for the numerical artefacts, a simulation of the large
field was also performed for a homogeneous field. The effective dispersivity aeft
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is obtained from the ensemble averaged definition (4.95) using numerical spatial

integrations and numerical time derivatives As theoretical results we would expect

aeff = a
j Iq ^/tt/2 — 0.13m for the ensemble of the large fields and aeg =- 07n for

the homogeneous large field. The numerically obtained results are compared to the

analytical ones in Fig. 4.11.

alpha (eff), numerical result

theoretical value foi alpha (eff)

tt—».—•—•—«—a—a—»—» -> »—•—»>—» * »""

alpha (eff) homogeneous, numerical result

0 12 3 4 5

time [105sl

Figure 4.11: aeir calculated from the large field

From these simulations we can conclude, that the approach of an effective dispersion
mechanism described by (4.94) is confirmed verv well with the numerical calcula¬

tions. The effective dispersivity is growing at early times until it reaches a value

which remains constant with time. The quantitative value of aen obtained from

the numerical calulations is in the same order of magnitude as the analytically ob¬

tained one, however it is larger by a factor of 2. From the results of the numerically
obtained value of aeg in the homogeneous field we can see that there is an effect

which is caused by numerical artifacts. However, this effect, is rather small, which

makes the interpretation of the factor 2 as a numciical artefact unlikely. On the

other hand it is very well possible that the enhancement, of aeq is caused by ef¬

fects that are not captured in the analytical calculations due to the approximations
made. For example it is possible, that the dependency of the fluctuating velocity
field on the saturation, which has been neglected in the analytical calculations, leads

to corrections of the results. In general the relative permeabilities lead to an en¬

hancement of the heterogeneities of the absolute permeability which would lead to

a higher variance of the total velocity field. It is also possible that higher orders in

the perturbation theory lead to further contributions to the effective dispersivity.

The results for the numerically calculated ceea of the three ensembles of the small

fields is shown in Fig. 4.12.
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0.8
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5= 0.4
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-0.2
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time 1105 sl

Figure 4.11: aeQ calculated from the small fields

The values are also compared to the analytically calculated ones. It can be seen that

the fields are not large enough to get the asymptotic time behaviour. This is also

due to the larger correlation lengths compared to the correlation length of the large
field. As soon as there is breakthrough of the gas front in single realizations the

analysis has to be stopped. This time of breakthrough is earlier for the fields with

larger correlation lengths. Also the convergence to the asymptotic value becomes

slower if the correlation length is larger. From these simulations it can be concluded,

that the proportionality of the effective dispersivity to the correfation length could

be confirmed very well. The proportionality to the variance of the field does not

agree as good in the numerical results. The discrepancy between analytically and

numerically obtained a0g gets larger if the variance gets smaller. However, this effect

might also be due to the approximation made in the analytical calculations.

4.4 Conclusion of the analytical calculations

In this chapter the mixing effects of the gas saturation due to the fluctuations of the

total velocity field have been analyzed analytically with the methods of perturbation

theory and homogenization theory. First the problem of solute transport with diffu¬

sion and without dispersion in a radially diverging floyv field has been considered as

a linear analogue to the two-phase flow problem. Ensemble averaged second radial

cumulants were calculated to the first order in inverse Peclet number in order to

find characteristics of transport properties. The results are valid for intermediate

times. Diffusion is enhanced by the variance of the log permeability field due to the

fluctuating fkw field. For small times and large Peclet numbers the most important
effect is a spreading of the second radial cumulant which can be interpreted as a

macrodispersion where the dispersion is proportional to the mean flow velocity.

ensemble

theoretical value for ensemble no 3

ensemble no 2, numerical result
^—i i

theoretical value for ensemble no 1

theoretical value for ensemble no 2
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For the radial two-phase flow case the leading time behaviour of appropriately de¬

fined effective mixing parameters has been derived within the framework of pertur¬

bation theory. The capillary effects were not taken into account here. The analysis
of the time behaviour leads to the interpretation, that the fluctuating flow field

also causes a "macrodispersion" for the gas saturation which is proportional to the

mean flow velocity. There is, however, no microscopic analogue to this effect, in the

two-phase flow problem. The averaged flow equations were derived by means of

homogenization theory. We have also found the macrodispersion coefficient which

has been quantified with this method, ft can be written as mean radial velocity

multiplied by an effective dispersivity cveff
— cA/opA/A. The analytical results were

compared to results obtained from numerically calculated ensembles of gas satura¬

tion fields in heterogeneous media. The existence of an effective macrodispersion
could be confirmed qualitatively. The numerically calculated values are in the same

order of magnitude as the analytically calculated ones, however they are larger by a

factor of about 2. This might be due to the approximations made in the analytical

calculations, such as the approximation of the covariance of the total velocity field

as that one of a single phase flow problem. An explanation could also be that the

higher orders in the perturbation lead to additional effects wdiich are not captured
in an analysis up to the second order.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and discussion

In this thesis we have investigated effective properties for two-phase flow in the

special case of radial displacement of water by air in a heterogeneous porous medium.

The methods which were used are based on the stochastic approach. This averaging

procedure enables us to derive effective properties which describe the influence of

the heterogeneities on the flow process.

Results

In the first part of the thesis a system was investigated where channeling effects

are expected. This is necessary to determine the region of applicability of the en¬

semble averaging method. Channeling in a heterogeneous porous medium arises if

the effects due to the heterogeneously distributed capillary entry pressure dominate

the flow behaviour. Channeling develops on the pore scale. However, similar phe¬
nomena are also observed on larger scales. Pore scale laboratory experiments were

performed in an artificial porous medium with a given heterogeneous aperture field.

Two variograms for the aperture fields were taken into account, a fractal one which

leads to correlated structures on all scales up to the scale of the measurement, and

an exponential one with a finite correlation length. The flow parameters were chosen

in a way that the flow process is dominated by the capillary entry pressure effects

of the heterogeneous aperture field. The experiments were compared to numerical

simulations with an invasion percolation (IP) model. The model proved to be ap¬

propriate to reproduce the gas saturation fields. The invasion percolation model

is useful to reproduce the flow quantitatively if the pororrs medium has large scale

structures which are known, as yvas the case in the medium with the fractal vari¬

ogram. If this is not the case, as in the medium with exponential variogram, where

the correlation length is small compared to the medium size, the cluster distribution

is sensitive to small changes and can no longer be predicted. If the correlation length
of a porous medium is small, the correlated structures can be considered as pixels.
It is known from previous work (Wilkinson and Willemsen [1983]), that invasion

percolation processes on uncorrelated fields produce fractal clusters. Consequently,
for capillary dominated floyv processes in such media the concept of a REV is not

104
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applicable. Spatial averaging of the saturation depends on the averaging volume

if the saturation is distributed in a fractal structure. This has been confirmed by

spatial averaging of the gas saturation fields obtained in the laboratory experiments.

Averaging over space did not lead to a homogeneously distributed saturation field.

It Iras been tested with numerical IP simulations, that ensemble averages lead to a

homogeneous saturation distribution which can be reproduced fairly well within a

continuum approach. However, the parameters of such a continuum approach have

no predictive power for a single realization. They are useful quantities only for risk

assessment considerations in the sense, that the ensemble averaged gas saturation

field at, location x gives the probability that saturation S — 1 is measured at this

location. We have to keep in mind, that upscaling of the two-phase flow equations

for displacement processes in heterogeneous porous media by assigning effective pa¬

rameters to an equivalent homogeneous system is only justified if channeling effects

can be excluded. dTiis is only the case if capillary entry effects are of minor im¬

portance. Therefore the channeling flow domain is the limit for the applicability
of our method. Heterogeneities have to be handled irr a different way if channeling
behaviour has to be expected.

For the remainder of the thesis the assumption was made, that, entry pressure effects

are not important and we are well within the region where the ensemble averaging

approach is justified. The two-phase flow was described on the continuum scale and

heterogeneities were considered to be due to the permeability and capillary pressure

distribution. Entry pressure effects were excluded as it could also be observed in

the numerical simulations on the continuum scale, that heterogeneities in the entry

pressure lead to channeling phenomena. Numerical simulations of the displacement

process were performed for heterogeneous fields using the code 41OIJGH2. The initial

aim was to develop a qualitative understanding of the influence of the heterogeneities
on the flow process. The ensemble averaged gas saturation field calculated for an

ensemble of heterogeneous media was compared to the saturation calculated on a

homogeneous field. The fluctuations lead to an enhancement of the transition zone

of the gas front, but do not affect the gas saturation at the injection point. As the

enhancement of the transition zone represents a mixing effect we try to capture this

effect by varying the capillary pressure, as this is analogous to macrodispersion in an

advection-clispersion process. However, an increase of the capillary pressure influ¬

ences not only the flow behaviour at the front, but also at, the injection point. This

effect could be compensated by chosing a flatter slope of the capillary pressure curve.

However it could be compensated just up to a certain degree. An enhancement of

the transition zone was obtained by changing the relative permeability function.

The behaviour of the relative permeability is decisive for the development of the

transition zone as it causes the selfsharpening effects. Although an intuitive reason

for an impact of the heterogeneities on the relative permeability is not given, the

averaged gas saturation field can be reproduced more accurately by readjusting the

relative permeability function.

From the numerically calculated ensembles of gas saturation two characteristic quan¬

tities for the deviations between single realization and averaged field were studied.
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Seven ensembles with different values for the variance of logarithmic permeability

a2, inflow rate Q, correlation length /0, and typical value of capillary pressure Pc

were generated.

The variance V* of the ensemble average of the gas saturation was considered. It

measures, how much the gas saturation of the single realization deviates from the

ensemble mean. The values for V* are maximal at the gas front. At the front

the variance V* is determined by the variance of the log permeability a2. Here

the coupling between the heterogeneity of log permeability and capillary pressure is

equivalent to the effect of a higher variance of log permeability a2 for a field with

constant capillary pressure. Behind the front the values of V* are determined by
the capillary number of the system. Small capillary numbers lead to high values of

the variance of gas saturation V*. For large capillary numbers, the gas saturation

behind the front in the single realization is almost identical to the ensemble average.

Next, the time behaviour of the averaged roughness of an isoline at the front in

one single realization was calculated. The growth rate of the isoline roughness
determines, whether or not the fluctuations at the front lead to a roughening process.

The growth rate of the roughness has to be compared to the growth with \ft, of the

mean radius. The roughness at the front develops due to the fluctuations of the flow

field and therefore represents arr advective mixing effect. The diffusive mixing effects

due to the capillary pressure average out the fluctuations and lead to a smoothing
of fluctuations at the front. It was found that initially the roughness grows with the

square root of time which indicates a mixing caused by the advective fluctuations

when the transversal mixing over different streamlines has not yet occured. The

proportionality factor increases with the inflow rate Q. It also increases with the

variance of log permeability but not linearly. An enhancement of the capillary

pressure also leads to a larger proportionality factor, which can be explained by
the coupling of heterogeneous permeability with a heterogeneous capillary pressure

field. After a while the roughness grows slower than \/i indicating the crossover to

the real dispersive mixing. The crossover time where the growth rate slows down

is determined by the variance of the log permeability but not systematically. An

increase of inflow rate Q leads to an earlier crossover time whereas an increase of

correlation length l0 lead to a delay of the crossover. The crossover time is not

sensitive to the capillary pressure.

Ensemble averaged effective parameters have been calculated analytically. The equa¬

tions were simplified by assuming the capillary pressure to be homogeneous and

therefore to be constant. This was justified by the numerical simulations performed
before. The coupling of a heterogencously distributed permeability and a hctero-

gcneously distributed capillary pressure has a similar effect on the flow behaviour

at the front as a heterogeneous permeability field where the capillary pressure is

set constant, but, the variance of log permeability is increased. Behind the front

the heterogencously distributed capillary pressure leads to larger fluctuations of gas

saturation. Keeping this in mind the neglection of the heterogeneous distribution of

capillary pressure is not expected to lead to a loss of important effects. In order to

determine the relevant processes the system without nonlinearities is treated first.
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It is equivalent to solute tracer transport in a radially diverging flow field wdth con¬

stant flow rate Q, where the transport occurs by advection and constant isotropic
diffusion. We used a perturbation theory to second order in the perturbation and

to first order in the inverse Peclet number D0/Q, where D0 is the microscopic dif¬

fusion constant. An assumption was made for the autocovariance function of the

fluctuations of the flow, which is consistent with the work of Indelman and Dagan

[1999]. The large scale mixing behaviour was determined by the ensemble averaged
second radial cumulant of the concentration distribution. The results are valid at an

intermediate time scale. On the one hand, the solute must have been transported

aclvectively over metre than one correlation length. On the other hand the diffusive

effects on the local scale have to be small compared to the advective ones. This

leads to the restricion

Q^^W ( )

In this time regime we obtain two large scale effects. First, we get a macrodispersion,
caused by the advective fluctuations of the floyv field which is not, dependent on

the microscopic diffusion. The macrodispersion coefficient can be written as the

velocity of a particle moving with the mean flow field multiplied by an effective

dispersion length o/cfl. It therefore decreases wdth 1/pP fn the long time limit the

macrodispersion coefficient, reads

-^dfsp = »effH = o/efl^= oe(f(t > lln/Q) -- a^ov^r/2. (5.2)
\/7Tt

On short time scales the effective macrodispersion length a0a decreases to zero

Oeff(* -> 0) = erJvAV2

ensuring that the macrodispersion coefficient does not diverge at, the injection point.

Secondly we find that in the time domain given by (5.1) the microscopic diffusion is

enhanced by the variance of log permeability

Df, = Do(l + a2) (5.4)

The dispersive effect is dominant on short time scale, but decreasing with 1/\A
as the solute is transported to larger distances. After long times, the impact of

the diffusive effects becomes noticablc for measurable quantities such as the second

radial cumulant, as diffusion stays constant over time and space.

The flow equation for the fully nonlinear system yvas also investigated for the prob¬
lem where capillary effects are negligible, which is the Buckley Leverett problem.
This is reasonable as we have seen in the solute transport problem, that on short

time scales the main effect of the macroscopic mixing is due to the advective fluc¬

tuations. The autocovariance function for the floyv was approximated by the one

chosen for single phase flow. A scaling function for the homogeneous solution could

A erf
rQt

"<0

VQt

'IT
exp

91
"nl2 (5.3)
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be found. It docs not depend on the features of the nonlinearities, which is a special

property of the configuration with constant inflow. The leading time behaviour of an

effective diffusion coefficient and of an effective dispersivity were derived by means

of a second order perturbation theory. An effective dispersion length is constant

with time, whereas effective diffusion would decrease with lj\fi. We interpret this

in a way similar to the solute transport case. In the two-phase flow probfem we

have a macrodispersion coefficient which is proportional to the mean velocity and

an effective dispersion length.

The time behaviour of the effective dispersivity was also calculated numerically in

a simulation with the streamline code of Batycky [1997] and our analytical results

were confirmed by that.

The ensemble averaged flow equation was calculated up to second order in the

perturbations with the method of homogenization theory. A nonlinear effective

macrodispersion term was found with an effective dispersion length which depends
on the saturation,

dtS{
Q

wo
zur

erV(^t(A0))AV A.
2nr

<T-fU-
dS

VAo - 0, (5.5'
s=s0

where S0 stands for the averaged saturation. The effective time behaviour of the

moments cannot, be determined from the averaged floyv equation as there is no known

analytic solution. However it confirms the interpretation of the large scale effect as

an effect similar to macrodispersion.

If we include the capillary pressure we would expect something similar to what

we obtained in the solute transport, problem: the macrodispersion effect dominates

on small time scales and after a while the diffusive mixing caused by the capillary

pressure becomes dominant. However, there is an important difference between the

two-phase flow problem and the solute transport case with respect to the macrodis¬

persion caused by advective mixing. A treatment of dispersion effects, where the

dispersion coefficient can be written as the product of the flow velocity and a disper¬
sion length, is known as Scheidegger's approach in the literature and is commonly
used for solute transport. For two-phase flow there is no analogue. The capillary

pressure is supposed to depend on the saturation only and not, on the velocity.
In uniform flow configurations this would be of no importance, as the velocity is

constant. The macroscopic mixing effect could be described by an effective capil¬

lary pressure. In the radial flow configuration the macrodispersion term has to be

included in addition to the term of the homogeneous two-phase flow equations.

Taking these considerations into account the numerical simulations of Chapter 3

can be well interpreted, ft might be possible to reproduce the larger transition zone

caused by the fluctuations of the flow field by an effective capillary pressure term,
if it is not considered to be constant. An effective capillary pressure which vanishes

at the injection point would not change the gas saturation at the injection point.

The advective mixing is indicated by a growth with the square root, of time of

the roughness of an isoline at the numerically calculated saturation front at, early
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times and by a growth with a smaller power at later times. The growth of the

roughness is after a while damped out by a diffusive process, in this case by the

capillary pressure. The dispersion caused by advective mixing is proportional to

the correlation length /0, to the square root of the inflow rate \/Cp and to the

variance of log permeability aj (sec Eq. (5.2)). The enhancement of the dispersion

effect with increasing cA and Q was also found in the numerical simulations. For

the solute transport the crossover time where the superdiffusive behaviour changes

to a dispersive one has obviously to be related to the correlation length and to

the inflow rate. This was also found in the numerical simulations. The crossover

time increases with the correlation length and decreases with the inflow rate. The

time regime where diffusive processes become important and damp the roughness
was not achieved in the simulations. We have seen in the simulations, that due to

the coupling betweerr heterogeneous permeability field and heterogeneous capillary

pressure field at the front the capillary pressure enhances the effect of the variance

of the log permeability. The effect of the enhancement, of the crossover time due to

the larger variance and of the decrease of crossover time due to the larger capillary

pressure might therefore cancel each other. This would explain the insensitivity of

the crossover time to the capillary pressure in the numerical simulations.

Oxrtlook

In this work it has been shown, that radial displacement of water by air in a het¬

erogeneous field is subject to a large scale mixing process described by a nonlinear

macrodispersion term. A qualitative explanation for this behaviour has been de¬

veloped, however, the next step would be a validation by numerical simulations. It

would be useful to include the macrodispersion function obtained in Eq. (5.5) in

the code directly instead of trying to reproduce it by a capillary pressure function

which is assumed space dependent in an artificial way. Such a code is not readily
available and it would have to be developed from scratch.

An experimental confirmation of the effect would also be very useful. The difficulty
here is to perform a field experiment which reproduces the conditions under which

our analytical and numerical results arc valid. On the one hand the exclusion of

channeling effects is a strong restriction. Porous media very often are layered which

leads to channeling along the layers. The most reasonable approach would be to

perform experiments in artificial porous media in the laboratory. The problem
here is the implementation of the heterogeneities. For a quantitative validation we

would need a small variance of the permeability distribution and a finite correlation

length. A medium which is composed of different sand types would be useful to

reproduce such properties, however to build such a medium without cracks between

the different soil types which would lead to channeling flow is a very difficult task.

The perturbation theory used for the two-phase flow equation is subject to several

approximations. Some of them are due to the radial flow configuration. It would

therefore be interesting to study effective mixing parameters in a uniform flow con¬

figuration with a line source. This configuration is much easier to handle and some
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of the approximations made here could be avoided. The hope is that the results

would allow similar interpretation as in the case of the radial flow configuration so

that our approximation would be further justified.

One of our basic assumptions is the description of the autocovariance of the flow by
the same expression as in single phase flow. However, clearly the relative permeabil¬
ities lead to deviations especially in the vicinity of the saturation front. The next

step would therefore be to study the autocovariance with numerical simulations.

It, might be possible to choose a slightly more complicated autocovariance function

which incorporates all the most important features.

It would also be an interesting question to develop further analytical approximations
for the Buckley Leverett solutions. If approximations for the homogeneous solution

can be found, the nonlinearity in time and space in the differential equation for the

Green's function is explicit and the Green's functions can be analysed in more detail.
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Single realizations of the radial IP

calculation

ut
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Appendix B

Ensemble averaged and single
realization gas saturation fields

Numerically, calculated gas saturairons fields (T0HGH2) with paiameteis from Fa¬

ble 3 2

Case no 1 Norm

xfm]

Figure B 1 Single realization Figtuc B 2 Ensemble avciagc
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Case no 2: High variance
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Figure B.3: Single realization
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Case no 3: Large capillary pressure
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Figure B.5: Single realization
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Case no 4: Large capillary pressure and high variance
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Figure B.7: Single realization Figure B.8- Ensemble average



Case no 5 Very hrgh variance
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Case no 6 Small coiiclation length
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Appendix C

Derivation of the solution of the

homogenoues transport equation
with diffusion

The homogeneous transport equation with constant solute inflow rate Q = corrst. in

cylindrical coordinates writes

dtcQ(r,t) + A-d,c.Q(r.t) - D0 (-dr + d;) cQ(r,t) = 0 (Ci)
zzr \r J

with boundary conditions

cq(0,t) — 1 for t finite, cq(r —> oo,t) —> 0, cq(j; I —> oo) —> f for r finite

(C.2)

and a source term

s(r.t)=QMS(r2)e(t). (C.3)

The variables can be transformed to

" - Äi (a4)

This is possible, as in this case the source term and the boundary conditions can be

scaled the same way and the conservation of mass is fulfilled. Using this transfor¬

mation, the transport equation reads

afoW b (l A IbAb^A^}) di!CQ(v) __ o (c.5)

with the boundary condition

p?(0) -1. rQ(/?-> tc) ->0. (C.fi)
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Inserting

g(q) = dcQ{i]) d)] (0.7

leads to

l-Q/(47rD0
dng + f 1 +

PP^PJ g = 0. (C.8)

This differential equation is solved by

g(r1) = cxp(-r])rf/(-ijTno)-1. (C.9)

The general solution for cq(ü') reads therefore

cQ(v) = A
f <&/?(,/) + c2 - Cl

f P/ eXp(-7/')//Q/(4*Do)-1 b- c2

./o Jo (CIO)

which leads to a gamma function (see Abramowitz and Stcgun [1970]). The bound¬

ary conditions are fulfilled by choosing cx and ex as

1 (A)/(47tDo))

This leads to the solution for the concentration distribution for constant solute

injection

f^^p^iP/PO). (c.12)Q{ ' ;
r(Q/^4yZP)î

V ;

The solution for constant inflow is obtained from the solution for an instantaneous

injection of one unit, mass c§ over the convolution of the solution eg with the mass

source per unit mass Qso\ over time and space

cQ(r.t) - j dr'2 f dt'cs[r'pt')s(r',t') = j dt'cs(r,t')Qsol. (C.13)

The backward transformation is also possible and the solution eg can be obtained

from the solution for constant inflow Cq

cS{r,t) -- -^Pcg(rA). (CA4)
fe/sol

This leads to the solution for instantaneous injection at the injection point

rrf,xP ^AwL (CU5)



Appendix D

Radial moments for solute

transport with dispersion

The transport equation in cylindrical coordinates foi transport with dispersion reads

dm(r,t) + ß~dlC(rJ) --Aai);c{rJ) = 0. (D.l)
2~r 2/7 r

It is assumed that the solution c(x. t) does not depend on the angle. The dispersion
term can then be treated like a perturbation and the method of Green's functions

can be applied to transform the differential equation into an integral equation.

r°° P g

c(/-,f) --co(r.f)- / dr'2 / P'G(r,r'AA')Tv^ô2c(r',t')
,/o Jo Sat'

(D.2)

where the Green's function G solves

diG A ^-drG = 6(r2 - r'2)ô(t - t'). (D.3)

The Green's friction is given by

Gir.r'X I') = 26 { r2 - r'2 - Q(t - t') ) . (D.4)

The solution c0 is given by

c0(r.t)^~s(r2- ^ (D.5)

Inserting the right hand side of (D.2) as solution for c(r. t) iteratively leads to an

infinite sum of terms cn which contain a n times as a factor. Considering only the

zeroth and first order and inserting (D.4) and (D 5) yields

c(r,t) -.c0(r,1)- PrP'2 f' di'5 I r - r'2 - Q- (t - t')) -^bfP (r
Jo Jo V " / -!7rr \ n J (D.6)
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ff wc perform the integrations wc obtain

c(r,t)^h(r2 ®t\ ^d^ôlr-^t) (v^-PP2
-3\

+ -d'f,S[}J-^t\ I r\/b -t\ ?2--i I A
n \ r l \ 3

'

3 \ zr

The 7?-th (not normalized) moment teach

/>2t / x

Jn) / c/9 / /(A ?"((/ i)m:

lnseitmg (D 7) leads to

m((» = i

o

m,(D - \/^ '-

^

mp' = ^ 2nx/()7/:

We obtain theiefoie foi the second radial cumulant

(,)
2

fi)~ = -a v Qt 7i



jx^-ppeiiO-ix ja/

Full solution of the second radial

cumulant with finite Peclet

number

The full solution in leading time order to first order in Peclet number reads

A2cns- Dot-lo2Dot f~W"W^|)
3 \ TT IvPr/bj/

1 l?Ji,A^I-Wnf^

The effective diffusion coefficient derived from this expression using (4.32) writes

Peff - Do A a2Do A ^oy''Q erf ( Vß-
6 V zt \v/tt12

1
—

!

6&M-'**?("%) -^(^-'(.-exp(-g)+.... (E.2)

If we derive an effective dispersion length using (4.35) we would obtain

orWi i 2\ V A 1
2

/ sfQt
aea = 3P0 (1 + a,)

— + -^/ocrf I
-^

p'wcxp(-aD -rP^O-exp^fn-K.ME,,
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Appendix F

Derivation of the effective

dispersion coefficient for the

Buckley Leverett problem

The effective dispersion terms are given by the expressions (4.96) and (4.97).

Effective diffusion coefficient

The effective diffusion (4.96) reads

oo oo t

[rdrfr'dr'ldt'r ^ I G(r.r'.t.t') ^ I dr> S0(r', //)p)ci(P)

Afl =
{. i

.

L_^M_ -"A

2 rdr c,Uo
(F.l)

o

It can be evaluated making the approximations

So(r/H2) - 9 {^p - l) -v dr,S0 - 5 (r-2 - ^ . (E.2)

and

lim mtii?) - a2 A^lox/^ô(r - r'). (F.3)

Evaluating the integrations over space leads to

jQ' P"*'1 C(0,tV.Qf'/,.t.XP

SoiQt -i')

Ctö

Sa(l)

a
I ü^'A

,

lJPn —

—

f8ir2

JeA

I df -;'} G(Qt';z.Qt';z.i.t') -^ k^fQv
Jo a^

sznt - iz

db

svm

(F.4)
2 /reP x3i5o
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122 APPENDIX F. EFFECTIVE DISPERSION FOR BUCKLEY-LEVERETT

It is obvious that the Green's function G(~p, ^~,ipt') feads only to a contribution

if t = t' and reads

eAbP.x'Hpxx).
K Z U

(F.5)

With this wc can perform the integration over time //. Writing the denominator in

terms of the scaling variable rj - r2 it we obtain

9 Q / cPb

8^r \ dS

DeS =

lo\'Qi
?o(ip 2 kVQ

,x a
t

1 dn ^\So^
v^

'
(F.6)

With this we obtain for the effecitve diffusion coefficient (4.96) the leading time

behaviour:

Dpi <">C CTf
? kVQ

Vt
(E.7)

Effective dispersivity

The effective dispersivity (4.97) reads

«eff —

rx> oo t

rdr r dr dt r -—p
J J dS

o o

G(r.r •t,t)-—

Sol! 1}
dS

drlSo(r',t')q(x)q(x>)
Sob',«')

2Q rdr iù,\
'F. 8'

Performing the same approximations as for the effective diffusion coefficient we ob¬

tain

a
2 Q dxbi

'SvPt \ dS
hQi

t> oil =
So(D

Qi jdg iplSo

ex aj A- (E.9)

A

This leads for the effective dispersivity to the leading time behaviour

Üed ex ex2 A- (F.10)
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